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Preface

Ubiquitous and social computing are creating new environments that foster the social
interaction of users in several contexts. Concerning social environments, e.g., social
media and the social web, there are a variety of social networking environments being
implemented in an increasing number of social media applications. For the ubiquitous
ones, there are accordingly different small distributed devices and sensors. Overall,
ubiquitous and social environments are transcending many diverse domains and contexts, including events and activities in business and personal life, generating massive
amounts of data that then require appropriate analysis approaches, methods, and
techniques from the area of big data analytics.
This book sets out to explore this area by presenting a number of current approaches
and studies addressing selected aspects of this issue. The individual contributions of
this book focus on problems related to Big Data analytics in social and ubiquitous
contexts, i.e., integrating both ubiquitous data and social media. Methods for the
analysis of Big Data in social and ubiquitous contexts concerning both advanced
algorithmic solutions as well as analysis techniques focusing on complex data characteristics can then help to advance our understanding of the dynamics and structures
inherent to the respective environments.
In these contexts, we present work that tackles issues such as natural language
processing in social media, collective intelligence, analysis of social and mobility
patterns, and anomaly detection in social and ubiquitous data.
The papers presented in this book are revised and signiﬁcantly extended versions of
papers submitted to three related workshops: The 5th International Workshop on
Mining Ubiquitous and Social Environments (MUSE 2014), which was held on
September 15, 2014, in conjunction with the European Conference on Machine
Learning and Principles and Practice of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(ECML-PKDD 2014) in Nancy, France, the 5th International Workshop on Modeling
Social Media (MSM 2014) that was held on April 8, 2014, in conjunction with
ACM WWW in Seoul, Korea, and the First International Workshop on Machine
Learning for Urban Sensor Data (SenseML 2014). With respect to these three complementing workshop themes, the papers contained in this volume form a starting point
for bridging the gap between the social and ubiquitous worlds. Concerning the range of
topics, we broadly distinguish between social context, ubiquitous context, and works
bridging both.
For the ﬁrst main theme, we included three works focusing on aspects regarding the
social context. We present “Using Wikipedia for Cross-Language Named Entity
Recognition” by Eraldo Fernandes, Ulf Brefeld, Roi Blanco, and Jordi Atserias, providing an interesting method for named entity recognition and classiﬁcation based on
exploiting the link structure of Wikipedia. In “On the Predictive Power of Web
Intelligence and Social Media” by Nathan Kallus, a novel predictive approach for Web
intelligence using Web and social media mining is presented. In another interesting
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work, “A Latent Space Analysis of Editor Lifecycles in Wikipedia,” Xiangju Qin,
Derek Greene, and Padraig Cunningham show how topic analysis can be adapted for
analyzing editor behavior and for identifying different activity classes.
For the second main theme bridging the social and ubiquitous context, we included
two papers. The paper “On Spatial Measures of Geographic Relevance for Geotagged
Social Media Content” by Xin Wang, Tristan Gaugel, and Matthias Keller presents
spatial measures describing geospatial characteristics of social media content. In
“Formation and Temporal Evolution of Social Groups During Coffee Breaks” by
Martin Atzmueller, Andreas Ernst, Friedrich Krebs, Christoph Scholz, and Gerd
Stumme, the authors describe different group evolution events in social and ubiquitous
environments and present an analysis in the scope of academic conferences.
For the third main theme, we included four works targeting ubiquitous contexts. The
paper “A Habit Detection Algorithm (HDA) for Discovering Recurrent Patterns in
Smart Meter Time Series” by Rachel Cardell-Oliver presents an approach for detecting
habits in smart water meter time series. In “RoADS: A Road Pavement Monitoring
System for Anomaly Detection Using Smart Phones” by Fatjon Seraj, Berend Jan van
der Zwaag, Arta Dilo, Tamara Luarasi, and Paul Havinga, the authors present a method
for road pavement analysis resulting in a real-time multiclass road anomaly detector.
The paper “Mining Ticketing Logs for Usage Characterization with Nonnegative
Matrix Factorization” by Mickaël Poussevin, Nicolas Baskiotis, Vincent Guigue,
Patrick Gallinari, and Emeric Tonnelier sets out to analyze activity patterns in an urban
transportation network using nonnegative matrix factorization. Finally, in
“Context-Aware Location Prediction” by Roni Bar-David and Mark Last, the authors
describe an approach for predicting future locations of vehicles utilizing various types
of context information.
It is the hope of the editors that this book (a) catches the attention of an audience
interested in recent problems and advancements in the ﬁelds of big data analytics,
social media, and ubiquitous data and (b) helps to spark a conversation on new
problems related to the engineering, modeling, mining, and analysis in the ﬁeld of
ubiquitous social media and systems integrating these.
We want to thank the workshop and proceedings reviewers for their careful help in
selecting and the authors for improving the submissions. We also thank all the authors
for their contributions and the presenters for the interesting talks and the lively discussions at the three workshops. Their efforts and contributions allowed us to produce
such a book.
November 2015

Martin Atzmueller
Alvin Chin
Frederik Janssen
Immanuel Schweizer
Christoph Trattner
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Using Wikipedia for Cross-Language Named
Entity Recognition
Eraldo R. Fernandes1 , Ulf Brefeld2(B) , Roi Blanco3 , and Jordi Atserias4
1

Universidade Federal de Mato Grosso Do Sul, Campo Grande, Brazil
2
Leuphana University of Lüneburg, Lüneburg, Germany
brefeld@leuphana.de
3
Yahoo! Labs, London, UK
4
University of the Basque Country, Donostia, Spain

Abstract. Named entity recognition and classiﬁcation (NERC) is fundamental for natural language processing tasks such as information
extraction, question answering, and topic detection. State-of-the-art
NERC systems are based on supervised machine learning and hence
need to be trained on (manually) annotated corpora. However, annotated corpora hardly exist for non-standard languages and labeling additional data manually is tedious and costly. In this article, we present a
novel method to automatically generate (partially) annotated corpora for
NERC by exploiting the link structure of Wikipedia. Firstly, Wikipedia
entries in the source language are labeled with the NERC tag set. Secondly, Wikipedia language links are exploited to propagate the annotations in the target language. Finally, mentions of the labeled entities
in the target language are annotated with the respective tags. The procedure results in a partially annotated corpus that is likely to contain
unannotated entities. To learn from such partially annotated data, we
devise two simple extensions of hidden Markov models and structural
perceptrons. Empirically, we observe that using the automatically generated data leads to more accurate prediction models than oﬀ-the-shelf
NERC methods. We demonstrate that the novel extensions of HMMs
and perceptrons eﬀectively exploit the partially annotated data and outperforms their baseline counterparts in all settings.

1

Introduction

The goal of named entity recognition and classiﬁcation (NERC) is to detect and
classify sequences of strings that represent real-world objects in natural language
text. These objects are called entities and could for instance be mentions of
people, locations, and organizations. Named entity recognition and classiﬁcation
is thus a fundamental component of natural language processing (NLP) pipelines
and a mandatory step in many applications that deal with natural language
text, including information extraction, question answering, news ﬁltering, and
topic detection and tracking [32] and has received a great deal of interest in the
past years.
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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State-of-the-art methods for detecting entities in sentences use machine learning techniques to capture the characteristics of the involved classes of entities.
Prominent methods such as conditional random ﬁelds [22,23] and structural
support vector machines [2,45,47] need therefore to be adapted to annotated
data before they can be deployed. Such data is for instance provided by initiatives such as CoNLL1 that put signiﬁcant eﬀort in releasing annotated corpora
for practical applications in major languages including English, German [40],
Spanish, Dutch [39], Italian2 , and Chinese [48]. Although there are corpora for
a few minor languages such as Catalan [27], there exist about 6,500 diﬀerent
languages and a large fraction thereof is not covered by NLP resources at all.
From a practitioners point of view, the performance of NERC systems highly
depends on the language and the size and quality of the annotated data. If the
existing resources are not suﬃcient for generating a model with the required
predictive accuracy the data basis needs to be enlarged. However, compiling a
corpus that allows to learn models with state-of-the-art performance is not only
ﬁnancially expensive but also time consuming as it requires manual annotations
of the collected sentences. Frequently, the annotation cannot be left to laymen
due to the complexity of the domain and it needs to be carried out by trained
editors to deal with the pitfalls and ambiguity. In the absence of appropriate
resources in the target language, the question rises whether existing corpora in
another, perhaps well-studied language could be leveraged to annotate sentences
in the target language. In general, cross-lingual scenarios, for instance involving
parallel corpora, provide means for propagating linguistic annotations such as
part-of-speech tags [12,50], morphological information [43], and semantic roles
[35]. In practice, however, creating parallel corpora is costly as, besides annotating the text, sentences need to be aligned so that translation modules can be
adapted. Existing parallel corpora are therefore often small and speciﬁc in terms
of the covered domain.
In this article, we study whether multilingual and freely available resources
such as Wikipedia3 can be used as surrogates to remedy the need for annotated
data. Wikipedia, the largest on-line encyclopedia, has already become a widely
employed resource for diﬀerent NLP tasks, including Word Sense Disambiguation
[30], semantic relatedness [18] or extracting semantic relationships [38]. So far,
only few contributions involving Wikipedia focus on multilingual components
such as cross-language question answering [16].
We present a novel approach to automatically generate (partially) annotated corpora for named entity recognition in an arbitrary language covered
by Wikipedia. In the remainder, we focus on NERC and note that our approach is directly applicable to other NLP tasks such as part-of-speech tagging
and word sense disambiguation. Our method comprises three stages. In the ﬁrst
stage, Wikipedia entries are labeled with the given NERC tag set. The second
stage uses Wikipedia language links to map the entries to their peers in the
1
2
3

http://ifarm.nl/signll/conll/.
http://evalita.fbk.eu/.
http://www.wikipedia.org/.
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target language. The third stage consists of annotating the detected entities in
sentences in the target language with their corresponding tag. Note that the
methodology leaves entities that are not linked within Wikipedia unannotated.
Consequentially, the procedure results in partially labeled corpora which likely
contain unannotated entities. We therefore devise two novel machine learning
algorithms that are speciﬁcally tailored to process and learn from such partially
annotated data based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) and structural perceptrons.
Empirically, we demonstrate that with simple extensions, machine learning
algorithms are able to deal with this low-quality inexpensive data. We evaluate our approach by automatically generating mono- and cross-lingual corpora that are orders of magnitude larger than existing data sets. Empirically,
we observe that using the additional data improves the performance of regular
hidden Markov models and perceptrons. The novel semi-supervised algorithms
signiﬁcantly improve the results of their baseline counterparts by eﬀectively
exploiting the nature of the partially annotated data.
The remainder is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews related approaches
to generate corpora using Wikipedia. We present the automatic generation
of cross-lingual corpora using Wikipedia in Sect. 3 and Sect. 4 introduces the
machine learning methods for learning from partially labeled data. We report
on our empirical results in Sect. 5 and Sect. 6 concludes.

2

Wikipedia-Based Corpus Generation

There are several techniques that classify Wikipedia pages using NERC labels as
a preliminary step for diﬀerent applications. Some of those applications include,
for instance, to extend WordNet with named entities [46], to provide additional
features for NERC [21], or even to classify Flickr tags [34]. However, how these
techniques can be employed to generate tagged corpora is largely understudied.
In the remainder of this section, we review three approaches that are related to
our work.
Mika et al. [31] aim to improve named entity recognition and classiﬁcation
for English Wikipedia entries using key-value pairs of the semi-structured info
boxes. Ambiguity is reduced by aggregating observed tags of tokens (the values)
with respect to the ﬁelds of the info boxes (the keys). Regular expressions are
used to re-label the entities. Rather than complete sentences, the ﬁnal output
consists of text snippets around the detected entities. Their approach ignores
language links and is therefore restricted to mono-lingual scenarios.
Nothman et al. [33] and Richman and Schone [37] propose methods to assign
NERC tags to Wikipedia entries by manually deﬁned patterns, key phrases, and
other heuristics, respectively. [37] for instance devise key phrases that serve as
a simple heuristic for assigning labels to categories and observe reasonable precision by tagging categories containing the words people from as person, those
including the word company as organization, and those including country as
location, etc. The two approaches focus on extracting completely annotated sentences which results in two major limitations. There is the risk of erroneously
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annotating tokens due to overly speciﬁed rules and heuristics because sentences
must be annotated completely and consequentially, large parts of the corpus are
discarded because they are likely to contain false negatives (entities which are
not annotated). Compared to [37], we take a diﬀerent approach by only annotating entities with high conﬁdence and leaving the remaining tokens unlabeled.
By doing so, our method acts on a much larger data basis. The ﬁnal models are
trained on the partially annotated sentences and render the use of heuristics and
manually crafted rules unnecessary.
Alternative approaches to ours are self-training or distant supervision methods. Knowledge bases like Wikipedia are used to automatically extract information (e.g., entities) that are used to train a classiﬁer which is then used to detect
even more entities in the resource, etc. [4]. A general problem with self-training
is that the initial models are trained on only a few data points and often do not
generalize well. As a consequence, erroneous tags enter the training data and
may dominate the whole training process.

3

Generating Annotated Corpora Using Wikipedia

This section presents our approach to automatically generate (partially) annotated corpora for named entity recognition and classiﬁcation. Our method
exploits the link structure of Wikipedia as well as the linkage between Wikipedias in diﬀerent languages. The proposed methodology consists of 3 stages.
Firstly, Wikipedia entries in the source language are annotated with the respective NERC tag set (Sect. 3.1). Secondly, the annotated entries are projected
into the target language by following cross-lingual Wikipedia links (Sect. 3.2).
Thirdly, anchor texts in the target language linking to previously annotated
entries are labeled with the corresponding tag (Sect. 3.3).
Figure 1 illustrates the cross-lingual setting for English (left, source language)
and Spanish (right, target language). For each language, there are two entries
linking to the river Danube (Spanish: Danubio). The black pointer indicates the
language link from the Spanish Wikipedia page to its peer in English. To generate
a corpus in Spanish using English as source language we proceed as follows. The
mentions of Danube are tagged as location and propagated by links 1 and 2 to
the Danube entry. In our simple scenario, the resulting distribution (person:0,
location:2, ...) clearly indicates that this entry should be annotated as a location.
Using the Wikipedia language link (link 3), the annotation is propagated to the
Spanish entry Danubio which is also tagged as location. Finally, anchor texts in
the Spanish Wikipedia of links four and ﬁve pointing to Danubio are accordingly
annotated as locations. We obtain a partial annotation of the Spanish Wikipedia
where mentions of Danubio are tagged as location.
Table 1 shows an exemplary sentence and its partial annotation. According
to described procedure, Danubio is successfully annotated as a location. Words
that are not linked to Wikipedia entries such as que as well as words that do
correspond to Wikipedia entries but have not been processed yet such as Carlomagno remain unlabeled. Since not all entries can be resolved, the ﬁnal corpus
is only partially annotated.
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Fig. 1. Wikipedia link structure.
Table 1. A partially annotated sentence.
Carlomagno contribuyó a que el Danubio fuese navegable
?

?

? ?

? B-LOC

?

?

In the remainder, we focus on the English CoNLL-2003 tags, however we
note that the choice of the tags is problem dependent and the incorporation of
other tagsets is straight forward. The CoNLL-2003 tags are PER (person), LOC
(location), ORG (organization), MISC (miscellaneous), and O (not an entity).
In the following, we introduce our strategy in greater detail.
3.1

Annotating Wikipedia Entries

Our approach to labeling Wikipedia entries with elements of the tag set is based
on existing resources. More speciﬁcally, we use the freely-available version of
Wikipedia from [3], which provides a version of the English Wikipedia with
several levels of semantic and syntactic annotations. These annotations have
been automatically generated by state-of-the-art algorithms (see [3] for details).
Moreover, this corpus preserves the Wikipedia link structure.
Note that the maximal possible number of annotations of the corpus depends
on the number of links pointing to the Wikipedia entries in the source language.
While some entries such as Danube are supported by more than 1,000 mentions
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Table 2. Mismatch of annotation (center row) and linked text (bottom row) for an
exemplary sentence.
· · · are of the Corts

of Barcelona

from 1283

··· O

O O

B-MISC O B-LOC

··· O

O O

wiki/Corts of Barcelona O

O

O
wiki/1283

others such as Holidays with Pay (Agriculture) Convention, 1952 are almost not
interlinked at all within Wikipedia. As a consequence, annotations will hardly
be generated from this entry and the existing ones may be noisy due to ambiguity. However note that even if only highly interlinked entries are selected, a
considerably large set of entries needs to be labeled to build a corpus with a
reasonable number of annotations.
We proceed by propagating the annotations to the entries. Every tagged
anchor link that is concisely tagged propagates its annotation, while mismatches
between linked text and annotation are discarded. Table 2 shows an example of
such a mismatch. The link Cort of Barcelona remains unused because neither
MISC or LOC completely cover the linked text. Recall Fig. 1 for another example. The anchor text linked to the English Wikipedia page Danube (links 1 and
2) is tagged as a location and the corresponding label LOC is assigned to the
entry. The major advantages of this approach are twofold. First, it signiﬁcantly
reduces the human eﬀort as no manual annotations are needed. Second, it does
not depend on the language dependent category structure. Thus, this approach
is generally applicable with any tagged subset of Wikipedia.
Table 3 shows the number of perfect matches between tags and Wikipedia
links. Very frequent entries such as Barcelona or Danube are mostly tagged as
locations while others like Barcelona Olympics do not show a clearly identiﬁable
peak or are even associated with more than one label as for instance the entry
Barnet. In general, there are many links to a Wikipedia page and the provided
tags are not always perfect. It is thus necessary to reduce the number of ambiguous entities, that is Wikipedia entries that can be associated to more than one
tag such as schools which can be either tagged as organization or as location,
depending on the context.
Our approach however naturally allows for detecting ambiguous entities as
all occurrences of tags are collected for an entry. Their counts simply serve as
indicators to detect ambiguity. We observe a clear peak in the tag-distribution
when an entity is not ambiguous; the majority of the annotations correspond to
the true class of the respective entities. Thus, a simple strategy to reduce the
noise of the tagging and to select a unique label for an entry is to perform a
majority voting which corresponds to a maximum-a-posteriori prediction given
the tag distribution. In practice, it is beneﬁcial to incorporate a threshold θ to
select only those Wikipedia entries that have been tagged at least θ-times and
to ﬁlter entries whose ratio between the ﬁrst and the second most common label
is greater than α.
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Table 3. Example of the diﬀerent counting associated to CoNLL labels
LOC PER ORG MISC
Danube

1391 31

16

8

Barcelona

3,349 14

1

0

4

2

5

33 10

74

0

Barcelona Olympics
Barnet

2

Table 4 shows the label distribution for θ = 30 and α = 0.4 (Wikipedia) for
65,294 Wikipedia entries that are labeled by our method. For comparison, we
include the approach by [37] (Category), which maps Wikipedia categories4 to
named entity tags. When applying this tagging technique, we use the same set of
key phrases and results from [46], who labeled Wikipedia categories manually. In
a few cases multiple assignments are possible; in these cases, we assign the tags
to the category matching the most key phrases. Using the category strategy, we
obtain NE labels for 755,770 Wikipedia entries. Note that there is no Wikipedia
entry assigned to MISC as the original list of key phrases does not include a list
for the tag miscellaneous. Further note that it is generally diﬃcult to deﬁne key
phrases and detection rules for inhomogeneous entity classes such as miscellaneous which are often inalienable in NER as they pool entities that cannot be
associated with high conﬁdence to one of the other classes. Another drawback of
the category approach is that the entries are found via the Wikipedia category
structure and that there is no guarantee for obtaining highly interlinked entries.
Recall that the number of annotated entities in our procedure is equivalent to
the number of links pointing to entries. The number of resulting annotations
cannot be controlled by the category approach. For instance, the category approach leads to 13 M and 800 K entities for the mono-lingual English → English
and the cross-language English → Spanish experiments, respectively. While our
approach resulted in 19 M and 1.8 M entities, respectively.
3.2

Cross-Lingual Propagation

Once the NERC tags are assigned to Wikipedia entries in the source language,
we project these assignments to Wikipedia entries in the target language. This
approach exploits the cross-lingual links between Wikipedias in the respective
languages, provided that a Wikipedia cross-language link exists between two
entries.
Note that links are not bi-directional, that is the existence of a link in one
direction does not necessarily imply the existence of the opposite direction.
Table 5 shows the number of language links between the English Wikipedia and
some smaller Wikipedias in French (1,008,744 entries), Spanish (655,537 entries),
Catalan (287,160 entries), Dutch (684,105 entries) and Icelandic (29,727 entries).
4

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Help:Category.
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Table 4. Entity distribution for our method (Wikipedia), the category approach [37]
(Category), and manually labeled results from [46] (Manual).
Wikipedia
Label Entries %

Category

Manual

Entries %

Entries %

LOC

12,981

19.8 149,333 19,7 404

ORG

17,722

27.1 107,812 14,2 55

1.5

PER

29,723

45.5 498,625 65,9 236

6.7

7.4

-

-

MISC 4,868

-

-

11.4

O

-

-

-

-

2,822

80.2

AMB

-

-

-

-

-

-

65,294

755,770

3,517

Table 5. Wikipedia cross-language links.
Links direction

#Links

French → English

730,905

English → French

687,122

Spanish → English

480,336

English → Spanish

475,921

Catalan → English

200,090

English → Catalan

163,849

Dutch → English

167,154

English → Dutch

145,089

Icelandic → English

29,623

English → Icelandic

25,887

Particularly for non-popular languages, the number of cross-lingual links from
and to the English Wikipedia varies. Moreover, some of the links are not updated,
mistyped, or use diﬀerent character encodings. For instance, we are only able
to map 262,489 Spanish Wikipedia entries out of the 480,336 language links
to the corresponding English counterparts. The opposite direction is supported
only by 160,918 entries. Nevertheless, apart from the coverage, the cross-lingual
propagation can be considered as almost error-free.
3.3

Corpus Annotation

Once the tags are assigned to Wikipedia entries in the target language, the
anchor text of the links pointing to tagged entries are annotated with the respective tag. We obtain a partially annotated corpus, as we have no information
about annotations for text outside the entity link. The next section deals with
machine learning techniques to learn from these partially annotated sentences.
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Learning from Partially Annotated Data

Traditionally, sequence models such as hidden Markov models [20,36] and variants thereof have been applied to label sequence learning [14] tasks. Learning
procedures for generative models adjust the parameters such that the joint likelihood of training observations and label sequences is maximized. By contrast,
from an application point of view, the true beneﬁt of a label sequence predictor corresponds to its ability to ﬁnd the correct label sequence given an
observation sequence. Many variants of discriminative sequence models have
been explored, including maximum entropy Markov models [29], perceptron reranking [2,10,11], conditional random ﬁelds [23,24], structural support vector
machines [2,47], and max-margin Markov models [45]. In this Section, we present
extensions of hidden Markov models and perceptrons that allow for learning from
partially labeled data.
A characteristic of the automatically generated data is that it might include
unannotated entities. For instance, entity mentions may not be linked to the
corresponding Wikipedia entry or do not have an associated Wikipedia entry.
In cross-language scenarios, linked entries in the target sentences may not be
present in the source Wikipedia and thus cannot be resolved. While labeled
entities in the automatically generated data are considered ground-truth, the
remaining parts of the sentence likely contain erroneous annotations and the
respective tokens are thus treated as unlabeled rather than not an entity.
The following section introduces the problem setting formally. Sections 4.2
and 4.3 present hidden Markov models and perceptrons for learning with partially labeled data, respectively. Section 4.6 discusses ways to parameterize the
methods and Sect. 4.7 details their parallelization for distributed computing.
Table 6. An exemplary sentence tagged with the mentioned entities.
x1

x3 x4

x5 x6

x7

x = The Danube is

Europe ’s

second longest · · ·

y= O

LOC

O

y1

4.1

x2
LOC

O

y2

y3 y4

O

y5 y6

O

···

y7

Preliminaries

The task in label sequence learning [14] is to learn a mapping from a sequential
input x = (x1 , . . . , xT ) to a sequential output y = (y1 , . . . , yT ), where each
observed token xt ∈ Ω is annotated with an element of a ﬁxed output alphabet
yt ∈ Σ, see Table 6 for an example. Additionally, we observe some ground-truth
annotations of input x denoted by the set z = {(tj , σj )}m
j=1 where 1 ≤ tj ≤ T
and σj ∈ Σ.
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Fig. 2. Hidden Markov model (left) and Markov random ﬁeld (right) for label sequence
learning. The xt denote observations and the yi their corresponding latent variables.

Given a sample of n pairs (x1 , z 1 ), . . . , (xn , z n ) the set of labels z i determine
the learning task. If for all z i = ∅ holds, observations are unlabeled and the
setting is called an unsupervised learning task. In case |z i | = Ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
all observed tokens are labeled and we recover the standard supervised scenario.
If sequences are either completely annotated or completely unannotated a semisupervised learning task is obtained, however, the focus of this article lies on
learning with partially annotated data which generalizes the standard learning
tasks and does not make any assumption on the z i . In the remainder we use
x[1:t] as a shorthand for the sub-sequence x1 , . . . , xt of x.
4.2

Hidden Markov Models for Partially Annotated Data

We now extend hidden Markov models (HMMs) to learn from partially annotated data. The novel method combines supervised and unsupervised learning
techniques for HMMs and we brieﬂy review HMMs and the Baum-Welch algorithm in Sect. 4.2, respectively.
Hidden Markov Models. Hidden Markov models are generative sequential
models [36]. Their underlying graphical model describes how pairs (x, y) are
generated and is depicted in Fig. 2 (left). That is, a (ﬁrst-order) hidden Markov
model places an independence assumption on non-adjacent factors and computes
the joint probability P (x, y) by
P (x, y) = P (y1 )

T


P (xt |yt )

t=1

T
−1

P (yt+1 |yt ).

t=1

Priors πσ = P (y1 = σ), transition probabilities A = (aστ )σ,τ ∈Σ with aστ =
P (yt+1 = τ |yt = σ) and observation probabilities B(x) = (bσ (xt ))σ∈Σ,1≤t≤T
with bσ (xt ) = P (xt |yt = σ) need to be adapted to the data. Usually, the parameters θ = (π, A, B) are estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood
θ∗ = argmax
θ

n


log P (x, y|θ).

i=1
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Once optimal parameters θ∗ have been found, they are used as plug-in estimates to compute label distributions for unannotated sequences by means of the
Forward-Backward algorithm [36]. This algorithm consists of a left-to-right pass
computing αt (σ) and a right-to-left pass that computes βt (σ). The auxiliary
variables are deﬁned as

πσ bσ (x1 )
: t=1
αt (σ) = P (x[1:t] , yt = σ|θ) = 
[α
(τ
)a
]
b
(x
)
: otherwise
t
τ
σ
σ
t+1
τ

1
: t=T
βt (σ) = P (x[t+1:T ] |yt = σ, θ) = 
a
b
(x
)β
(τ
)
: otherwise,
στ
τ
t+1
t+1
τ
and the probability for yt taking label σ is given by
αt (σ)βt (σ)
P (yt = σ|x, θ) = 
.
τ αt (τ )βt (τ )

Expectation Maximization. In the absence of (partial) labels, that is z =
∅, only unlabeled input sequences x1 , . . . , xn are given. In this unsupervised case
the Baum-Welch algorithm [5] is often used to learn parameters of hidden Markov
models. The algorithm takes the number of possible states as input parameter
and initializes the ﬁrst model randomly. It then maximizes the data likelihood
by an Expectation-Maximization (EM) procedure [13] consisting of two alternating steps. The Expectation-step computes the most likely annotations for the
unlabeled sequences given the input sequences and the model. The Maximization-step re-estimates the model parameters given the input sequences and the
previously computed annotations. The method is a variant of self-training and
converges to a local optimum.
Hidden Markov Models for Partially Annotated Data. We now propose
an extension of hidden Markov models that learns from partially labeled data
of the labels z i can be arbitrary and if |z i | = Ti
{(xi , z i }ni=1 . The distribution

for all i or in case z i = ∅ we recover the supervised and unsupervised hidden
Markov models as special cases, respectively.
The idea is to revise the Expectation-Maximization framework as follows and
grounds on the observation that annotated tokens do not need to be estimated
during the Expectation-step. Conversely, we may use original EM updates for
treating unannotated tokens as these may need to be re-estimated. This observation can be incorporated into the Forward-Backward procedure by altering
the deﬁnition of the involved probabilities α and β so that the modiﬁed variants
always chooses the ground-truth label for annotated tokens. The Maximizationstep is identical to the original Baum-Welch algorithm but uses the modiﬁed α̃
and β̃ variables. The modiﬁed variables are deﬁned as

0
: if (t, τ ) ∈ z ∧ τ = σ
α̃t (σ) = P (x[1:t] , z ≤t , yt = σ|θ) =
αt (σ) : otherwise

0
: if (t, τ ) ∈ z(yt ) ∧ τ = σ
β̃t (σ) = P (x[t+1:T ] , z >t |yt = σ, θ) =
βt (σ) : otherwise.
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where z ≤t = {(t , τ ) ∈ z : t ≤ t} denotes the set of annotated tokens up to
position t and z >t = z \ z ≥t are the labeled tokens at positions greater than
t. Marginalizing over the unannotated positions gives us the desired quantities;
the distribution of labels at position t is for instance given by
α̃t (σ)β̃t (σ)
P (yt = σ|x, z, θ) = 
.
τ α̃t (τ )β̃t (τ )
The above computation schema enforces P (yt = σ|x, z) for every annotated
token (t, σ) ∈ z and P (yt = τ |x, z) = 0 for alternative labels τ = σ. For
unlabeled tokens xt the original Expectation-Maximization updates are used.
Note that this algorithm is a special case of [41].
4.3

Structured Perceptrons for Partially Labeled Data

The sequential learning task can alternatively be modeled in a natural way by
an undirected Markov random ﬁeld where we have edges between neighboring
labels and between label-observation pairs, see Fig. 2 (right). The conditional
density P (y|x) factorizes across the cliques [19] and diﬀerent feature maps can
be assigned to the diﬀerent types of cliques, that is φtrans for transitions and φobs
for emissions [2,23]. Finally, interdependencies between x and y are captured by
an aggregated joint feature map φ : X × Y → Rd ,

φ(x, y) =

T


φtrans (x, yt−1 , yt ) ,

t=2

T



φobs (x, yt )

.

t=1

We are only interested in the maximum-a-posteriori label-sequence which
gives rise to log-linear models of the form
P (y|x) ∝ w φ(x, y).
The feature map exhibits a ﬁrst-order Markov property and as a result,
decoding can be performed by a Viterbi algorithm [17,42] in O(T |Σ|2 ),
ŷ = f (x; w) = argmax w φ(x, ỹ).

(1)

ỹ∈Y(x)

In the remainder, we will focus on the 0/1- and the Hamming loss to compute
the quality of predictions,
0/1 (y, ŷ) = 1[y =ŷ] ;

h (y, ŷ) =

|y|


1[yt =ŷt ]

t=1

where the indicator function 1[u] = 1 if u is true and 0 otherwise.
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Loss-Augmented Structured Perceptrons

The structured perceptron [2,10] is analogous to its univariate counterpart, however, its major drawback is the minimization of the 0/1-loss which is generally
too coarse for diﬀerentiating a single mislabeled token from completely erroneous annotations. To incorporate task-dependent loss functions into the learning process, we make use of the structured hinge loss of a margin-rescaled SVM
[28,47].
Given a sequence of fully labeled (x1 , z 1 ), (x2 , z 2 ), . . . where |z i | = Ti , the
structured perceptron generates a sequence of models w0 = 0, w1 , w2 , . . . as
follows. At time t, the loss-augmented prediction is computed by
ŷ t = argmax
ỹ∈Y(xt )

= argmax
ỹ∈Y(xt )


(y t , ỹ) − w
t φ(xt , y t ) + w t φ(xt , ỹ)

(y t , ỹ) + w
t φ(xt , ỹ) .

Rescaling the margin with the actual loss (y t , ỹ) can be intuitively motivated
by recalling that the size of the margin γ = γ̃/ w quantiﬁes the conﬁdence in
rejecting an erroneously decoded output ỹ. Re-weighting γ̃ with the current
loss (y, ỹ) leads to a weaker rejection conﬁdence when y and ỹ are similar,
while large deviations from the true annotation imply a large rejection threshold.
Rescaling the margin by the loss implements the intuition that the conﬁdence
of rejecting a mistaken output is proportional to its error.
An update is performed if the loss-augmented prediction ŷ t does not coincide
with the true output y t ; the update rule is identical to that of the structured
perceptron and given by
wt+1 ← wt + φ(xt , y t ) − φ(xt , ŷ t ).
After an update, the model favors y t over ŷ t for the input xt , however, note
that in case ŷ t = y t the model is not changed because φ(xt , y t ) − φ(xt , ŷ t ) = 0
and thus wt+1 ← wt .
Margin-rescaling can always be integrated into the decoding algorithm when
the loss function decomposes over the latent variables of the output structure as
it is the case for the Hamming loss in Eq. (2). After the learning process, the
ﬁnal model w∗ is a minimizer of a convex-relaxation of the theoretical loss (the
generalization error) and given by
w∗ = argmin E
w

4.5

max

ỹ∈Y(x)

(y, ỹ) − w (φ(x, y) − φ(x, ỹ)) .

Transductive Perceptrons for Partially Labeled Data

We derive a straight-forward transductive extension of the loss-augmented perceptron that allows for dealing with partially annotated sequences and arbitrary
(partial) labelings z [15]. The idea is to replace the missing ground-truth with
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Fig. 3. The constrained Viterbi decoding (emissions are not shown). If time t is annotated with σ2 , the light edges are removed before decoding to guarantee that the
optimal path passes through σ2 .

a pseudo-reference labeling for incompletely annotated observation sequences.
We thus propagate the fragmentary annotations to unlabeled tokens so that we
obtain the desired reference labeling as a makeshift for the missing ground-truth.
Following the transductive principle, we use a constrained Viterbi algorithm [7]
to decode a pseudo ground-truth y p for the tuple (x, z),
y p = argmax w φ(x, ỹ)
ỹ∈Y(x)

s.t.

∀(t, σ) ∈ z :

ỹt = σ.

The constrained Viterbi decoding guarantees that the optimal path passes
through the already known labels by removing unwanted edges, see Fig. 3.
Assuming that a labeled token is at position 1 < t < T , the number of removed
edges is precisely 2(k 2 − (k − 1)k), where k = |Σ|. Algorithmically, the constrained decoding splits sequences at each labeled token in two halves which are
then treated independently of each other in the decoding process.
Given the pseudo labeling y p for an observation x, the update rule of the lossaugmented perceptron can be used to complement the transductive perceptron.
Note that augmenting the loss function into the computation of the argmax gives
y p = ŷ if and only if the prediction ŷ fulﬁlls the implicit loss-rescaled margin
criterion and φ(x, y p ) − φ(x, ŷ) = 0 holds.
Analogously to the regular perceptron algorithm, the proposed transductive
generalization can easily be kernelized. Note that the weight vector at time t is
given by
wt = 0 +

t−1


φ(xj , y pj ) − φ(xj , ỹ j )

j=1

=



αx (y p , ŷ) φ(x, y p ) − φ(x, ŷ)

(3)

(x,y p ,ŷ)

with appropriately chosen α’s that act as virtual counters, detailing how many
times the prediction ŷ has been decoded instead of the pseudo-output y p for
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an observation x. Thus, the dual perceptron has virtually exponentially many
parameters, however, these are initialized with αx (y, y  ) = 0 for all x, y, y 
so that the counters only need to be instantiated once the respective triplet is
actually seen. Using Eq. (3), the decision function depends only on inner products
of joint feature representations which can then be replaced by appropriate kernel
functions k(x, y, x , y  ) = φ(x, y) φ(x , y  ).
4.6

Parametrization

The presented extensions of hidden Markov models and structural perceptrons
learn from labeled and unlabeled tokens. In practical applications, the unlabeled
tokens usually outnumber the labeled ones and thus dominate the optimization
problems and consequentially valuable label information does only have little
or no impact at all on the ﬁnal model. A remedy is to diﬀerently weight the
inﬂuence of labeled and unlabeled data or to increase the inﬂuence of unlabeled
examples during the learning process.
For the hidden Markov models, we introduce a mixing-parameter 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
to balance the contribution of labeled and unlabeled tokens such that the ﬁnal
model can be written as
HM Mf inal (D) = (1 − λ)HM MS (DL ) + λHM MU (DU ),
where HMMS (DL ) and HMMU (DU ) correspond to supervised (HMMS ) and
unsupervised (HMMU ) HMMs which are solely
 trained on the labeled part DL
and unlabeled part DU of the data D = DL DU , respectively. For the perceptrons, we parameterize the Hamming loss to account for labeled and unlabeled
tokens,
h (y p , ŷ)

=

|y p |


λ(z, t)1[ytp =ŷt ]

t=1

where λ(z, t) = λL if t is a labeled time slice, that is (t, ·) ∈ z, and λ(z, t) = λU
otherwise. Appropriate values of λHM M , λL and λU can be found using crossvalidation or using holdout data.
4.7

Distributed Model Generation

The discussed hidden Markov models and perceptrons can easily be distributed on several machines. For instance, EM-like algorithms process training
instances one after another and store tables with counts for each instance in the
Estimation-step. The counting can be performed on several machines in parallel
as the tables can easily be merged in a single process before the Maximizationstep which is again a single process. After the optimization, the actual model is
distributed across the grid for the next Expectation-step.
Perceptron-like algorithms can be distributed by using the results by
Zinkevich et al. [52]. The idea is similar to that of EM-like algorithms.
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Table 7. Descriptive statistics for the English → English corpora.
CoNLL Wikipedia
Tokens

203,621 1,205,137,774

Examples

14,041

57,113,370

Tokens per example

14.5

21.10

Entities

23,499

19,364,728

Entities per example

1.67

0.33

Examples with entity 79.28 % 21.28 %
MISC entities

14.63 % 13.78 %

PER entities

28.08 % 29.95 %

ORG entities

26.89 % 32.80 %

LOC entities

30.38 % 23.47 %

Equation (3) shows that the order of the training examples is not important
as long as counters store the number of times they have been used for updates.
Thus, the model generation can be distributed across machines and a ﬁnal merging process computes the joint model which is then distributed across the grid
for the next iteration.
4.8

Related Work

Learning with partially labeled data generalizes semi-supervised learning [8]
which aims at reducing the need for large annotated corpora by incorporating
unlabeled examples in the optimization. Semi-supervised structural prediction
models have been proposed in the literature by means of Laplacian priors [1,24],
entropy-based criteria [25], transduction [51], co-training [6], self-training [26], or
SDP relaxations [49]. Although these methods have been shown to improve over
the performance of purely supervised structured baselines, they do not reduce
the amount of required labeled examples signiﬁcantly as it is sometimes the case
for univariate semi-supervised learning. One of the key reasons is the variety and
number of possible annotations for the same observation sequence; there are |Σ|T
diﬀerent annotations of a sequence of length T with tag set Σ and many of them
are similar to each other in the sense that they diﬀer only in a few labels. Furthermore, the above mentioned methods hardly scale for Wikipedia-sized data sets.
Thus the closest method to the proposed extension of the structural perceptron
is [44]. Both approaches rely on the same underlying graphical model and types
of features, and use EM-like optimization strategies. We thus consider them as
of the same family of approaches and note that our approach is conceptionally
simpler than the one presented in [44].
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Evaluation

In this section we report on our empirical evaluation of the automatic corpus
generation. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 5.1
summarizes the CoNLL data sets and Sect. 5.2 details our experimental setup.
We report on mono-lingual results for English in Sect. 5.3 and summarize the
cross-lingual experiments in Sect. 5.4.
5.1

CoNLL Corpora

We use the English, Spanish and Dutch versions of Wikipedia to evaluate our
system since manually annotated corpora are available for these languages. We
use the corpora provided by CoNLL shared tasks in 2002 [39] and 2003 [40].
The CoNLL’2003 shared task [40] corpus for English includes annotations of
four types of entities: person (PER), organization (ORG), location (LOC), and
miscellaneous (MISC). This corpus is assembled of Reuters News5 stories and
divided into three parts: 203,621 training, 51,362 development, and 46,435 test
tokens.
In the CoNLL’2002 shared task for Spanish and Dutch, entities are annotated
using the same directives as in the English CoNLL’2003 corpus and hence comprise the same four types. The Spanish CoNLL’2002 corpus [39] consists of news
wire articles from the EFE6 news agency and is divided into 273,037 training,
54,837 development and 53,049 test tokens. The Dutch CoNLL’2002 corpus [39]
consists of four editions of the Belgian newspaper “De Morgen” from the year
2000. The data was annotated as part of the Atranos project at the University
of Antwerp. The corpus consists of 202,644 training, 37,687 development and
68,875 test tokens.
Our cross-language scenarios are based on tagged versions of Wikipedia. For
English, we use the freely available resource provided by [3] as a starting point
while for Spanish, we tagged the complete Spanish Wikipedia using a classiﬁer
based on the supersense tagger (SST) [9].
5.2

Experimental Setup

We use the original split of the CoNLL corpora into training, development,
and test data, where the development data is used for model selection. In each
experiment we compare traditional hidden Markov models and structural lossaugmented perceptrons with their extensions for learning from partially labeled
data, respectively, as introduced in Sect. 4. The baselines are trained on the
CoNLL training sets in the target language while their extensions additionally
incorporate the automatically labeled data into the training processes. Perceptrons use 4 diﬀerent groups of features, the word itself, its stem, part-of-speech,
and shape/surface-clues. Features are encoded using a hash function with 18 bits,
5
6

http://www.reuters.com/.
http://efe.com/.
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Perceptron+Wikipedia
Perceptron
82.7

71
70
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62

82.6
82.5
F1

F1

HMM+Wikipedia
HMM

82.4
82.3
82.2
82.1

6

6

6

82

2x10
4x10
6x10
# Wikipedia tokens

0

6

6

6

2x10 4x10 6x10
# Wikipedia tokens

Fig. 4. Performance for English → English: HMM (left) and Perceptron (right).

allowing for a maximum of 218 dimensions. We report on averages over 10 repetitions where performance is computed on the respective CoNLL test split in
the target language.
5.3

Mono-Language: English → English

The goal of the mono-lingual experiment is to study an ideal scenario where
every entity is trivially mapped to itself instead of applying the cross-language
scenario. By doing so, every detected entity is preserved and does not have to
be discarded because of missing language links. Table 7 shows some descriptive
statistics of the obtained corpus. As expected, entity annotations are sparser
in the automatically generated corpora compared to the CoNLL training set
because of false negatives as the automatically generated corpus is only partially
labeled.
Using our procedure we obtain an automatically generated corpus that is
about 6,000 times larger than the CoNLL training set. To assess the importance
of the size of the additional sample, we randomly sample the generated corpus
into smaller subsets.
Figure 4 shows the F1 performance for varying sizes of additional Wikipedia
data for hidden Markov models (left) and structural perceptrons (right). Both
algorithms perform signiﬁcantly better than their traditional counterparts. The
HMM+Wikipedia however cannot beneﬁt from an increasing number of additional sentences due to the limited feature representation by point-distributions.
By contrast, the Wikipedia enhanced perceptron uses a much richer set of features and clearly improves its performance in terms of the number of available
additional data. The improvement is marginal but signiﬁcant.
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Table 8. Descriptive statistics for the English → Spanish and English → Dutch corpora
Spanish
CoNLL Wikipedia
Tokens

Dutch
CoNLL Wikipedia

264,715 257,736,886 202,644 139,404,668

Examples

8,323

10,995,693

15,806

8,399,068

Tokens per example

31.81

23.44

12.82

16.60

Entities

18,798

1,837,015

13,344

8,578,923

Entities per example

2.26

0.17

0.84

1.02

Examples with entity 74.48 % 12.15 %

46,49 % 46.22 %

MISC

11.56 % 10.59 %

25.01 % 16.16 %

PER

22.99 % 35.56 %

35.35 % 12.23 %

ORG

39.31 % 23.15 %

15.60 % 50.48 %

LOC

26.14 % 30.70 %

24.04 % 21.13 %

HMM+Wikipedia
HMM

Perceptron+Wikipedia
Perceptron

67.0

76.9
76.8

66.5
F1

F1

76.7
66.0

76.6
76.5

65.5
2x106

4x106
6x106
8x106
# Wikipedia tokens

76.4
0

4x106
8x106
# Wikipedia tokens

Fig. 5. Performance for English → Spanish: HMM (left) and Perceptron (right).

5.4

Cross-Language Experiments

In this section, we present results on the cross-language experiments, English →
Spanish, English → Dutch and ﬁnally Spanish → English. The data generation
follows the protocol described in Sect. 3.
Table 8 compares the CoNLL and the automatically generated corpora from
Wikipedia for Dutch and Spanish. As before, the generated corpora are several orders of magnitude larger than their CoNLL counterparts in all respects,
ranging from the number of tokens and examples to NERC annotations. Interestingly, the Spanish data has fewer entities per example and a slightly diﬀerent
NERC distribution than Dutch which shows a larger diﬀerence in the NERC
label distribution.
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Perceptron+Wikipedia
Perceptron
76.4

F1

76.3

76.2

76.1

1x107
3x107
5x107
# Wikipedia tokens

Fig. 6. Performance for English → Dutch: HMM (left) and Perceptron (right).
Perceptron
Perceptron+Wikipedia
83.5
83.4

F1

83.3
83.2
83.1
83
82.9

1x107 3x107 5x107
# Wikipedia tokens

Fig. 7. Performance for Spanish → English: HMM (left) and Perceptron (right).

Figure 5 shows our empirical ﬁndings for the cross-language scenario English → Spanish. Although the diﬀerences are not as striking as in the monolingual experiment, the results reﬂect the same trend. Again, both Wikipedia
enhanced methods consistently outperform the regular HMMs and perceptrons.
While the HMM+Wikipedia hardly beneﬁts from adding more partially labeled
data, the performance of the perceptron+Wikipedia jumps for 4 × 10e6 additional tokens; the absolute increase is again marginal but signiﬁcant.
Figure 6 details results for cross-language from English to Dutch. While the
HMM shows a similar behavior as for English to Spanish, the perceptron clearly
suﬀers from including too many unlabeled examples. The last experiment studies the cross-language scenario from Spanish to English. Since English is the
biggest Wikipedia and English NLP tools are usually more accurate, using
English Wikipedia as the source language seems to be a natural choice for
cross-lingual NERC. Nevertheless, Fig. 7 shows the results for the uncommon
Spanish → English setting.
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Table 9. Descriptive statistics for the Spanish → English corpora.
CoNLL Wikipedia
Tokens

203,621 1,205,137,774

Examples

14,041

57,113,370

Tokens per example

14.5

21.10

Entities

23,499

11,917,106

Entities per example

1.67

0.67

Examples with entity 79.28 % 41.65 %
MISC entities

14.63 % 19.42 %

PER entities

28.08 % 12.86 %

ORG entities

26.89 % 33.87 %

LOC entities

30.38 % 33.85 %

Both methods perform as expected and exhibit the already observed slight
increase in performance when more partially labeled data is added. While the
HMMs are clearly outperformed by the ones trained on the mono-lingual English → English data, the perceptron surprisingly increases the performance of
its single-language peer. We assume that the Wikipedia language links act like
a ﬁlter for ambiguous entities so that the ﬁnal bi-lingual corpus contains less
noise than the mono-language data. As a consequence, the corpus generated
by the cross-language approach reﬂects the true distribution of entities in English better than the mono-lingual counterpart where every single entity is preserved (Table 9).

6

Conclusions

We studied cross-language named entity recognition and classiﬁcation (NERC)
and presented an automatic approach to generate partially annotated corpora
automatically from Wikipedia. Our method consisted of three stages. Firstly, we
assigned the NERC tags to Wikipedia entries in the source language. Secondly,
we exploited Wikipedia language links to translate entries into the desired target language. Thirdly, we generated a partially labeled corpus by annotating
sentences from Wikipedia in the target language.
We devised simple extensions of hidden Markov models and loss-augmented
perceptrons to learn from the partially annotated data. The data generation
as well as the proposed extensions to the traditional learning algorithms were
orthogonal to state-of-the-art approaches and could be easily included in any
structural prediction model such as structural support vector machines and conditional random ﬁelds.
Our empirical results showed that using the automatically generated corpus
as additional data is beneﬁcial and leads to more accurate predictions than oﬀthe-shelf methods. The observed improvements in performance were marginal
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but signiﬁcant. We remark that NERC is mandatory for high-level text processing and that small improvements might have a large impact on higher-level
applications as errors accumulate across the processing pipeline.
Future work will extend the presented ﬁgures with results for more partially
labeled data and address the impact of the number of cross-language links of
Wikipedia and the assignment of the labels to Wikipedia entries. We also intend
to exploit the context of Wikipedia entities given by the link structure as an
alternative denoising step. Although we focused on NERC as underlying task,
our approach is generally applicable and can be straight-forwardly adapted to
other NLP tasks including word sense disambiguation and part-of-speech tagging
so that another interesting line of research is to extend our method to other
sequential tasks.
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Abstract. With more information becoming widely accessible and new
content created every day on today’s web, more are turning to harvesting
such data and analyzing it to extract insights. But the relevance of such
data to see beyond the present is not clear. We present eﬀorts to predict
future events based on web intelligence – data harvested from the web –
with speciﬁc emphasis on social media data and on timed event mentions, thereby quantifying the predictive power of such data. We focus
on predicting crowd actions such as large protests and coordinated acts
of cyber activism – predicting their occurrence, speciﬁc timeframe, and
location. Using natural language processing, statements about events
are extracted from content collected from hundred of thousands of open
content web sources. Attributes extracted include event type, entities
involved and their role, sentiment and tone, and – most crucially – the
reported timeframe for the occurrence of the event discussed – whether
it be in the past, present, or future. Tweets (Twitter posts) that mention
an event to occur reportedly in the future prove to be important predictors. These signals are enhanced by cross referencing with the fragility of
the situation as inferred from more traditional media, allowing us to sift
out the social media trends that ﬁzzle out before materializing as crowds
on the ground.
Keywords: Web intelligence · Open-source intelligence · Web and social
media mining · Twitter analysis · Forecasting · Event extraction ·
Temporal analytics · Sentiment analysis

1

Introduction

News from mainstream sources from all over the world can now be accessed
online and about 500 million tweets are posted on Twitter each day with this rate
growing steadily [16]. Blogs and online forums have become a common medium
for public discourse and many government publications are accessible online. As
more data than ever before is available on today’s web, many are trying to harvest it and extract useful intelligence. Companies have turned to social media to
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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gauge consumer interest in and sentiment toward products and services as well
as to the web at large to gather competitive intelligence – information about
the external business environment that can guide strategic decisions. Defense
and law-enforcement entities turn to the web to collect greater amounts of
open-source intelligence (OSINT) – intelligence collected from publicly-available
resources. And while more of this data is collected as intelligence and used to
drive decisions, the precise predictive content of this data about future events
is not clear. Here we investigate the potential of this publicly available information, with a focus on social media data, for predicting future events, quantifying
predictive content using standard statistical measures. We focus on predicting
crowd behavior and mass actions that are so signiﬁcant that they garner wide
mainstream attention from around the world, such as large and/or violent social
unrest and politically motivated cyber campaigns.
The manifestation of crowd actions such as mass demonstrations often
involves collective reinforcement of shared ideas. In today’s online age, much
of this public consciousness and comings together has a signiﬁcant presence
online where issues of concern are discussed and calls to arms are publicized.
The Arab Spring is oft cited as an example of the new importance of online
media in the formation of mass protests [8]. While the issue of whether mobilization occurs online is highly controversial, that nearly all crowd behavior in
the internet-connected world has some presence online is not. The public information on the web that future crowds may now be reading and reacting to, or in
fact posting themselves on social media, can oﬀer glimpses into the formation of
this crowd and the action it may take. Because crowd actions are events perpetrated by human actions, they are in a way endogenous to this system, enabling
prediction.
But while all this information is in theory public and accessible and could
lead to important insights, gathering it all and making sense of it is a formidable task. Here we use data collected by Recorded Future (www.recordedfuture.
com). Scanning over 300,000 diﬀerent open content web sources in 7 diﬀerent
languages and from all over the world, mentions of events—in the past, current,
or said to occur in future—are continually extracted at a rate of approximately
50 extractions per second. Using natural language processing, the type of event,
the entities involved and how, and the timeframe for the event’s occurrence are
resolved and made available for analysis. With such a large dataset of what is
being said online ready to be processed by a computer program, the possibilities
are inﬁnite. For one, as shown herein, the gathering of crowds into a single action
can often be seen through trends appearing in this data far in advance. While
validating the common intuition that data on social media (beyond mainstream
news sources) are able to predict major events, this quantiﬁes the predictive
power of web intelligence and social media data.
We study the cases of predicting mass and/or violent unrest by a location of
interest and of politically motivated cyber campaigns by perpetrator or target.
We use historical data of event mentions online to forecast the occurrence of
these in the future. In particular, forward-looking discussions on social media of
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events yet to take place prove the most useful for prediction. We can make these
predictions about speciﬁc future timeframes with high accuracy. We demonstrate
this by studying the accuracy of our predictions on a large test set and by
investigating in particular the case of the 2013 Egyptian coup d’état and how
well we were able to foresee the unrest surrounding it.
The data used in this study has been made available at http://www.
nathankallus.com/PredictingCrowdBehavior/.
1.1

Structure

We review some of the relevant literature in Sect. 1.2. We then discuss in Sect. 2
a motivating example of an event we would have liked to predict and what
sort of predictive signals may exist on the web and in social media that could
have helped us predict it. With this as motivation, we review how mentions
of events, entities, and times are extracted from a wide breadth of sources to
support prediction in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we use this data to develop a predictive
mechanism to predict signiﬁcant protests in speciﬁc future time frames both by
country and by city. We consider the speciﬁc case of the 2013 Egyptian coup
d’état in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we consider ﬁnding more general patterns in the
data, motivating an application of the naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁer to high-dimensional
sequence mining in massive datasets, which we use to forecast cyber attack
campaigns by target or perpetrator. We oﬀer some concluding remarks in Sect. 7.
1.2

Relevant Literature

Much recent work has used various online media to glean insight into future
consumer behavior. In [2] the authors mine Twitter for insights into consumer
demand with an application to forecasting box oﬃce ticket sales. In [10] the
authors use blog chatter captured by IBM’s WebFountain [9] to predict Amazon
book sales. These works are similar to this one in that they employ very large
data sets and observe trends in crowd behavior by huge volumes. Online web
searches have been used to describe consumer behavior, most notably in [4,7],
and to predict movements in the stock market in [5].
Beyond consumer behavior, Twitter data has received particular attention as
to its predictive capacity in contexts ranging from ﬁnance to politics. In [3], the
authors show that including the general “mood” on Twitter in stock-predictive
models reduces error in predicting the Dow Jones Industrial Average by 6 %. On
a negative note, in [6], the author reports on the failings of Twitter data analysis
to consistently predict national democratic elections. Both of these studies consider predicting the cumulative eﬀect of many actions taken by a whole social
system at once (the market buying and selling and the electorate voting). On the
other hand, we seek to predict the occurence of singular events, traces of whose
collaborative conception may have been left on Twitter – studying such online
interactions to reveal group behavior is sometimes called social or community
intelligence [19]. We also cross reference our Twitter data with data from more
traditional media, which has the eﬀect of grounding some of the volatility of
Twitter.
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Other work has focused only on traditional media. In [15] the authors study
correlations between singular events with occurrence deﬁned by coverage in the
New York Times. By studying when does one target event ensue another speciﬁed event sometime in the future, the authors discover truly novel correlations
between events such as between natural disasters and disease outbreaks. Here
we are interested in the power of much larger, more social, and more varied
datasets in pointing out early trends in endogenous processes (actions by people discussed by people) that can help predict all occurrences of an event and
pinning down when they will happen, measuring performance with respect to
each time window for prediction. One example of the importance of a varied
dataset that includes both social media and news in Arabic is provided in the
next section. We here seek to study the predictive power of such web intelligence
data and not simply the power of diﬀerent machine learning algorithms (e.g.
random forests vs. SVMs). Therefore we present only the learning machine that
performed best on the training data and compare it to a data-poor maximumlikelihood random-walk predictor.

2

Predictive Signals in Web Intelligence

We begin by exemplifying anecdotally the precursory signals that exist in web
intelligence for large protests. On Sunday June 9, 2013 a Beirut protest against
Hezbollah’s interference in Syria turned violent when clashes with Hezbollah
supporters left one protester dead [13]. The story was widely reported on June
9 including in Western media, attracting more mainstream news attention than
any protest event in Lebanon in over a year marking it as a signiﬁcant protest.
But not only were there signs that the protest would occur before it did, there
were signs it may be large and it may turn violent. The day before, Algerian
news source Ennahar published an article with the headline “Lebanese faction
organizes two demonstrations tomorrow rejecting the participation of Hezbollah
in the ﬁghting in Syria” (translated from Arabic using Google Translate). There
was little other preliminary mainstream coverage and no coverage (to our knowledge) appeared in mainstream media outside of the Middle-East-North-Africa
(MENA) region or in any language other than Arabic. Moreover, without further
context there would be little evidence to believe that this protest, if it occurs at
all, would become large enough or violent enough to garner mainstream attention
from around the world.
However, already by June 5, four days earlier, there were many Twitter messages calling people to protest on Sunday, saying “Say no to #WarCrimes and
demonstrate against #Hezbollah ﬁghting in #Qusayr on June 9 at 12 PM in
Downtown #Beirut” and “Protest against Hezbollah being in #Qusair next Sunday in Beirut.” In addition, discussion around protests in Lebanon has included
particularly violent words in days prior. A June 6 article in TheBlaze.com
reported, “Fatwa Calls For Suicide Attacks Against Hezbollah,” and a June
4 article in the pan-Arabian news portal Al Bawaba reported that, “Since the
revolt in Syria, the security situation in Lebanon has deteriorated.” A May 23
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article in the Huﬃngton Post mentioned that, “The revolt in Syria has exacerbated tensions in Lebanon, which . . . remains deeply divided.” Within this wider
context, understood through the lens of web-accessible public information such
as mainstream reporting from around the world and social media, there was a
signiﬁcant likelihood that the protest would be large and turn violent. These
patterns persist across time; see Fig. 1.
It is these predictive signals that we would like to mine from the web and
employ in a learning machine in order to forecast signiﬁcant protests and other
crowd behavior. In this case, it is critical that we spread a wide net on many
sources so to catch mentions in non-Western media and foreign-language Tweets
along with mentions in media (such as Reuters) and languages (such as English)
with a more global reach.

3

Event Extraction

To quantify these signals we will look at time-stamped event-entity data. The
data harvesting process extracts mentions of events from the plethora of documents continually gathered from the over 300,000 sources being monitored. An
important aspect is that the event mentions are tagged with the time range in
which the event is said to occur in the mention so that forward-looking statements, such as plans to protest, can be directly tied to a future time and place.
Event extractions are done in Arabic, English, Farsi, French, Russian, Spanish,
and Simpliﬁed and Traditional Chinese.
There are several elements in the event, entity, and time extraction process.
For each document mined from the web, an ensemble of oﬀ-the-shelf natural
language processing tools are used to extract tokens (lemma, root, stem, and
part of speech) and entities. Entities extracted by each tool are then combined
Reports of protest in Lebanon by publish day
100

Mainstream news
Forward- looking tweets
50

9/15

10/1

10/15

11/1

11/15

Day

Fig. 1. Number of same-day news reports of protest in Lebanon (red) and tweets mentioning protests said to occur over the next three days (blue). Red spikes often follow
blue spikes or otherwise have a recognizable convex ramp-up (Color ﬁgure online).
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and resolved into a database of canonical entities for disambiguation. Documents
are categorized by topic. Entities that are not agreed upon by the various tools
and are far-fetched given the topic are rejected. Ontologies of structured entity
relationships constructed from online sources (such as DBpedia) are used to
guide ﬁltering and provide a gazetteer for additional entity extraction.
Given the set of ﬁltered entities, a statement extractor links these entities
to events stated in the document. Events are again extracted using an ensemble
method of oﬀ-the-shelf tools and a custom made tool that relies on the above
tokenization. Each event from the various extraction sources is matched up with
a particular text fragment from the document that best represents it. Next,
n-grams in the document are matched against phrase lists organized by sentiment
or tone and the fraction of these in the fragment is recorded.
All time statements made in the document are separately extracted. The
tokenization of the document is parsed by a dependency grammar using the datadriven parser MaltParser [12] to construct a dependency graph of the document.
This is used to ﬁnd time statements, both relative (e.g. “next summer”) and
absolute. Comprehending these in machine time is based on several contextual
cues. Cultural and regional categorizations are extracted from the document to
inform such things as relevant hemisphere for seasons, which is the ﬁrst day
of the week, standard date formats (month ﬁrst or day ﬁrst), and timezone.
Moreover, contexts such as publishing date are noted. Using these, all time
statements made in the document are converted to standardized time-stamps,
with speciﬁcity varying from second to year. Event mentions are then matched up
with the most relevant time statement to the event statement based on sentence
dependency.
In all, events are marked by type of event, time range of event, entities
involved, role of entities involved, entities mentioned, sentiment and tone, and
origin. Some post-processing is done on the event-entity level to further improve
quality based on special curated ontologies. For example, known hacker groups
such as Anonymous constitute one such ontology and if mentioned in a cyber
event but not clearly as the perpetrator these are assumed to be so nonetheless. Similarly, impossible events are rejected. For example, one ontology keeps
track of death dates of people based primarily on information harvested from
Wikipedia and assists in rejecting the event “Marco Polo will travel to China in
2015” as impossible because Marco Polo is dead.
The precision of event extraction is measured by workers on the Amazon
Mechanical Turk (mturkers). To test the precision of time-stamping, for each
language language-speciﬁc Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) are constructed for
a random sample. Each HIT consists of the text fragment, the extracted timestamp, and the question “is extracted time right or wrong?” and is given to three
mturkers. It is declared successful if at least two answer “right.” For example,
the precision of time-stamping in both English and Spanish is measured at 93 %,
in Arabic at 90 %, and in Simpliﬁed Chinese at 82 %. The precision of the event
extraction is measured similarly by type. Protest events in English come in at
84 %. Malware threat events in English come in at 96 % and in Simpliﬁed Chinese
at 90 %.
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Table 1. Protest event mentions in the corpus.
Country
Afghanistan
Bahrain

60918

Twitter
27655

246136 177310

Egypt

944998 397105

Greece

122416

India

491475 274027

Indonesia
Iran

70521

34007

17120

118704

53962

Italy

65569

43803

Jordan

35396

19369

Lebanon
Libya
Nigeria
Pakistan
Saudi Arabia

4

All

44153

23394

162721

69437

70635

38700

289643 213636
39556

13670

Sudan

28680

13654

Syria

212815

79577

Tunisia

99000

27233

Yemen

70583

16712

Predicting Significant Protests

We now turn our attention to the use of this event data to the prediction of
signiﬁcant protests around the world. Our ﬁrst forecasting question will revolve
around predicting signiﬁcant protests on the country level and considering that
country alone. That is, a signiﬁcant protest is one that receives much more
same-day mainstream reporting than is usual for that country. So while most
days a business with supply chain operations in Egypt operate under the usual
volatile circumstances (since 2011) of Egypt—certainly more volatile than, say,
Jordan and receiving much more attention for it—they are interested in receiving
advance notice of protests that are going to be larger and more dangerous than
the ordinary for Egypt. The same for another milieu. At the same time, we will
use past patterns from other countries to inform the prediction mechanism when
making a prediction about one country. In fact, the prediction mechanism will
not be knowledgeable of the particular country in question but instead just the
type of country, quantiﬁed by cluster membership.
We restrict to a selection of 18 countries: Afghanistan, Bahrain, Egypt,
Greece, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Jordan, Lebanon, Libya, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, and Yemen. We will consider all
protest event mentions in any of these countries being published any time
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between January 1, 2011 and July 10, 2013 as the event mention corpus.
January 1, 2011 up to March 5, 2013 will serve for supervised training (and
validation by cross-validation) and since March 6, 2013 up to July 10, 2013 will
serve for test and performance scoring. Let
Number of event mentions of protest
in country c taking place on day j
Mcs (i, j) =
extracted from documents published on
day i from sources of type s
We tabulate some totals of these numbers over the whole event mention corpus
in Table 1. For example, nearly one million mentions of a protest event in Egypt
occur in the data, over a third of a million on Twitter.
4.1

The Ground Set

For each country, the protests we are interested in forecasting are those that are
signiﬁcant enough to garner more-than-usual real-time coverage in mainstream
reporting for the country. That is, there is a signiﬁcant protest in country c on
day i if Mc,Mainstream (i, i) is higher than usual for country c. Since new sources are
being added daily by the hundreds or thousands to the Recorded Future source
bank, there is a heterogeneous upward trend in the event mention data and what
is more than usual in counts changes. To remove this trend we normalize the
mention counts by the average volume in the trailing three months. That is,
we let

(i, i + k) =
Mcs

1
|Countries|×90



Mcs (i, i + k)
i−1

c ∈Countries

j=i−90

Mc s (j, j + k)

where Countries is the 18 countries. Next we deﬁne the training-set average of
same-day mainstream reporting
Mc =


1

Mc,Mainstream
(i, i)
|Train|
i∈Train

where Train denotes the set of days in the training set.
Moreover, to smooth the data we consider a three-day moving average. Then
we say, by deﬁnition, that a signiﬁcant protest in country c (and relative to
country c) occurs during the days i − 1, i, i + 1 if
Mc (i) =

i+1

(j, j)
1  Mc,Mainstream
≥ θ

3 j=i−1
Mc

is larger than a threshold θ. The threshold is chosen so to select only signiﬁcant
protests. By inspecting the data’s correspondence to the largest protests, we set
θ = 2.875 (which is also nearly the 94th percentile of the standard exponential
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Fig. 2. Normalized count of mainstream reports Mc (i) in Egypt with annotations for
stretches above θ = 2.875 (red line) (Color ﬁgure online).

distribution). Overall across all countries considered, this resulted in 6 % of 3-day
stretches to be labeled positive, distributed mostly evenly among the countries.
An example plot of Mc (i) for Egypt is shown in Fig. 2 with annotations of
top mainstream news describing the protests in each stretch of above-threshold
days. Notable protest events that may provide the reader with anchor points are
the 9/11 anniversary protests in 2012 (concurrent with the Benghazi attacks),
the late-June protests leading up to the Egyptian coup d’état, the riots set oﬀ by
soccer-fan violence in early 2012, and the riots after 30 of the fans involved were
sentenced to death which also coincided with riots connected to the anniversary
of the revolution in early 2013.
4.2

Scoring Protest Predictions

We are interested in predicting on each day i whether a signiﬁcant protest will
occur over the next three days i + 1, i + 2, i + 3 based on information published
on or before i. That is, on each day i we wish to predict whether Mc (i + 2) ≥ θ
(which depends on days i + 1, i + 2, i + 3).
We quantify the success of a predictive mechanism based on its balanced
accuracy. Let Tci ∈ {0, 1}, Pci ∈ {0, 1} respectively denote whether a signiﬁcant
protest occurs in country c during the days i + 1, i + 2, i + 3 and whether we
predict there to be one. The true positive rate (TPR), also known as recall, is
the fraction of positive instances (Tci = 1) correctly predicted to be positive
(Pci = 1) and the true negative rate (TNR) is the fraction of negative instances
predicted negative. The balanced accuracy (BAC) is the unweighted average of
these: BAC = (TPR + TNR) /2. BAC, unlike the marginal accuracy, cannot be
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artiﬁcially inﬂated. Always predicting “no protest” without using any data will
yield a high 94 % marginal accuracy but only 50 % balanced accuracy. In fact, a
prediction without any relevant data will always yield a BAC of 50 % on average
by statistical independence.
4.3

The Features

We now attempt to quantify the predictive signals we encountered anecdotally in
Sect. 2. These features will serve as the data based on which we make predictions.
In Sect. 2 we exempliﬁed how the violence in language surrounding discussion
of protest in a country can help set the context for the danger of a future protest
to get out of hand. Each event mention is rated for violent language by the
fraction of n-grams in the corresponding fragment (ignoring common words)
that match a phrase list. Let
Total violence rating of fragments associated with
Vcs (i) = event mentions of protest in country c extracted from
documents published on day i from sources of type s
Similarly to the normalization of event mentions due to the ever-growing source
bank, we normalize this quantity as

(i) =
Vcs

1
|Countries|×90



Vcs (i)

c ∈Countries

i−1
j=i−90

Vc s (j)

In addition, forward-looking mentions in mainstream news and Twitter can
help indicate whether a protest is planned and estimate how many might plan to
attend. We have already deﬁned Mcs (i, i + k) which counts this data for k ≥ 1.
In order to facilitate trans-country training, we normalize these features with

(i, i). Similar to the
respect to the series we would like to predict, Mc,Mainstream

normalization of Mc (i), we normalize these features by a per-country constant
 −1
.
coeﬃcient Mc
For the purposes of trans-country training, we hierarchically cluster the countries using Ward’s method [18] applied with the distance between two countries
c, c equal to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov uniform distance between the distribution
functions of the set of training values of M  ignoring the time dimension. That
is, d(c, c ) =


 1






sup 
(I {z ≥ Mc (i)} − I {z ≥ Mc (i)})

z≥0  |Train|
i∈Train

This distance is also a non-parametric test statistic to test the hypothesisthat two samples were drawn from the same distribution. We construct
2 |Countries| clusters using R function hclust [14]. We include as a feature
the indicator unit vector of cluster membership of the country c associated with
the instance (c, i). Thus the classiﬁer does not know the particular country about
which it is making a prediction, just its type as characterized by this clustering.
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Fig. 3. BAC for predicting protests by distance into the future using the random forest
and the full data-set (blue and trend in dashed black) and the data-poor predict-liketoday heuristic (red) (Color ﬁgure online).
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Fig. 4. Achievable TPR-FPR rates as we vary the classiﬁcation threshold for (left)
country-level predictions with a relative signiﬁcance scale and (right) city-level predictions with an absolute signiﬁcance scale.

For each instance (c, i) we also include as features the ten most recent days
of same-day reporting on protest in c,

(i, i)
Mc,Mainstream

Mc

,...,


(i − 9, i − 9)
Mc,Mainstream

Mc

along with the two most recent diﬀerences of these values. We also include the
violence rating in recent mainstream reporting as the cumulative partial sums
of the values


Vc,Mainstream
(i)
(i − 9)
Vc,Mainstream
,
.
.
.
,


Mc
Mc
Next we include the counts of mentions of protests said occur over the next
three days, published either in mainstream news or in Twitter over the ten recent
days. We incorporate this feature as the cumulative partial sums of the values
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,...,

Mc
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Mcs
(i − 9, i + k)
Mc

for s = Mainstream and s = Twitter.
When predicting farther into the future, about the three days starting with
the k th day from today, we push all indexes back by k − 1 days, thus excluding
any future data and maintaining the same overall length of the feature vector.
4.4

The Classifier

For the prediction mechanism we employ a random forest classiﬁer trained on
all data up to March 5, 2013. We use the R library randomForest [11]. The
parameters are left at their default values (as in version 4.6–10 of the library)
as set in the library. For
√ example, the defaults dictate that the forest have 500
trees each trained on  #features randomly chosen features.
We tune only the threshold required for a positive prediction. If the fraction
of trees in the forest voting positive is at least this threshold then a positive
prediction is made, otherwise negative. We tune this by four-fold cross validation
over the training set using the BAC metric.
4.5

Results

We tested the trained random forest on test data March 6, 2013 to July 10, 2013.
The results were TPR = 75.51 % and TNR = 69.31 %. BAC, the average
of these two, is 72.41 %, which constitutes a 44.8 % reduction in balanced
error from having no data. In comparison, predicting for the future the situation
today, simulating the data-poor prediction possible when one nonetheless has
information about today’s situation (whether from being at the location or from
news), has TPR = 27.04 %, TNR = 93.74 %, and BAC = 60.39 %.
As we attempt to predict farther into the future our predictions become
noisier and closer to the no data case as the earlier data has less bearing on the
far future and there are fewer reports mentioning events to occur on the days
in question. In Fig. 3 we plot the accuracy of making predictions farther into
the future. For each k ≥ 1 we re-train the random forest with the pushed-back
feature vectors.
As we vary the voting threshold, we can (monotonically) trade oﬀ true positives with true negatives. We plot the range of achievable such rates for our classiﬁer in Fig. 4 (left), using the false positive rate (FPR = 1−TNR) as is common
by convention. The area under the curve (AUC), here 78.0 %, is the probability
that a random positive instance has more positive votes than a random negative instance. The fraction of trees voting positive on an instance could well
serve as a risk rating. By randomizing between two thresholds, we can achieve
any weighted average of the rates. The rates achievable via randomization is the
convex hull of the curve in Fig. 4 and has 79.2 % under it.
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Predicting Protests on the City Level

To show the breadth of this approach, we also consider an alternative forecasting
question where we instead wish to predict protests on the city level and we deﬁne
signiﬁcance on a global scale. That is, a protest is deemed signiﬁcant if it garners
unusually high same-day mainstream reporting relative to all cities considered.
Using a global scale, the fraction of trees voting positive serves as an absolute risk
rating that is comparable between cities. The predictability of positive events also
increases because knowing the city alone is no longer statistically independent
of there being a positive event (for example, 23 % of positive training instances
are in Cairo). The further localized data also improves predictability.
From within the countries considered previously, we choose the top cities
by number of mentions of protest events. These 37 cities are Jalalabad, Kabul,
and Kandahar in Afghanistan; Manama in Bahrain; Alexandria, Cairo, Port
Said, and Tanta in Egypt; Athens in Greece; Hyderabad, Mumbai, and New
Delhi in India; Jakarta in Indonesia; Tehran in Iran; Milan and Rome in Italy;
Amman in Jordan; Beirut and Sidon in Lebanon; Benghazi and Tripoli in Libya;
Abuja and Lagos in Nigeria; Islamabad, Karachi, Lahore, Peshawar, and Quetta
in Pakistan; Qatif and Riyadh in Saudi Arabia; Khartoum in Sudan; Aleppo,
Damascus, Deraa, Hama, and Homs in Syria; Tunis in Tunisia; and Sana’a and
Taiz in Yemen. We consider the same time range and the same train-test split.
We deﬁne M  and V  as before but for these cities. Since we are interested
in an absolute level of signiﬁcance we no longer normalize with respect to the
entity, only with respect to the cross-entity average trailing volume. Thus, while
overall still only 6 % of instances are labeled positives, Cairo takes up 23 % of
positive training instances and 40 % of positive test instances, while Khartoum
takes up 1 % of positive train instances and has no positive test instances.
Nonetheless, as before, cities are clustered according to their set of M  training values and the classiﬁer is not knowledgeable of the particular city in question, just its cluster membership. We use as features the unnormalized violence
rating of past ten days of mainstream reporting about the city, same-day mainstream reporting level of past ten days, and the forward-looking mainstream
reporting and Twitter discussion of past ten days. In addition, we include the
unnormalized features of the containing country.
A random forest classiﬁer is trained with the voting fraction threshold tuned
by four-fold cross-validation to maximize balanced accuracy. Any other parameters were set to their defaults as before. Testing on March 6, 2013 to July 10,
2013, we get a true positive rate of 84.7 % and a true negative rate of 85.7 %
yielding a balanced accuracy of 85.2 %. The achievable rates as the voting fraction threshold is varied are shown in Fig. 4 (right). The area under the ROC
curve (AUC) is 91.3 % and the area under its convex hull is 91.9 %.

5

The Case of the 2013 Egyptian Coup d’État

To exemplify the prediction mechanism we study predictions made for Egypt
on diﬀerent days about the relative future around the time of the 2013 coup
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Fig. 5. Predictions of protests in Egypt around the coup d’état. Yellow to red mark
positive predictions and blue to purple negative. Redder colors indicate more positive
votes (Color ﬁgure online).

d’état in Egypt (Fig. 5). As shown, the days around June 30 were predicted
positive with very high certainty for a long time prior, the date ranges in 6/28–
7/2 being consistently predicted positive since June 6, three weeks beforehand
(since June 16 onward shown in ﬁgure). Indeed, with a lot of discontent with
and talk of demonstration against President Morsi’s rule, many protests were
anticipated for the weekend of June 30, the anniversary of Morsi’s rise to the
presidency. Even U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry made a statement in anticipation of protests asking for peaceful and responsible demonstration on, as he
says, Saturday (June 29) and Sunday (June 30) [17]. Therefore, those days were
long predicted positive with high certainty. However, already on June 28 spontaneous “warm-up” protests burst in the streets [1]. The ﬁrst range to include
June 28 was predicted with less certainty, especially from farther back, but was
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correctly predicted starting June 10 except on June 16 when it was mistakenly
reported negative, just slightly below the threshold.
As we now know the protests around the anniversary did grow very large with
many injured and dead in clashes with police and demonstrators from opposite
camps. The protests continued and on July 1 the Egyptian army issued an
ultimatum to Morsi to resolve the protests within 48 hours or it would intervene.
On July 3 the Egyptian army removed Morsi from power. Protests intensiﬁed
and many more people died. As seen in the ﬁgure, already on June 28 when the
protests had only just started, before the anniversary and before any discussion
of a possibile ultimatum or coup, the prediction mechanism had already correctly
declared that signiﬁcant protests will go on for the weeks to come.

6

Predicting Cyber Attacks by Sequence Mining
with Naı̈ve Bayes

In this section we expand our scope and consider all event types recorded. There
are 112 distinct event types in the data ranging from protest to company acquisition to cyber attack to music album release to voting result. We wish to be
able to predict unusually high numbers of mentions of a particular type of event
involving a particular entity. Here we focus on cyber attacks. However, there
are varying levels of “clumpiness” for the many classes of events and entities in
terms of how and for how long a real-world event is discussed online. In addition, it is often hard to hypothesize a priori what predictive signals may exist.
Therefore, in order to tackle this forecasting problem we would need to spread
a wider net and consider all event interactions and at the same time allow for
more smoothing.
We will therefore consider events on the week level for a given entity n∗ (which
could be a country, a person, an organization, a product, among many other
things) and use events mentioning that entity to forecast the level of mentions
of an event type of interest involving that entity next week. Let
Number of event mentions of type e
involving entity n∗ taking place on week
Mn∗ es (i, j) =
j extracted from documents published
on week i from sources of type s
Here we will consider source types Any, Mainstream, Social Media, and Blog.
As before, we normalize this number with respect to the total event mention
volume in the past 12 weeks (approximately three months, as before) in order to
de-trend it as follows
Mn∗ es (i, i + k)
i−1
j=i−12 Mn∗ e s (i, i + k)
e ∈EventTypes

Mn ∗ es (i, i + k) = 

This is the data we will feed to our prediction algorithm. We will consider both
the mentioning over the past weeks of events taking place in that same week as
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well as any forward-looking mentions on a past week of events to take place next
week, the week in question. As before, we will also consider the case where we
must predict farther into the future, about the week after next or the one after
that etc.
We will consider data starting from the ﬁrst week of 2011 and up to the last
week of July 2013. We will test our mechanism on April 2012 onward, training
on the trailing two years (as available). Any cross-validation is done on 2011
up to March 2012.
6.1

The Ground Set

Along with an entity of interest n∗ , let us ﬁx an event type of interest e∗ and
a source type of interest s∗ . Because we believe our data is particularly useful in predicting crowd behavior we will choose e∗ accordingly. Here we will
be interested in predicting politically motivated cyber campaigns so we ﬁx
e∗ = CyberAttack. We label as positive weeks that included cyber attack campaigns that were so impactful to generate wide attention all over with same-week
mentions of cyber attack events. Therefore we ﬁx s∗ = Any. We will consider
n∗ that are both country target entities (such as Israel) and hacktivist attacker
entities (such as Anonymous).
We also ﬁx a threshold θ and we will wish to predict on week i whether
Mn ∗ e∗ s∗ (i+, i+) ≥ θ
We ﬁx θ so that 15 % of weeks are positive.
As before, we will use balanced accuracy to score our predictive mechanism
and to tune parameters by cross-validation.
6.2

High-Dimensional Sequence Mining with Naı̈ve Bayes

Let Ti = 1 denote the positivity of the prediction instance on week i
Ti = 1 : Mn ∗ e∗ s∗ (i + 1, i + 1) ≥ θ
We seek to estimate the conditional probability density conditioned on the past
 weeks
 
⎛
⎞
 Mn∗ es (i − k, i − k), Mn ∗ es (i − k, i + 1)

 for e ∈ EventTypes,
⎜
⎟

⎟
(1)
P⎜
⎝Ti = t 
⎠
s ∈ SourceTypes,


k = 0, . . . ,  − 1
for t = 0 or 1. We use  = 5 here.
That estimate this, we seek to ﬁnd the patterns of  event sequences that end
with our target event. Sequence mining is the discovery of commonly repeating
sequences in a string over an alphabet Σ. In bioinformatics, sequence mining
is applied to DNA sequences (Σ = {A, C, G, T }) and to amino acid sequences
constituting a protein (|Σ| = 20) to ﬁnd common sequences of some length. For
longer strings the frequency of appearing in nature is highly concentrated.
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We ﬁrst bin the values of Mn ∗ es (i, i + k) into quartiles of their marginal
distribution over the training data. The resulting alphabet Σ has a cardinality
of 42××|SourceTypes|×|EventTypes| , much larger than the training data set so that
the probability function is underspeciﬁed (high-dimensional setting). At the same
time, the amount of information in the training data is also quite massive. So
we require a method that can smooth the density to avoid overﬁtting and, at
the same time, tractable over a large data set.
One solution to this problem is to apply what is known as the naı̈ve assumption to our likelihood function (1). Let F, F  ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} (indicating the binned
quartile) be any two diﬀerent features of the past in the conditioning in (1).
Then we make the following assumption:
Conditioned on Ti , F and F  are statistically independent.
This is of course very diﬀerent from assuming marginal independence. For example under the assumption, discussion of protests or of military actions in Israel
in mainstream news could very often coincide with a discussion on Twitter of a
planned future cyber attack against Israel because a possible future cyber attack
is often a response to the former; but given that a cyber attack against Israel
does occur next week, we assume the former two must occur independently from
one another.
By Bayes’ theorem we may decompose the probability function to a product
of P (Ti = t) and the conditional probabilities of Mn ∗ es (i−k, i−k) and Mn ∗ es (i−
k, i + 1) given Ti = t. Estimating instead the marginal distribution of T and the
conditional distributions of M  by maximum likelihood (counting co-occurrences
in training data) results in the well known naı̈ve Bayes probability estimator.
This reduces the variance of the density estimator but introduces bias whenever
the naı̈ve assumption does not hold exactly.
To further relieve issues of the sparsity of positives in our data, instead
of estimating the conditional probabilities by maximum likelihood, we take a
Bayesian approach and assume a Dirichlet prior with symmetric concentration
Balanced accuracy
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Fig. 6. In dark blue, the balanced accuracy of predicting cyber attacks against Israel
by distance into the future (Color ﬁgure online).
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Table 2. Accuracy of predicting cyber attacks against and by a selection of entities.
Targets

BAC

Perpetrators BAC

Israel

68.9 % Anonymous

70.3 %

Germany

65.4 % AnonGhost

70.8 %

South Korea

63.1 % LulzSec

United Kingdom 65.5 % Guccifer

60.6 %
66.7 %

parameter α. The prior is our probabilistic belief about the value of these conditional probabilities in the absence of data. Being the conjugate prior to the categorical distribution, a Dirichlet law will also be the distribution for the posterior
distribution. Estimating the parameters by maximum a posteriori likelihood is
then equivalent to estimating the probabilities by counting frequencies from the
data and padding these counts each by α. We estimate the marginal P (Ti = 1)
using maximum likelihood because that estimation is not plagued by sparsity.
Estimating the conditional probabilities thus is then done simply by counting
data which can be done exceedingly fast. For each event, source, and look-back
k, one simply counts occurrences in bins of the feature and keeps such tallies
separately for when k + 1 weeks forward (only if within the training data) has
been positive or negative. The computation involved in this procedure scales as
the product of the length of the data and the number of features.
To make a prediction we check whether (1) ≥ p∗ for a chosen threshold p∗ .
Due to the bias introduced by making the naı̈ve assumption, we select p∗ by
four-fold cross-validation on the training data (up to March 2012) to maximize
balanced accuracy.
6.3

Results

We ﬁrst apply this method to predicting cyber campaigns against Israel. For
reference, most of these are perpetrated by groups AnonGhost and Anonymous
under the banner of #OpIsrael. Testing on April 2012 to July 2013, we get a true
positive rate of 70.0 % and a true negative rate of 67.8 % giving a balanced
accuracy of 68.9 %. Our accuracy diminishes as we try to predict farther into
the future, as depicted in Fig. 6.
By inspecting the trained conditional probabilities we can see which were
the most impactful features to sway our belief one way or the other. In this
case, swaying our belief most toward predicting positively were if many blog
and mainstream mentions of cyber attack appeared in recent weeks and if many
social media mentions of protest in Israel appeared in recent weeks as well as
forward-looking mentions on social media of a protest in the week to come.
We apply the same method to predicting attacks against three other country
entities and to predicting campaigns perpetrated by a selection of four hacktivist
groups. The results are reported in Table 2.
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Where hacktivism campaigns are often reactions to developments that do not
necessarily at ﬁrst involve the hacktivist organization, incorporating in some way
event mentions involving other entities could boost performance. However, it is
not immediately clear how to do so without introducing too many redundant and
obfuscating features that will result in overﬁtting and poor out-of-sample accuracy. Using abstractions as in [15] is one possible way to improve this method.

7

Conclusions

We presented new ﬁndings about the power of web intelligence and social media
data to predict future events. The evidence presented validates and quantiﬁes the
common intuition that data on social media (beyond mainstream news sources)
are able to predict major events. The scope and breadth of the data oﬀered
glimpses into tweets in foreign languages and news in far places. The conﬂuence
of all this information showed trends to come far in the future. That we found
this to be true consistently across applications suggests that there is signiﬁcant
predictive content in web intelligence and social media data relevant to the future
and the analysis of such data can provide important insights into it.
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Abstract. Collaborations such as Wikipedia are a key part of the value
of the modern Internet. At the same time there is concern that these
collaborations are threatened by high levels of member withdrawal. In
this paper we borrow ideas from topic analysis to study editor activity on
Wikipedia over time using latent space analysis, which oﬀers an insight
into the evolving patterns of editor behaviour. This latent space representation reveals a number of diﬀerent categories of editor (e.g. Technical
Experts, Social Networkers) and we show that it does provide a signal
that predicts an editor’s departure from the community. We also show
that long term editors generally have more diversiﬁed edit preference and
experience relatively soft evolution in their editor proﬁles, while short
term editors generally distribute their contribution at random among
the namespaces and categories of articles and experience considerable
ﬂuctuation in the evolution of their editor proﬁles.

1

Introduction

With the popularity of Web 2.0 technologies, recent years have witnessed an
increasing population of online peer production communities which rely on contributions from volunteers to build knowledge, software artifacts and navigational tools, such as Wikipedia, Stack Overflow and OpenStreetMap. The growing
popularity and importance of these communities requires a better understanding
and characterization of user behaviour so that the communities can be better
managed, new services delivered, and challenges and opportunities detected. For
instance, by understanding the general lifecycles that users go through and the
key features that distinguish diﬀerent user groups and diﬀerent life stages, we
would be able to: (i) predict whether a user is likely to abandon the community;
(ii) develop intelligent task routing software in order to recommend tasks to
users within the same life-stage. Moreover, the contribution and social interaction behaviour of contributors plays an essential role in shaping the health and
sustainability of online communities.
Recent studies have approached the issue of modeling user lifecycles (also
termed user proﬁles or user roles) in online communities from diﬀerent perspectives. Such studies have so far focused on a separate set or combination of user
properties, such as information exchange behaviour in discussion forums [6],
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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social and/or lexical dynamics in online platforms [7,13], and diversity of contribution behaviour in Q&A sites [8]. These studies generally employed either
principle component analysis and clustering analysis to identify user proﬁles
[6,8] or entropy measures to track social and/or linguistic changes throughout
user lifecycles [7,13]. While previous studies provide insights into community
composition, user proﬁles and their dynamics, they have limitations either in
their deﬁnition of lifecycle periods (e.g. dividing each user’s lifetime using a
ﬁxed time-slicing approach [7] or a ﬁxed activity-slicing approach [13]) or in the
expressiveness of user lifecycles in terms of the evolution of expertise and user
activity for users and the communities over time. Speciﬁcally, they fail to capture
a mixture of user interests over time.
On the other hand, in recent years, there have been signiﬁcant advances
in topic modeling which develops automatic text analysis models to discover
latent structures from time-varying document collections. In this paper we
present a latent space analysis of user lifecycles in online communities specifically Wikipedia. Our contributions are summarised as follows:
– We model the lifecycles of users based on their activity over time using
dynamic topic modeling, thus complementing recent work (e.g. [7,8,13]).
– This latent space analysis reveals a number of diﬀerent categories of editor
(e.g. content experts, social networkers) and oﬀers an insight into the evolving
patterns of editor behaviour.
– We ﬁnd that long term and short term users have very diﬀerent proﬁles as
modeled by their activity in this latent representation.
– We show that the patterns of change in user activity can be used to make
predictions about the user’s turnover in the community.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section provides a
brief review of related work. In Sect. 3, we provide an overview of dynamic topic
models and explanation of data collection. Next, we present results about latent
space analysis of editor lifecycles in Wikipedia, followed by performance of churn
prediction and concluding remarks.

2

Related Work

Over the last decade, works about investigating and modelling changes in
user behaviour in online communities have attracted much interest among
researchers. Such works have been conducted in varied contexts, including discussion forums [6], Wikipedia [12,17], beer rating sites [7], Q&A sites [8,13] and
other wikis. Chan et al. [6] presented an automated forum proﬁling technique to
capture and analyze user interaction behaviour in discussion forums, and found
that forums are generally composed of eight behaviour types such as popular
initiators and supporters. Welser et al. [17] examined the edit histories and egocentric network visualizations of editors in Wikipedia and identiﬁed four key
social roles: substantive experts, technical editors, vandal ﬁghters, and social
networkers. Panciera et al. [12] studied the contribution behaviours of long-term
editors and newcomers in Wikipedia and their changes over time, and found
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signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the two groups: long-term editors start intensely,
tail oﬀ a little, then maintain a relatively high level of activity over the course of
their career; new users follow the same trend of the evolution but do much less
work than long-term editors throughout their contributory lifespans. The studies
mentioned provide insights about contributor behaviour at a macro level, but
are limited in capturing the change of behaviour at a user level.
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. [7] examined the linguistic changes of online
users in two beer-rating communities by modeling their term usages, and found
that users begin with an innovative learning phase by adopting their language
to the community, but then transit into a conservative phase in which they stop
changing the language. Rowe [13] modeled how the social dynamics and lexical dynamics of users changed over time in online platforms relative to their
past behaviour and the community-level behaviour, mined the lifecycle trajectories of users and then used these trajectories for churn prediction. Based on
the diversity, motivation and expertise of contributor behaviours in ﬁve Q&A
sites, Furtado et al. [8] examined and characterized contributor proﬁles using
hierarchical clustering and K-means algorithms, and found that the ﬁve sites
have very similar distributions of contributor proﬁles. They further identiﬁed
common proﬁle transitions by a longitudinal study of contributor proﬁles in one
site, and found that although users change proﬁles with some frequency, the site
composition is mostly stable over time. The aforementioned works provide useful
insights into community composition, user proﬁles and their dynamics, but they
are limited either in their deﬁnition of lifecycle periods (e.g. dividing each user’s
lifetime using a ﬁxed time-slicing approach [7] or a ﬁxed activity-slicing approach
[13]) or in the expressiveness of user proﬁles in terms of the evolution of expertise
and user activity for users and the communities over time [8]. Speciﬁcally, they
fail to capture a mixture of user interests over time.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in developing automatic
text analysis models for discovering latent structures from time-varying document collections. Blei and Laﬀerty [3] presented dynamic topic models (DTM)
which make use of state space models to link the word distribution and popularity of topic over time. Wang and McCallum [15] proposed the topics over time
model which employs a beta distribution to capture the evolution of topic popularity over timestamps. Ahmed and Xing [2] introduced the inﬁnite dynamics
topic models (iDTM) which can adapt the number of topics, the word distributions of topics, and the topics’ popularity over time. Based on topic models,
Ahmed and Xing [1] further proposed a time-varying user model (TVUM) which
models the evolution of topical interests of a user while allowing for user-speciﬁc
topical interests and global topics to evolve over time. Topic modeling plays a
signiﬁcant role in improving the ways that users search, discover and organize
web content by automatically discovering latent semantic themes from a large
and otherwise unstructured collection of documents. Moreover, topic modeling
algorithms can be adapted to many types of data, such as image datasets, genetic
data and history of user activity in computational advertising. However, to our
knowledge, there exists no attempt to understand how users develop throughout
their lifecycles in online communities from the perspective of topic modeling.
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This study complements the previous works (e.g. [7,8,13]) by characterizing
the evolution of user activity in online communities using dynamic topic modeling, learns the patterns of change in user behaviour as modeled by their activity
in the latent representation and demonstrates the utility of such patterns in
predicting churners.

3

Model Editor Lifecycles

In this section, we provide a brief overview about dynamic topic models that we
will use to model the lifecycle of Wikipedia users and introduce how we collect
the data for the evaluation.
3.1

Dynamic Topic Modeling

The primary goal of this study is to apply topic models on the evolving user
activity collections in order to identify the common work archetypes1 and to
track the evolution of common work archetypes and user lifecycles in online
communities. For this purpose, we employ a LDA based dynamic topic model
proposed by Blei and Laﬀerty [3], in which the word distribution and popularity
of topics are linked across time slices using state space models. First, we review
the generative process of the LDA model [4], in which each document is represented as a random mixture of latent topics and each topic is characterized
by a multinomial distribution over words, denoted by Multi(β). The process to
generate a document d in LDA proceeds as follows:
1. Draw topic proportions θd from a Dirichlet prior: θd |α ∼ Dir(α).
2. For each word
(a) Draw a topic assignment from θd : zdi |θd ∼ M ult(θd ).
(b) Draw a word wdi : wdi |zdi , β ∼ M ult(βzdi ).
Where α is a vector with components αi > 0; θd represents a topic-mixing vector
for document d that samples from a Dirichlet prior (i.e. Dir(α)), each component
(i.e. zdi ) of θd deﬁnes how likely topic i will appear in d; βzdi represents a topicspeciﬁc word distribution for topic zdi .
LDA is not applicable to sequential models for time-varying document collections for its inherent features and defects: (1) Dirichlet distributions are used
to model uncertainty about the distributions over words and (2) the documentspeciﬁc topic proportions θ are drawn from a Dirichlet distribution. To remedy
the ﬁrst defect, Blei and Laﬀerty [3] chained the multinomial distribution of
each topic βt,k in a state space model that evolves with Gaussian distributions,
denoted as follows:
1

Common work archetypes refer to the types of contribution that users make in
online platforms, e.g. answering questions in Q&A sites and editing main pages in
Wikipedia.
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βt,k |βt−1,k ∼ N (βt−1,k , σ 2 I)

(1)

To amend the second defect, the same authors employed a logistic normal with
mean α to capture the uncertainty over proportions and used the following
dynamic model to chain the sequential structure between models over time
slices [3]:
αt |αt−1 ∼ N (αt−1 , σ 2 I)

(2)

More details on the generative process of a dynamic topic model for a sequential corpus can refer to [3]. Note that documents generated using the DTM will
have a mixture of topics. In Wikipedia, this indicates that a user has diverse
edit interests and edits multiple namespaces or categories of articles in a speciﬁc
time period.
3.2

Data Collection

In Wikipedia, pages are subdivided into ‘namespaces’2 which represent general
categories of pages based on their function. For instance, the article (or main)
namespace is the most common namespace and is used to organize encyclopedia
articles. In many practical applications, we might be more interested in how
the actual interests of editors (in terms of the categories of Wikipedia articles
they have edited) change over time. For this reason, rather than using the main
namespace as one feature, we further group Wikipedia articles into clusters based
on their macro-categories3 . Because the categories for articles given by Wikipedia
are generally not ﬁne-grained, we infer the macro-categories for articles by identifying candidate categories from DBpedia4 category graph. DBpedia is one of the
best known multidomain knowledge bases which extracts structure information
from Wikipedia categorisation system and forms semantic graph of concepts and
relations. The association between Wikipedia categories and DBpedia concepts
is deﬁned using the subject property of the DCIM terms vocabulary (preﬁxed
by dcterms:) [9]. A category’s parent and child categories can be extracted
by querying for properties skos:broader and skos:broaderof, these categorysubcategory relationships create connections between DBpedia concepts. We can
obtain DBpedia category graph5 by merging all the connections among DBpedia concepts together. With the category graph available, we can identify the
macro-categories for Wikipedia articles by searching for the shortest paths from
the categories associated with the articles to the macro-categories in the category
graph. If multiple shortest paths exist, then the article is assigned to multiple
macro-categories with weights proportional to the number of paths leading to
a speciﬁc macro-category. For other complex methods of labelling topics, we
recommend the readers refer to [9].
2
3

4
5

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Namespace.
At the time we collected data for this work, there was 22 macro/top-categories:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Main topic classiﬁcations.
http://dbpedia.org.
The category graph is a directed one due to the nature of category-subcategory
structure.
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Table 1. A simple example of the dataset, where the columns “Science” and “Mathematics” refer to science and mathematics related Wikipedia articles (or science and
mathematics categories of articles), and the other columns represent the corresponding
namespaces used in Wikipedia.
Uname Quarter Science Mathematics Article
talk

Wikipedia Wikipedia
talk

User User
talk

User A 10

299

2

650

233

2

33

81

Fig. 1. Statistics about the lifespans of all registered users in Wikipedia. Quarter represents the number of active quarters or index of quarter; #Users represents the number
of users for the speciﬁc stats, and is plotted on log10 scale.

Users can make edits to any namespace or article based on their edit preference. The amount of edits across all the namespaces and macro-categories can
be considered as work archetypes. A namespace or macro-category can be considered as a ‘term’ in the vector space for document collections, the number of
edits to that namespace/category is analogous to word frequency. A user’s edit
activity across diﬀerent namespaces/categories in a time period can be regarded
as a ‘document’. One motivation of this study is to identify and characterize the
patterns of change in user edit activity over time in Wikipedia. For this purpose,
we parsed the May 2014 dump of English Wikipedia, collected the edit activity of
all registered users, then aggregated the edit activity of each user on a quarterly
basis (measured in 3-month period). In this way, we obtained a time-varying
dataset consisting of the quarterly editing activity of all users from the inception of Wikipedia till May 2nd, 2014. The statistics about the complete dataset
are as follows: 53 quarters; 28 namespaces and 22 macro-categories (or features);
6,123,823 unique registered users; 11,078,496 quarterly edit observations for all
users. An example of our dataset is given in Table 1.
Figure 1 plots the statistics about the number of active quarters for all registered users. We observe that an overwhelming number of users (i.e. 4,762,685
out of 6,123,823) stayed active for only one quarter; the ﬁgures for 2, 3 and
4 quarters are 639632, 232657 and 124378, respectively. One obvious trend is
that the number of users who stayed active for longer time periods is becoming
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smaller and smaller, indicating that Wikipedia experiences high levels of member
withdrawal. Because the size of quarterly active users is relatively small from the
1st to the 9th quarter, we generated time-varying dataset using data from the
10th quarter. To avoid a bias towards behaviours most dominant in communities
with larger user bases, following Furtado et al. [8], we randomly selected 20 % of
users who stayed active for only one quarter, included these users and those who
were active for at least two quarters into our dataset, resulting in a time-varying
dataset with 2,436,995 unique users and 6,504,726 observations. It is obvious
from Fig. 1 that, the number of quarterly active users and new users increases
gradually from the ﬁrst quarter to 24th quarter, and becomes relatively stable
after the 25th quarter.

4

Editor Lifecycles as Released by Shift in Participation

In this section, we present the analysis of editor lifecycles from two perspectives:
(1) community-level evolution; and (2) user-level evolution for groups of editors.
From the analysis, we identify some basic features that are useful for predicting
how long a user will stay active in an online community (Sect. 5).
4.1

Community Level Change in Lifecycle

Online communities experience dynamic evolution in terms of a constantly
changing user base and the addition of new functionalities to maintain vitality.
For instance, online platforms like Wikipedia generally experience high levels of
member withdrawal, with 60 % of registered users staying only a day. Wikipedia
introduced social networking elements to MediaWiki in order to attract and
retain user participation6 , which is believed to increase user edit activity. As
such, to understand what shape these communities, it is essential to take into
account both dimensions of evolution. The dynamic topic models can accommodate both aspects of evolution, which provides valuable insights about the
development of community and its users across time. To analyze the evolution
of time-varying user edit activity, we ran the DTM software7 released by Blei and
Laﬀerty [3] with default hyperparameters and the number of topics k being 108 .
6
7
8

http://strategy.wikimedia.org/wiki/Attracting and retaining participants.
Available at: http://www.cs.princeton.edu/∼blei/topicmodeling.html.
We experimented with diﬀerent number of topics k ∈ [5, 45] with steps of 5 on
the quarterly dataset using Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) clustering,
and then employed the mean pairwise normalized mutual information (NPMI) and
mean pairwise Jaccard similarity (MPJ) as suggested by [11] to assess the coherence
and generality of the topics for diﬀerent ks. To cluster the quarterly data matrix
eﬃciently, we used the fast alternating least squares variant of NMF introduced
by Lin [10]. To produce deterministic results and avoid a poor local minimum, we
used the Non-negative Double Singular Value Decomposition (NNDSVD) strategy
[5] to choose initial factors for NMF. We found that overall, the run with 10 topics
generates more coherent and general topics, and thus provides more interpretable
and expressiveness results in terms of interpretation and overlapping between diﬀerent topics.
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Table 2. Summary of common user roles. Dominant features are in bold font.
Id Name

Edit namespaces (Sequence indicates the importance)

1

Politics

Politics, Geography, History, Category,
TimedText talk

2

Miscellaneous I
Wikipedia, Wikipedia talk, Portal, MediaWiki
(Technical experts)
talk, MediaWiki, Portal talk, Help, Module, Help
talk

3

Miscellaneous II
(Maintaince)

Main disambution, Sports, Template, Module talk,
Professional studies

4

Society technology

Society, Technology, Culture, Concepts,
Humans, Language, Mathematics, History,
Law, Humanities

5

Miscellaneous III
(Personalization)

User, Book talk, Draft, Book, Education Program
talk, History, Humans, CategoryTalk, Concepts

6

Arts

Arts, Humanities, TimedText, File, Concepts,
Geography

7

Communicator &
coordinator

Article talk, File, Category talk, Template talk, File
talk, Draft talk

8

People

People, Law, Health, Education Program

9

Social networkers

User talk , Wikipedia Talk, Culture, Society, Humans,
Politics, File, Law

10 Nature science

Nature, Environment, Science, Agriculture,
Medicine, Concepts, Main disambution, Society,
Humans

Summary of User Roles. Table 2 presents a summary of the common user
roles identiﬁed by DTM [3]. It is obvious from Table 2 that, each user role
is deﬁned by diﬀerent combinations of namespaces and macro-categories. For
instance, user role “Social Networkers” is featured by user talk namespace,
then Wikipedia Talk namespace and Culture macro-category, indicating that
users who are assigned to this user role spend most of their time on Wikipedia
interacting with other users; user role “Miscellaneous I (Technical Experts)”
is featured by Wikipedia, Wikipedia talk, Portal, MediaWiki talk, MediaWiki
and other development-related namespaces, as suggested by the large amount of
namespaces, users assigned to this user role contribute to a diversity of techniquerelated namespaces and hence the name for this user role; user role “Society Technology” and “Nature Science” mainly relate to content contribution to society,
technology, nature and science-related Wikipedia articles. Note that diﬀerent
user roles correspond to diﬀerent common work archetypes.
Figure 2 presents the trend of user roles over time. We observe that “Society
Technology” is the most dominant user role with about 25 % of user proﬁles being
assigned to it; other dominant user roles include “Politics”, “People”, “Arts”
and “Maintaince”; each of the remaining user roles related to the maintenance,
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Fig. 2. Popularity of common user roles over time. Quarters corresponds to the index
of quarter, Weight indicates the weight of user roles in each quarter, where the weight
is calculated as the percentage of user proﬁles assigned to that user role in a quarter.
Each curve represents the trend of each user role over time.

management and organization aspects of Wikipedia generally accounts for less
than 10 % of user proﬁles. One obvious trend in Fig. 2 is that the majority of user
proﬁles are assigned to user roles related to content contribution to Wikipedia
articles; where a substantial amount of user proﬁles are assigned to maintenance
related user roles.
Community-Level Change in User Roles. As users stay long enough in
Wikipedia, they tend to shift their participation by changing their edits to other
namespaces and categories of articles. Moreover, the addition of new functionalities is also likely to encourage shift in user participation. Figure 3 visualizes the
evolution of three user roles at an aggregate level, from which we make several
observations. Firstly, in Fig. 3(a), the Wikipedia namesspace is the most dominant features in user role “Technical Experts” with weight larger than 0.65,
followed by the Wikipedia Talk namespace, where other features generally have
weights less than 0.01. By contrast, in Fig. 3(b), we observe that the weights are
distributed more equally among the features and the weights of features change
gradually over time. For instance, the weight of the Society category increases
gradually from Quarter 10 to 30 and then become relatively stable onwards; the
weight of the Mathematics category decreases gradually from Quarter 10 to 20
and stays around 0.03 from Quarter 20 onwards. Lastly, in Fig. 3(c), user role
“Arts” is dominated by two categories of articles: Arts (with a gradual increasing
trend) and Humanities (with a slow decreasing trend).
The other user roles evolve in similar ways as those in Fig. 3, but are omitted
here. The evolution of user roles captures the overall changes in user proﬁles
due to the addition of new functionalities and shifts in user participation over
time, but it provides little insight about what is the general trajectory of a
user’s participation as the user transitions from being a newcomer to being an
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(a) User role “Technical Experts”

(b) User role “Society Technology”

(c) User role “Arts”

Fig. 3. Example of the evolution of the common user roles. Quarters corresponds to
the index of quarter, Weight indicates the weight of features for the user roles, where
the weight of each feature corresponds to the importance of the feature in the DTM
topic. Each curve represents the evolution of the weight of a feature over time.
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established member of the community. We will explore this question in the next
section.
4.2

Group Level Change in Lifecycle

Diﬀerent from previous studies which analyze user lifecycle on a medium size
dataset (with about 33,000 users [7,8,13]), our analysis is based on a large dataset
with approximately half a million users. Diﬀerent users are more likely to follow
slightly or totally diﬀerent trajectories in their lifecycle. As a result, it is very
unlikely for us to employ one single model to perfectly ﬁt the development of
lifecycle for all users. For instance, Rowe [13] used linear regression model to
characterize the development of user properties. In this section, we examine
how diﬀerent groups of users evolve throughout their lifecycle periods from two
perspectives:
– Analyzing the variation within the distribution of editor proﬁles toward user
roles in each lifestage period, thus informing how user changes edit preference
among namespaces and categories of articles.
– Analyzing the change in variation when comparing each user’s proﬁle in one
period with previous periods, thus indicating how the user changes edit activity relative to past behaviour.
In this analysis, we are interested in exploring questions such as: what are the
diﬀerences between the changes in edit activity for diﬀerent groups of users
(e.g. short-term vs. long-term users, admin vs. bot9 users)? For this purpose, we
divide the users into several groups according to the number of active quarters
as in Table 3. Understanding how individual users develop over time in online
communities makes it possible to develop techniques for important tasks such
as churn prediction, as we will show through experiments in Sect. 5.

Table 3. Groups of editors with diﬀerent number of active quarters, which are further
divided into three categories: Hyper active, General groups and Hibernate.
Name

Hyper active
≥40

#Active
quarters

30–35

Admins

more than 40 30 to 35 (previous or current)
administrators

General groups

Hibernate

Bots

4

All

bot users All users equal to 4

Comparison of Individual Periods (Period Entropy). Entropy is often
used to describe the amount of variation in a random variable, and provides
9

In Wikipedia, bots are generally programs or scripts that make repetitive automated
or semi-automated edits without the necessity of human decision-making: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bot policy.
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a powerful tool to quantify how much a speciﬁc user changes his edit activity
within each lifecycle period. Following [13], the entropy of an arbitrary probability distribution P is deﬁned as follows:

p(x)logp(x)
(3)
H(P ) = −
x

We calculated the entropy of each user throughout their lifestages based on the
distributions of their proﬁles toward the 10 common user roles, and then recorded
the mean of the entropy measures for each group within each period. Plotting the
mean entropy values over lifecycle periods provides an overview of the general
changes that each group experiences. Figure 4(a) visualizes the period entropies
for diﬀerent groups of editors over time.
Contrasts of Historical Periods (Cross-Period Entropy). While period
entropy captures how a user changed edit preference over time, it neglects how
a user changes edit preference compared to its previous edit preference. Crossperiod entropy overcomes this limit and can be used to gauge the cross-period
variation in user’s edit activity throughout lifecycle periods. The cross-entropy
of one probability distribution P (from a given lifecycle period) with respect
to another distribution Q from an earlier period (e.g. the previous quarter) is
deﬁned as follows [13]:

p(x)logq(x)
(4)
H(P, Q) = −
x

We computed the cross-period entropy for each user group in the same manner
as period entropy. Figure 4(b) presents the cross-entropies for diﬀerent groups
across lifecycle periods. We make the following observations from the evolution
of entropies in Fig. 4:
– There is an observable seperation between the period entropies and crossentropies of diﬀerent groups (particularly for the Hyper active and Hibernate
categories), suggesting an obvious diﬀerence exists in the period and crossperiod variation in edit activity for diﬀerent groups of users.
– The period entropies of groups with long-term users (i.e. ≥40, 30–35 and
Admins) are much higher than those of groups with short-term users (i.e. 4),
indicating that long-term users generally have more diversiﬁed edit preference
than those short-term users. The period entropies of groups with long-term
users (i.e. the Hyper active category) present a slow increase in the early stage
of lifespans followed by a gradual decrease in the late stage of lifespans, suggesting that long-term users gradually diversify their participation by shifting
edit preference and then their edit preference become stable as they spend
more time in the community.
– On the other hand, the cross-entropies of groups with short-term users (i.e.
4) are much higher than those of groups with long-term users (i.e. ≥40, 30–
35 and Admins), suggesting that short-term users generally experience more
ﬂuctuation in their historical edit activity and thus distribute their edit contribution at random among multiple namespaces and categories of articles
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(a) Period entropies

(b) Cross-period entropies

Fig. 4. Evolution of (a) period entropies derived from the distributions of user proﬁles
toward the 10 common user roles, (b) cross-period entropies formed from comparing
user proﬁle distribution with previous lifestage periods.

over the course of their career. The cross-entropies of all groups experience a
decrease in the early stage of lifecycle followed by a stable change onwards,
suggesting that comparing with historical behaviour, all users are more likely
to change edit preference in the beginning than in the late stage of their
lifecycle.
To further validate the reasonableness of the above groupings and the signiﬁcance of the observations, we perform a multiple comparison of group means
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using Tukey’s honest signiﬁcant diﬀerence (HSD) test10 [14]. It is a popular test
with good statistical properties for the pairwise comparison of means with k
samples. The null hypothesis H0 of Tukey’s HSD test being: the two samples
have the same mean, i.e. μ1 = μ2 . Table 4 gives the statistics of rejection in the
Tukey’s HSD test for the pairwise comparison of means with the 6 groups given
in Table 3 over 44 quarters (i.e. from Quarter 10 to Quarter 53).
Table 4. Statistics of rejection for Tukey’s HSD test (signiﬁcant level: P < 0.05). The
column Reject H0 refers to the number of quarters in which the means of the pairwise
groups are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. H0 : The two groups have the same mean, i.e. µ1 = µ2 .
Pairwise groups

Period entropy/Cross-period entropy

Group1 Group2 Reject H0
Cannot reject H0
(i.e. µ1 = µ2 ) (i.e. µ1 = µ2 )
≥40

30–35

44

0

≥40

4

42

2

≥40

Admins

3

41

≥40

Bots

36

8

≥40

All

44

0

30–35

4

41

3

30–35

Admins 44

0

30–35

Bots

32

12

30–35

All

39

5

4

Admins 43

1

4

Bots

37

7

4

All

40

4

Admins Bots

38

6

Admins All

44

0

Bots

21

23

All

A very obvious trend in Table 4 is that for both period entropy and crossperiod entropy, the means of the Hyper active category (i.e. groups ≥ 40, 30–
35 and Admins) are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from those of the General groups
and Hibernate categories in the majority of quarters. For instance, the mean of
group ≥ 40 is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent with that of the whole population (i.e. group
All) in all the 44 quarters, is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent with that of the Hibernate
category in 42 out of 44 quarters, but is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that of
group Admins in 41/44 quarters. It is interesting to observe that the mean of
10

The implementation of the test for R and Python envoriment can refer to: http://
jpktd.blogspot.ie/2013/03/multiple-comparison-and-tukey-hsd-or 25.html.
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group Bots is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from that of the Hibernate category in 37/44
quarters. These results provide further supports for the observations from Fig. 4.
To summarize, the above observations and signiﬁcant test suggest that: longterm editors generally have more diversiﬁed edit preference and less cross-period
variation in their edit activity than their short-term counterparts; by contrast,
short term editors generally do not develop long term edit interest and tend to
distribute their edit contribution at random among multiple namespaces and
categories of articles, thus experience more ﬂuctuation in their proﬁle distributions. The observations suggest that the ﬂuctuation in proﬁle assignments can
be used as one of the indicators to identify users’ exist in the community. In the
next section, we will generate features corresponding to these ﬁndings for the
churn prediction task.
4.3

User Level Change in Lifecycle

In this section, we provide sample individual user lifecycles for three groups of
editors: bot, short-term and long-term users (including admin users) in terms
of the evolution of proﬁle distribution over time. These user lifecycles provide
further supports for the arguments we make in the previous section. Figure 5
presents the lifecycle of selected users, which provides a direct and obvious support for the observations from the evolution of entropies in Fig. 4:
– There are certain level of ﬂuctuations in the proﬁle distributions of short-term
users throughout lifecycle periods (Fig. 5(a), (b)), signifying that short-term
users generally do not develop long-term edit interest and tend to distribute
their edit contribution at random among multiple namespaces and categories
of articles over the course of their career in the community.
– One the other hand, long-term users generally experience gradual and soft evolution in their proﬁle distributions, and have more diversiﬁed edit preference
than short-term users; these users tend to have focused/dominant long-term
edit interest in one or more namespaces/categories of articles throughout their
contributory lifespans (Fig. 5(d), (e), (f)).
– By constract, the proﬁle distributions for bot users are slightly complex and
need special care for explanation. There are three categories of proﬁle distributions for bot users: (1) similar proﬁle distributions as those short-term users
(Fig. 6(a)); (2) almost constant proﬁle distributions throughout the lifecycle
(Fig. 6(b)), indicating bots that perform single task in Wikipedia; (3) proﬁle
distributions that are very similar to those long-term users (Fig. 6(c), (d)).
Overall, the plots of individual user lifecycles suggest that there are diﬀerent
patterns of change in proﬁle distributions for diﬀerent categories of editors, and
that the features inspired by these changes might be beneﬁcial for practical tasks
such as churn prediction.

5

Application of Editor Lifecycles to Churn Prediction

We have so far focused on understanding the lifecycle trajectories of editors based
on their exhibited behaviour. We now move on to exploring how predictive are
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(a) Short-term user stayed for 4 quarters

(b) Short-term user stayed for 10 quarters

(c) Long-term user (Admin)

(d) Long-term user (Admin)

Fig. 5. Examples of the dynamic of proﬁle distribution for selected short-term and longterm users. Probability indicates the probability of assigning user proﬁle to a speciﬁc
user role, where the probabilities were predicted by DTM.
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(a) Short-term bot user 2

(b) Short-term bot user 1

(c) Long-term bot (DumbBOT)

(d) Bot account operated by Admin (Cydebot)

Fig. 6. Examples of the dynamic of proﬁle distribution for selected bot accounts.
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the features generated from patterns of change in editor proﬁles in identifying
whether a user will abandon a community. Churners present a great challenge
for community management and maintenance as the turnover of established
members can have a detrimental eﬀect on the community in terms of creating
communication gap, knowledge or other gaps.
5.1

Definition of Churn Prediction

Following the work by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. [7], we deﬁne the churn
prediction task as predicting whether an editor is among the ‘departed’ or the
‘staying’ class. Considering that our dataset spans more than 13 years (i.e. 53
quarters), and that studies about churn prediction generally follow the diagram
of predicting the churn status of users in the prediction period based on user
exhibited behaviour in the observation period (e.g. [7,16]), we employed a sliding window based method for churn prediction. Speciﬁcally, we make predictions
based on features generated from editor proﬁle distributions in a sliding window
with w=4 quarters. An editor is in the ‘departed’ class if she leaved the community before active for less than m=1 quarter after the sliding window, denote
[w, w + m] as the departed range. Similarly, an editor is in the ‘staying’ class
if she was active in the community long enough for a relatively large number
of quarters (n ≥ 3) after the sliding window, term [w + n, +∞] as the staying
range.
5.2

Features for the Task

Our features are generated based on the ﬁndings reported in the previous section.
For simplicity, we assume the w quarters included in the i-th sliding window
being i = [j, · · · , j + w − 1] (j ∈ [10, 50]), and denote the Probability Of Activity
Proﬁle of an editor in quarter j assigned to the k-th user role as POAPi,j,k . We
use the following features to characterize the patterns of change in editor proﬁle
distributions:
– First active quarter: the quarter in which an editor began edits in Wikipedia.
The timestamp a user joined the community may aﬀect her decision about
whether to stay for longer time as previous study suggested that users joined
later in Wikipedia may face a more severe situation in terms of the likelihood
of contribution being accepted by the community and the possibility of being
excluded by established members.
– Cumulative active quarters: the total number of quarters an editor had been
active in the community till the last quarter in the sliding window.
– Fraction of active quarters in lifespan: the proportion of quarters a user was
active till the sliding window. For instance, if an editor joined in quarter 10,
and stayed active for 8 quarters till the current sliding window (16–19), then
the ﬁgure is calculated as: 8/(19−10+1) = 0.80.
– Fraction of active quarters in sliding window: the fraction of quarters a user
was active in current sliding window.
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– Similarity of profile distribution in sliding window: quantiﬁes the similarity of
user proﬁle distributions in any two successive quarters using cosine similarity.
– Diversity of edit activity: denotes the entropy of POAPi,j,k for each quarter
j in window i, calculated using Eq. (3). This measure captures the extent to
which an editor diversiﬁed her edits toward multiple namespaces and categories of articles.
– Cross-entropy of edit activity: denotes the historical variation in POAPi,j,k
compared to the same measure in previous quarters, calculated using Eq. (4).
This measure captures the extent to which an editor changed her edit activity
compared to her past behaviour.
– mean POAPi,j,k : denotes the average of POAPi,j,k for each user role k in window i. This measure captures whether an editor focused her edits on certain
namespaces and categories of articles in window i.
– ΔPOAPi,j,k : denotes the change in POAPi,j,k between the quarter j − 1 and
j (for j ∈ [2, 50]), measured by ΔPOAPi,j,k =(POAPi,j,k − POAPi,j−1,k +
δ)/(POAPi,j−1,k + δ), where δ is a small positive real number (i.e. 0.001)
to avoid the case when POAPi,j−1,k is 0. This measure also captures the
ﬂuctuation of POAPi,j,k for each user role k in window i.
For each editor, the ﬁrst three features are global-level features which may
be updated within the sliding window, the remaining features are windowlevel features and are recalculated within each sliding window. The intuition
behind the last four features is to approximate the evolution of editor lifecycle
we sought to characterize in the previous section. The dataset is of the following form: D = (xi , yi ), where yi denotes the churn status of the editor i,
yi ∈ {Churner, Non-churner}; xi denotes the feature vector for i.
5.3

Performance of Churn Prediction

Experimental Setup. The prediction task is a binary classiﬁcation problem,
we use the logistic regression model for the purpose. To avoid possible bias in
the results due to the imbalance of class distribution, for each sliding window,
we randomly sampled the editors in order to generate a dataset with the desired
class ratio (churners:non-churners) being 1:2. Each time we moved the window
by one quarter. The results reported in the following are averaged over 10-fold
cross-validation.
Performance of Sliding Window based Churn Prediction. Figure 7 plots
the performance measures of churn prediction. We observe that the performance
measures are relatively stable across diﬀerent windows: ROC area increased
from 0.75 to 0.80; FP rate decreased from 0.40 to 0.34; other measures (i.e.
Precision, Recall, F-measure) stayed around 0.74. Note when DanescuNiculescu-Mizil et al. [7] performed churn prediction on two beer rating communities (i.e. BeerAdvocate and RateBeer) based on user’s linguistic change
features, they obtained the best performance of Precision being 0.77, Recall
being 46.9, F-measure being 0.56. Rowe [13] evaluated the churn prediction
task on three online platforms (i.e. Facebook, SAP and Server Fault) using user’s
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Fig. 7. Performance for sliding window based churn prediction. Windows represents
the sliding window, Value represents the performance.

social and lexical change related features, and obtained the best performance of
Precision@K being 0.791 and AUC being 0.617. Comparing with the statistics from [7,13], the results suggest that although our study makes use of user
activity related features diﬀerent from those in [7,13], our approach achieves
at least comparable overall and average performance with those two studies for
churn prediction in online communities. This observation suggests that in online
communities, sudden change in user activity can be an important signal that the
user is likely to abandon the community.
Cumulative Gains for Churn Prediction. Lift factors are widely used by
researchers to evaluate the performance of churn-prediction models (e.g. [16]).
The lift factors achieved by our model are shown in Fig. 8. In a lift chart, the
diagonal line represents a baseline which randomly selects a subset of editors
as potential churners, i.e., it selects s% of the editors that will contain s% of
the true churners, resulting in a lift factor of 1. In Fig. 8, on average, our model
with all features was capable of identifying 10 % of editors that contained 21.5 %
of true churners (i.e. a lift factor of 2.15), 20 % of editors that contained 40 %
of true churners (i.e. a lift factor of 1.999), and 30 % of editors that contained
55.5 % of true churners (i.e. a lift factor of 1.849). The model with only Global
active quarter stats was able to identify 10 % of editors that contained 19 % of
true churners (a lift factor of 1.903), 20 % of editors that contained 33.7 % of
true churners (a lift factor of 1.684), and 30 % of editors that contained 48.1 %
of true churners (a lift factor of 1.604). Evidently, all our models achieved higher
lift factors than the baseline, and the model with all features obtained the best
lift chart. Thus if the objective of the lift analysis is to identify a small subset of
likely churners for an intervention that might persuade them not to churn, then
this analysis suggests that our model can identify a set of 10 % of users where
the probability of churning is more than twice the baseline ﬁgure.
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Fig. 8. Lift chart obtained by the proposed churn-prediction model. The statistics
presented are averaged over all sliding windows. Diﬀerent curves represent the lift
curves for diﬀerent groups of features.

Table 5. Performance of feature analysis. Bold face numbers indicate best performing features for the corresponding metric. The performance metrics reported are the
average values over all sliding windows.
Performance improvement by incrementally adding diﬀerent feature sets to the base model
Feature set

FP rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

ROC Area

Global active quarter stats

0.45 ± 0.08

0.69 ± 0.02

0.70 ± 0.01

0.68 ± 0.04

0.72 ± 0.04

+ Similarity of proﬁle distribution 0.42 ± 0.03

0.70 ± 0.01

0.75 ± 0.02

0.72 ± 0.01

0.70 ± 0.01

+ Diversity of edit activity

0.38 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

+ Cross-entropy of edit activity

0.38 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.01

0.74 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

+ mean POAPi,j,k
+ ΔPOAPi,j,k

0.38 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.01

0.74 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

0.38 ± 0.02

0.73 ± 0.01

0.74 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

Performance for individual feature sets
All features

0.38 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.01 0.74 ± 0.01

0.73 ± 0.01

0.78 ± 0.02

Global active quarter stats

0.45 ± 0.08

0.69 ± 0.02

0.70 ± 0.02

0.68 ± 0.04

0.72 ± 0.04

Similarity of proﬁle
distribution

0.50 ± 0.02

0.66 ± 0.01

0.69 ± 0.01

0.66 ± 0.01

0.70 ± 0.01

Diversity of edit activity

0.43 ± 0.01

0.70 ± 0.01

0.71 ± 0.01

0.70 ± 0.01

0.75 ± 0.01

Cross-entropy of edit activity

0.66 ± 0.01

0.49 ± 0.08

0.67 ± 0.003 0.54 ± 0.01

0.57 ± 0.01

mean POAPi,j,k
ΔPOAPi,j,k

0.60 ± 0.01

0.64 ± 0.01

0.67 ± 0.004 0.60 ± 0.01

0.63 ± 0.01

0.60 ± 0.02

0.63 ± 0.01

0.67 ± 0.004 0.60 ± 0.016 0.64 ± 0.02
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Feature Analysis. To better understand the contribution of each feature set in
the context of all the other features, we performed an ablation study. Speciﬁcally,
we added the feature sets incrementally to the base model containing only Global
active quarter stats features, and ran a logistic model on the incremental dataset.
We then compared the performance of the resulting classiﬁer to that of classiﬁer
with the complete set of features. We observe that the ﬁrst three feature sets
bring substantial improvements in performance when added incrementally to the
base model (Table 5); the last three feature sets bring very little improvements in
performance when added incrementally to the model. Performance for individual
feature sets provides further support for the observation: for indivitual feature
sets, Diversity of edit activity is the most discriminative feature set with the
best performance for the task, Global active quarter stats is the second best,
Similarity of profile distribution is the third best; Cross-entropy of edit activity
is the least discriminative feature set for the task. We also observe that none of
the feature sets can by itself achieve the performance reported in Fig. 7, which
suggests that the feature sets we generated (at least the ﬁrst three feature sets)
complement each other in predicting churners in online communities. The results
suggest that sudden change in user behaviour can be a signal that the user is
prone to churning from the community.

6

Conclusion

In this work we have presented a novel latent space analysis of editor lifecycles
in online communities with preliminary results. The latent space representation
reveals a number of diﬀerent categories of editor (e.g. Technical Experts, Social
Networkers) and provides a means to track the evolution of editor behaviour over
time. We also perform an entropy-based analysis of editor proﬁles in the latent
space representation and ﬁnd that long term and short term users generally
have very diﬀerent proﬁle distributions and evolve diﬀerently in their lifespans.
The presented approach for understanding online user behaviour is a novel one
in terms of its generality and interpretability. The approach can be applied to
model time-varying user behaviour data whenever the data are available, with
intuitive and interpretable results.
We show that understanding patterns of change in user behaviour can be
of practical importance for community management and maintenance, in that
the features inspired by our latent space analysis can diﬀerentiate churners from
non-churners with reasonable performance. This work opens interesting questions for future research. Firstly, social networking plays a foundational role in
online communities for knowledge sharing and member retention, future work
should accommodate social dynamics in the model. Combining user activity features with social network and/or lexical features in a uniﬁed framework would
allow us to explore interesting questions, such as how individual users grow to
become experienced/established members in the community by interacting or
social learning with other senior members. Secondly, the topic analysis we used
in this paper did not account for the evolution of activity in user-level, it will be
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very helpful to develop topic models that accommodate the evolution in the user
and community level. Moreover, online communities are very similar in terms of
allowing multi-dimensions of user activity, the approach presented in this study
can be generalized to other communities very easily.
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Abstract. Recently, geotagged social media contents became increasingly available to researchers and were subject to more and more studies.
Diﬀerent spatial measures such as Focus, Entropy and Spread have been
applied to describe geospatial characteristics of social media contents. In
this paper, we draw the attention to the fact that these popular measures
do not necessarily show the geographic relevance or dependence of social
content, but mix up geographic relevance, the distribution of the user
population, and sample size. Therefore, results based on these measures
cannot be interpreted as geographic eﬀects alone. By means of an assessment, based on Twitter data collected over a time span of six weeks, we
highlight potential misinterpretations and we furthermore propose normalized measures which show less dependency on the underlying user
population and are able to mitigate the eﬀect of outliers.

1

Introduction

Although today’s technical infrastructure allows communication with almost
anybody, anywhere in the world, geographic location plays a role in the selection
of communication partners and topics. Geospatial aspects of online communication have attracted more and more interest from the research community: Which
role does location play in the selection of online friends (e.g. [10])? How strong
is the local focus of online social media contents and which geospatial spreading patterns can be observed (e.g., [2,4])? These and other questions have been
examined to gain insights into the mechanisms of social media usage and content
dispersion. Social media have increasing impact on the spreading of news [9], but
in contrast to traditional newswire, the mechanisms of distribution are complex
and rarely understood yet.
In this paper, we demonstrate that popular measures, such as Spread,
Entropy, and Focus do not necessarily only show the geographic relevance or
dependence of social content, but are severely inﬂuenced by the distribution of
the user population, and sample size. Therefore, results based on these measures
cannot be interpreted as geographic eﬀects alone. Furthermore, we propose normalized measures which that show less dependency on user population. For the
remainder of this paper, we assume that we are dealing with geographic coordinates but abstract from the way they have been retrieved. A set of coordinates
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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can represent, for instance, the occurrences of a hashtag. For readability, we
will call such a set of coordinates the occurrences of a meme, although it could
represent, for example, the locations of the friends of a Facebook user as well.
Many studies are not based on the analysis of a single meme but on the analysis
of a large set of memes, so that all individual sets of meme occurrences cannot
be visualized or manually inspected. Hence, measures are required that capture
geographic properties of the memes, e.g., to ﬁnd the hashtags that have the
strongest local concentration.
Based on such kind of measures, recent studies revealed surprising patterns
of geo-spatial distribution: For instance, Kamath et al. [4] found in a study
of geotagged tweets that hashtags seem to be most concentrated at a single
location at their peak time, reaching the point of lowest concentration in average
after 20 min, to slowly return to a single location afterwards. In an analysis
of YouTube videos [2] a very similar distribution pattern was observed, called
spray-and-diﬀuse-pattern by the authors. Kamath et al. [4] suggest that this is
a fundamental pattern of social media spread. Can we conclude that the users’
interest in a meme is traveling, e.g. that at the peak time, a meme is relevant
only to users in a single location while it gets increasingly interesting for distant
users within the next 20 min?
In order to answer such questions, one should make sure that the employed
measures are able to capture these aspects and are not severely inﬂuenced by
other eﬀects, such as, e.g., the spatial distribution of the user population. Studying this characteristic and drawing conclusions is particularly challenging, since
multiple conditions have to be met in order to be able to observe a meme occurrence at coordinates (x, y): (a) a user was present at position (x, y), (b) due to
its relevance the user shared the meme, and (c) location information for this
meme is available. The study of geospatial properties of memes is based on the
hypothesis that the relevance of a meme to a user depends on his location (x, y).
In this paper, we consider the geographic relevance of a meme as the probability
that a user contributes to the meme in dependence of his location (x, y). The
geographic relevance represents the user behavior. Hence, if we are interested in
drawing conclusions about the user behavior, we should focus on the geographic
relevance (b) and try to abstract from the user population distribution (a) and
the sample size (c).
We assume a basic, circular model for the geographic relevance: only users
within a circular area of radius r contribute to a speciﬁc meme with a probability p > 0. If the radius r is small, the users’ interest is concentrated and if
it is large, the user’s interest in the meme is more widespread. This model is
surely a simpliﬁcation, but it allows to examine how well traditional geospatial
measures reﬂect the geographic relevance and to develop more suitable measures
for scenarios with focus on geographic relevance.
The relationship between the concentration of the geographic relevance represented by the radius r and the traditional measures is often counterintuitive as
we exemplify with Fig. 1: A traditional measure applied in geographic statistics
that was also used to analyze social media data (e.g. [4]) is the mean spread, the
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average distance of samples to their geographic mean point. Mean spread is interpreted as measure for the geographic dispersion of a set of meme occurrences.
In Fig. 1-A, we assume that a speciﬁc topic, identiﬁed by a particular meme,
has a strong local focus in central France. We modeled this by choosing a center
point, and assume that r=150 km. Furthermore, we assume that 50 geotagged
occurrences of memes (e.g. with the same particular hashtag) appear within the
focal radius. To model the distribution of user population, we collected real geotagged Tweets from this area and selected a random subset of 50 samples. Based
on this sample, we calculated a mean spread of 90.6 km. Now, we assume that
the meme gets interesting to users in a larger area and set r=250 km, generate a
sample in exactly the same way and calculate the mean spread again (Fig. 1-B).
However, the measured mean spread does not increase but drop to 66.2 km. This
is caused by the fact that Paris is now within the circular area and the topic has
spread to an area in which the population is much more concentrated.
In this paper, we analyze the impact of the users’ distribution and the potentially limited number of available samples on the way in which the measures
reﬂect the geographic relevance of memes. The structure and the contributions
of this paper are as follows: In Sect. 2, we review related work and introduce
three common measures: Focus, Spread and Entropy. Section 3 then formalizes
the problems of the inﬂuence of (i) the user distribution and (ii) too small sample
sizes in order to specify corresponding requirements for the measures. Furthermore, we introduce our methodology of assessing the impact of these problems
in realistic scenarios with Monte Carlo simulations. In Sect. 4, we discuss the
simulation results and show that both, the user distribution and the sample
size severely limit the meaningfulness of geospatial measures with respect to
geographic relevance and show that a relatively high number of samples is necessary to achieve indicative results. In Sect. 5, we propose and evaluate modiﬁed
measures that are more robust against population density eﬀects. Furthermore,
we explain, why it is not possible to correct for systematic errors of Focus and
Entropy caused by a varying numbers of samples. Section 6 concludes the paper

Fig. 1. Inﬂuence of user population on spatial measures: Although the focus area is
larger in plot B, a smaller Spread is measured.
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and we summarize the implications for existing studies and the application of
the measures in the future.

2

Related Work

In Sect. 2.1, we discuss related work. In Sect. 2.2 we specify the three common
spatial measures Focus, Entropy and Spread formally.
2.1

Geospatial Analysis of Social Media Contents

Due to the recent increasing interest in analyzing geospatial properties of social
media, plenty of measures have been employed by the research community in
order to quantify diﬀerent aspects of geo-spatiality. The variety of measures
also emerges from the fact that the underlying data varies in its characteristics. While for some works [4,7] the analyzed geospatial data originates from
Twitter, other studies employed similar analyses for YouTube videos [2] or web
resources [3]. The speciﬁc characteristics required slightly varying deﬁnitions for
similar measures. The three measures which are considered and analyzed in this
work, namely the Spread, Entropy, and Focus have all been used in a slightly
adjusted way in several works before.
Spread is used as a measure for uniformity and in general states the mean
distance over all geo-locations to the geographical midpoint. It is for example
being used in [4] for an analysis of the dispersion of Twitter users or in [3] for
analyzing geographical scopes of web resources. Entropy is generally used in
accordance with its information theoretical meaning of stating the bits required
to represent the spatial spread. The granularity of the spatial resolution as well as
the actual spatial distribution of, e.g., the users or tweets thus plays an important
factor in determining the entropy. A high value is seen as an indication for a more
uniform spread of the data under consideration. Entropy is hereby employed
by [2,4] as an indication for the randomness in spatial distribution for tweets and
YouTube video views, respectively. Focus is used as a measure for the centricity of
tweets [4] and YouTube video views [2] by calculating the maximum proportion
of occurrences of geo-locations falling into any individual area.
Additionally, there are other works that focus less on calculating a single
measure for representing the spatiality, but represent it, e.g., by means of a
CDF of the geographic distance between users of an social network [10]. In [7]
again a density measure is used to visualize areas with high or low occurrences of
tweets. Then again other work primarily focuses on identifying the center point
and the corresponding dispersion for information that is spatially distributed,
e.g. search queries [1] or web resources [3]. Although these studies are dealing
with a similar topic of quantifying spatiality, their goal is not to represent this
by means of one single measure.
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Spatial Measures

In this paper, we analyze the measures Focus, Entropy and Spread, which were
used in previous work. Focus and Entropy are zone-based measures that require
the globe to be divided into a set R of zones (e.g., countries [2] or identical squares
of 10 Km by 10 km [4]). If the set O denotes the set of all meme occurrences and
Oi ∈ O denotes the occurrences in zone i ∈ R, the relative frequency Pi of zone
i is given by:
|Oi |
(1)
Pi =
|O|
Focus measures whether there is a single zone in which the meme occurrences
are concentrated. Focus is deﬁned as the maximum Pi for any region i. Then,
i is called focus location. As a consequence, the higher the focus value is, the
more occurrences appear in the focus location and the fewer in other regions.
F ocus, F = max Pi
i∈R

(2)

Entropy measures whether the occurrences are concentrated in only a few
zones (low entropy) or whether the samples are more equally distributed over a
large amount of zones (high entropy).

Pi log2 Pi
(3)
Entropy, E = −
i∈R

Spread measures how close the occurrences are located to each other, without the usage of a zone system. Spread is deﬁned as the mean distance of all
meme occurrences to their geographical mean point. Higher values of Spread
correspond to a larger spatial coverage of the distribution. With D(c1 , c2 ) being
the geographic distance between two points c1 and c2 , Spread is deﬁned as:

D(o, M eanP oint)
Spread, S = o∈O
(4)
|O|
where the M eanP oint equals the geometric median, the location with the smallest possible average distance to all o ∈ O.

3

Methodology

In this section, we ﬁrst formalize the requirements for spatial measures that
reﬂect the geographic relevance (Sect. 3.1). In order to analyze the impact of
a non-uniform user population, we collected an extensive amount of geo-tagged
tweets from Twitter which we are using as an approximate of the user population
U (cf. Sect. 3.2). Since considering the impact of this real-world data set would be
hard to realize with an analytical approach, we conduct Monte Carlo simulations
(Sect. 3.3). Challenges related to partitioning are explained in Sect. 3.4 since
both, the Focus and Entropy are zone-based measures.
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Formalization of Requirements

For the remainder of this paper we use the term geographic relevance of a meme
as the probability that a user publishes a meme within a certain time span
in dependency of the user location. We assume that this probability can be
quantiﬁed by f (x, y), expressing the probability for a user to contribute to a
meme, if located at (x, y). Consequently, f (x, y) models the geographic relevance
of a meme. While we assume that such a geographic relevance function exists,
we must keep in mind that we can only observe it indirectly trough a limited
number of samples in practice.
Without limiting the generality of the model, we abstract from user mobility. Hence, the user population (the set of potential contributors, e.g. the
members of a social network) can be modeled as a set of coordinates U =
{(x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 ), . . . , (xz , yz )}, reﬂecting the locations of the users in
the time span of the analysis. The set of meme occurrences C ⊆ U can be considered as outcome of a random variable gained from evaluating f (x, y) for all
users U .
An important consideration is that in most analyzed scenarios, it is very
unlikely that we have access to the entire set C of meme occurrences and the
entire set U of user locations. For instance, the locations of all Twitter users
are not available and not all occurrences of a hashtag are geotagged. Hence, we
should assume that only a subset Cn ⊂ C is available for analysis that reﬂects
the communication behavior of only n ≤ z users. We denote the true Entropy,
Focus and Spread based on the entire (but not observable) set of occurrences C
as E C , F C and S C respectively. The true frequency count in the zone i ∈ R will
be denoted as PiC . We can now formulate two basic requirements:
– Requirement P1: The true but not observable measures E C , F C and S C
should reﬂect characteristics of the geographic relevance function f (x, y) and
should not be biased too strongly by the distribution of the users U .
– Requirement P2: The observable measures E, F and S should not deviate
substantially from E C , F C and S C .
It is obvious that both requirements are not fulﬁlled entirely by the measurements under examination in a sense that they are unbiased by the distribution
of the population and the selection of samples. However, the strength of these
biases has not been analyzed before and therefore it is also not known to which
degree the considered measurements are appropriate for analyzing the geographic
relevance of geotagged social media contents at all.
3.2

Sampling Dataset

Geographic data of a large set of randomly collected tweets are considered as a
reasonable estimate of the varying density of the user population across diﬀerent
regions. We collected a corpus of over 4 million geo-tagged tweets between 21th
of June 2013 and 5th of August 2013. We only considered a single tweet per
user (the ﬁrst one in our data set) since our aim is to model the user density
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and not the tweet density. This resulted in a set of 2,620,058 coordinates, which
is denoted as real data set in the remainder of this paper. Additionally, we
generated a reference data set of about the same number of random coordinates
which are uniformly distributed on the earth, which we refer to as baseline
data set.
3.3

Simulation of Spatial Distributions

To assess the measures with respect to the requirements, we generate sample sets
of meme occurrences based on the circular model using Monte Carlo simulations.
To apply the circular model with radius r, ﬁrst a random center point Cp is
chosen. It is assumed that f (x, y) = k, with k being a constant, for all (x, y) with
D((x, y), Cp) < r and f (x, y) = 0 otherwise. Instead of deﬁning k, we specify the
number of samples n and generate meme occurrences in the following way: (1)
A random point from the sampling data set is drawn and considered as center
point Cp; (2) n points with D((x, y), Cp) < r are randomly drawn from the
sampling data set (Fig. 2).
In a next step (Sect. 4), we then evaluated how well Focus, Entropy and
Spread reﬂect the concentration of the geographic relevance represented by the
radius r. Independent from the location of Cp, larger radii should be indicated
by a higher Entropy, a lower Focus and a higher Spread. These relationships
should not be lost due to the inﬂuence of the user population and the sample
size since, otherwise, the measures would not be able to reﬂect the geographic
relevance even in the most basic scenario (circular model).
Keep in mind, that due to eﬀects of real geography, it could be possible that
the drawn Cp is located in an isolated user population cluster, i.e. on an island.
In this case, the samples will be always strongly concentrated in a single location,
even though the radius r is increased. In such a case, increasing radii cannot be
captured by spatial measurements at all and it would not be an appropriate
scenario to assess the quality of spatial measurements. To avoid such situations,
criteria were deﬁned to remove these outliers.
3.4

Region Partition

In order to measure Focus and Entropy, we apply Leopardi’s algorithm to divide
the globe surface into a certain number of tiles with equal area as unit regions [6].

Fig. 2. The distribution area of a meme is modeled as circular area with radius r. The
ﬁgure also shows the zonal partitioning according to Leopardi’s algorithm (cf. Sect. 3.4)
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However, the size and boundaries of unit regions will aﬀect the frequency counts
and hence the results of the measurements, also known as modiﬁable areal unit
problem (MAUP) in spatial analysis [8]. So it is worth noting the choice of a
proper scale of unit. When studying real social media contents, this choice usually
depends on the intended level of analysis and interpretation, i.e., whether one
is studying the distribution across countries, cities, or postcode districts, etc.
Since the main interest of our tests is not concrete values but the variation and
stability of measuring results, the analysis is less sensitive to the scale of unit
regions. Yet, we still need to choose a scale so that unit regions are neither too
big (bigger than the area of distribution) nor too small (too few points in each
region). In this study, we set the number of unit regions to 10000, with an area
of about 50000 km2 for each region.
It should be noted that the position of a center point Cp in relation to
the zone boundaries may inﬂuence spatial measurements and hence, observed
variances among generated sets of meme occurrences with a ﬁxed radius r might
be caused by the underlying zone instead of the user population density. We use
the baseline data set for being able to isolate zone eﬀects in our simulations.

4

Analysis of Existing Measures

We will discuss and analyze previously stated requirement P1 in Sect. 4.1 and
requirement P2 in Sect. 4.2
4.1

P1 - Dependency on User Distribution

Simulation Setting. In the basic circular model, the shape of f (x, y) is speciﬁed by the center point Cp and the radius r. If the measures are not dependent
on the underlying distribution of the user population, the measured values should
be inﬂuenced only by r and not by the location of Cp within this setting. Interpreted as measure for geographic relevance, Focus should drop with increasing r,
since it measures the tendency of concentration in a single area. Entropy should
increase with increasing r, since it measures the tendency of dispersion in multiple areas. Spread should increase as well, since it measures the spatial coverage
of the meme. If these correlations are low, the measures are not appropriate to
draw conclusions about the geographic relevance, even in the most basic scenario
(the circular model).
Hence, we generated a series of sets of meme occurrences as described in
Sect. 3.2 starting with a radius of r=150 km and increasing the radius in 50 Km
steps up to r = 1150. For each of the 20 diﬀerent radius values, we conducted
30 Monte Carlo runs, each time selecting a diﬀerent random center point Cp.
With 500 samples per iteration we chose a number that is large enough to avoid
sample size eﬀects (P2) but still allowed us to conduct the series of simulations
in a reasonable time.
Beside the distribution of the population, the MAUP could also have strong
impact on the comparability of two sets of meme occurrences with diﬀerent
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center points. To isolate this eﬀect, we generated a second series in which we
draw the user locations from the uniformly distributed baseline data set.
Results. The plots shown in Fig. 3 summarize the results and can be interpreted as follows: Each dot represents an individual set of meme occurrences
consisting of 500 samples. The x-axes represent the measured values of Focus
(ﬁrst row), Entropy (second row) and Spread (third row). The y-axes are given
by the corresponding radii r of the set of meme occurrences from which the
values result. The plots in the ﬁrst column result from the uniform baseline user
distribution. In this idealized scenario, each measured value allows us to draw
relatively precise conclusions about the radius r, because at each location on the
x-axes, the values on the y-axes are spread only within small intervals. The plots
in the second column show that the population density has a strong eﬀect on
the measures which masks the inﬂuence of r. For example, the results indicate
that if we measure a Focus of 0.4, it could result from memes with strong local
concentration (with a radius of 200 km) as well as from memes that are spread
within a much wider area (with a radius above 1000 km) if we take a realistic
setting into account. The experiments allow to draw the following conclusions:
– In the baseline scenario, the measured values correlate well with the radii
r, with not much diﬀerences between the zone-based measures and Spread.
Hence, eﬀects caused by MAUP (i.e., whether the center point Cp is close
to a zone center or a zone border) seem to be insigniﬁcant in the considered
parameter range.
– In the realistic scenario, all three measurements are strongly inﬂuenced by the
distribution of the user population. If we apply the measurements to compare
two sets of meme occurrences, diﬀerences in the values are only indicative if
they are considerably large. While, e.g., a Focus value of 0.9 indicates indeed a
higher concentration (i.e., a smaller r) than a Focus value of 0.1, the measures
seem not to be suitable for, e.g., a precise ranking.
– The experiment indicates that Spread seems to be most robust against eﬀects
of the user population density, while Focus seems to be most prone to biases.
– We also analyzed the mean values of the sets of meme occurrences for each
radius r and the conﬁdence intervals. Interestingly, we found no indications for
systematic errors, i.e., that larger radii caused the average Focus to increase
or the average Spread or Entropy to drop (cf. example in Sect. 1). Consequently, studies based on averaging over a large number of memes should not
be severely biased by the distribution of user population.

4.2

Influence of Sample Size

Simulation Setting. With respect to the inﬂuence of the sample size, we
want the measure to not become unstable and unreliable for a small amount
of samples. In other words, smaller numbers of samples n should not cause
signiﬁcant deviations of the measures if the other parameters are ﬁxed. Hence,
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Fig. 3. Under the assumption of a uniformly distributed user population, the measured
values and the radii of the distribution area correlate well (left column). Consideration
of a realistic user distribution adds strong noise (right column) and the measured values
do not reﬂect geographic relevance accurately.

we generate multiple set of meme occurrences with ﬁxed r and varying n to
analyze the stability of the measurements.
The examination of the eﬀect of diﬀerent sample sizes is especially meaningful
for measures such as Focus and Entropy, because according to their deﬁnitions,
the minimum value of Focus (1/n) and the maximum value of Entropy (log2 n)
are both dependent on the total number of data points.
To exclude the inﬂuence of population density, we conducted sample size
tests based on the uniform baseline data set. We chose three diﬀerent radii:
150 km, 1000 km and 2000 km. For each radius, we generated sets of meme
occurrences ranging from 5 samples to 295 samples in steps of 10. In each step,
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Fig. 4. (a) Focus, (b) Entropy and (c) Spread for sets of meme occurrences created
with the baseline data set with various sample sizes, radii r=150 km, r=1000 km and
r=2000 km

we generated 30 sets of memes and computed the average Focus, Entropy and
Spread respectively.
Results. In Fig. 4 the results of our evaluation are depicted, which reveal
strong systematic errors for Focus and Entropy. Mean Focus increases and mean
Entropy decreases with the drop of sample size. These trends are particularly
signiﬁcant when the sample size is small (under 50 in our tests). Values of Spread
are relatively stable, but a trend of increase can still be observed when the sample
size is smaller than 50. The experiment indicates:
– If applied to small numbers of samples, there are strong tendencies of the
measured Focus to overestimate the true Focus F C . The results indicate
that at least 50 or better 100 samples are required. Still, large diﬀerences
in the number of samples can limit the comparability of two sets of meme
occurrences.
– Even if more than 100 samples are used, the measures are biased by the
sample size, which is especially a problem when Entropy is used and the
number of samples in the individual set of meme occurrences diﬀer strongly
(e.g., 100 samples vs. 1000 samples). In such cases, an upper bound for the
number of samples should be deﬁned and if this number is exceeded only a
subset of the samples should be used.
– If more than approximately 25 samples are used, Spread seems not to be
signiﬁcantly biased by the number of samples. However, the variances (not
shown in the plots) of the individual sets of meme occurrences are much
higher if 25 samples are used instead of 100 or more.

5

Reducing Biases

In Sect. 5.1, we ﬁrst propose adjustments for Focus and Entropy to make them
more robust against non equal user distributions (requirement P1) and we
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explain why there is no convincing adjustment to mitigate the eﬀect of varying sample sizes (requirement P2). Second, we propose an optimized method for
calculating the Spread in Sect. 5.2 which is less aﬀected by outliers, which can
otherwise completely determine the implications of the measure. By means of an
assessment, based on real Twitter data collected over a time span of six weeks,
we demonstrate under which situations the statements made by the original and
adjusted Spread measure deviate the most.
5.1

Focus and Entropy - Inherent Limitations

Requirement 1. The number of occurrences |Oi | in zone i depends on both,
the number of users Ni in the zone i and the characteristic of f (x, y) in zone i.
The aim is to eliminate or at least to decrease the inﬂuence of Ni for a more
accurate measurement and better comparability of the geographic relevance. We
ﬁrst consider the ideal case in which the same number of users N is located
in each zone. For now, we do not take the sample size problem into account
and assume that all user locations and meme occurrences are known. Since the
zone-based measures only capture how the samples are distributed among the
zones and not the distribution within the zones, we furthermore assume that
the probability that a user contributes to the meme only depends on the zone i
and not on the exact coordinates, i.e., f (x, y) has a constant value in each zone
i. We will denote this zone-based probability as fi . The number of samples |Oi |
in zone i has the expected value E(|Oi |) = fi N , which will be approximated
well by |Oi | if the number of users N in each zone i is large enough (law of large
numbers). Under this assumption, the relative frequency Pi does not depend on
the number of users N and reﬂects only the relative value of fi which we denote
as Pif :
|Oi |
fi N
fi
|Oi |
Pi =
=
≈
=
= Pif
(5)
|O|
|O
|
f
N
f
j
j
j
j∈R
j∈R
j∈R
Hence, under the assumption of a uniformly distributed user population and
an appropriately large number of users in each zone, Pif can be considered as
the ground truth, undistorted by the population density, that is approximated
by Pi . Thus, to approximate Pif if the number of users Ni in each zone i is not
constant, we can use Pi as follows instead of the relative frequency Pi :
Pi = 

|Oi |
Ni
|Oj |
j∈R ( Nj )

fi Ni
Ni
fj Nj
j∈R ( Nj )

≈

= Pif

(6)

Pi approximates the relative value of fi and abstracts from the distribution
of the users, by dividing fi simply by the number of users in this zone. For
versions of Focus and Entropy that are independent from the user distribution,
we can use Pi instead of Pi , if the number of samples in each zone is large
enough. However, if the number of samples is too small, Pi will not approximate
Pif well and, moreover, individual samples can have a much higher inﬂuence on
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Fig. 5. Visualization of a real world twitter data set where every dot represents one
meme. The total number of meme occurrences is depicted at the top edge, the total
number of potential users at the bottom edge. The original Focus determines the focus
area to be the gray encircled area, while an intuitive normalization method, by dividing
by the number of users per region, is prone to outliers and yields the blue encircled
area in this scenario (Color ﬁgure online).

the results in comparison with the original measures if they appear in zones with
few users. Hence, we risk boosting random eﬀects.
A real world scenario, highlighting this shortcoming is visualized in Fig. 5.
The focus of the original measure is determined by the gray encircled area, due
to having the most meme occurrences. Normalizing the Focus measure solely
by the number of users, however, yields a completely diﬀerent picture, namely
a new focus area, the one encircled in blue. This is reasoned by the fact that
there are only four potential users (U4) within the blue encircled area and one
published meme (S1) compared to 113718 potential users with 113 memes in the
gray encircled area. In our last publication [11] we consequently presented an
approach, which on the one hand normalizes on the basis of the underlying user
distribution, but on the other hand tries to avoid creating such outliers by not
solely considering the actual number of potential users in a speciﬁc area, but
also the average number of potential users. This way we were able to achieve a
tradeoﬀ between the risk of boosting random eﬀects and the goal of abstracting
from the user distribution. Further limitations, for instance based on too small
sample sets, however, remain for both measures, the Focus and Entropy and can
not be corrected as is discussed in the following.
Requirement P2. According to the deﬁnition of the measures, minimum Focus
and maximum Entropy depend on the number of samples. When measuring a set
Cn with n occurrences, the Focus values F will be in the range [ n1 , 1] and the
Entropy values E in the range [0, log2 n]. Thus, the possible values of both measures depend on the sample size. Obviously, we could simply normalize both measures to an interval of [0, 1] by using the normalized Shannon Entropy Enorm =
E/(log2 n) [5] and a normalized Focus measure Fnorm = (F − n1 )/(1 − n1 ).
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However, this does not solve the problem. We would just induce another bias since
even if the minimal measurable Focus is n1 and the maximal measurable Entropy
is log2 n, the true Focus F C and Entropy E C might still lie above or below respectively. Therefore, it is an inherent limitation of these measures that they cannot
capture the entire range of possible values when the subset is smaller than the
underlying entire set, hence resulting in systematic errors. We can only ensure
that an appropriate sample size is used to avoid too strong biases.
5.2

Spread

Zone-based measures have the advantage that the number of users in each zone
can be counted and, hence, the user density can be easily incorporated into the
model. In order to abstract from the user distribution, we can formulate a zonebased approximation S  of the Spread measure S by mapping all samples within
a zone i to the mean point of the zone mi . Then, S  can be calculated based on
the zone frequencies as follows:

 

|Oi | D (mi , M p)  |Oi |

=
D (mi , M p) =
S = i∈R
Pi D (mi , M p) (7)
|O|
|O|
i∈R

i∈R

Having formulated a zone-based approximation of Spread, we can now apply
the same strategy as described above for Entropy and Focus to abstract from
the user distribution. Hence, we can use relative zone frequencies Pi instead of
the absolute zone frequencies. Then, we also need to consider the Pi as weights
to calculate the weighted mean point, denoted as M p . Instead of mapping all
samples in a zone to the mean point of the zone, we can use the average distance
of the samples in a zone to the weighted mean point M p to improve the accuracy.
This leads to the following adjusted Spread measure:


 D (o, M p )



(8)
Pi
S =
|Oi |
i∈R

o∈Oi

Quite obviously, this adjusted measure, however, still struggles with the same
limitation than previous measures, namely that individual samples can have a
determining impact on the overall evaluation if they occur in zones with a low
user population (c.f. Fig. 5). Based on this insight our subsequent optimization follows the general idea of enlarging or aggregating zones until a minimum
amount of samples in the newly generated zones is achieved. Even though, we
only apply this concept to Spread in the following, a similar, but more complex
approach could be followed for Focus and Entropy as well.
In particular, we aggregated zones with a similar distance to the mean point
until we reached a minimum of ﬁve samples per zone. Calculating the distance
between the center of zones and the mean point is quite easy, the threshold of
ﬁve samples is chosen arbitrarily. The general approach is visualized in Fig. 6.
The zones a, b and c contain too few samples and are thus aggregated into
one combined zone whose sample size exceeds the deﬁned threshold. The order
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Fig. 6. General aggregating principle of the adjusted Spread measure: Originally, the
single sample in zone a, in combination with the low user population, would completely
dominate the Spread measure and potentially distort implications. Aggregating these
zones (the number of samples as well as the population) has the potential to reduce
the eﬀect of these outliers as is visualized.

of aggregating zones can hereby solely be determined by the distance to the
mean point, without having to consider whether, for instance, two zones are
neighboring, which is due to the characteristic of the Spread measure to represent
the mean distance of all meme occurrences to their geographic mean point.
Hence, starting from the nearest to the farthest zone, it is checked whether
suﬃcient samples are present and in case the threshold is not exceeded the next
farther zone is added until the sample threshold is reached. Adding two zones
hereby results in a new zone with a new center point and the combined number
of samples and users of both previous zones.
Evaluation of the Adjusted Spread Measure. First, we performed an evaluation similar to the one in Sect. 4.1. The results are hereby presented in Fig. 7.
The left sub ﬁgure corresponds with the one shown in Fig. 3, representing the
non-adjusted Spread measure for a realistic user distribution. The right plot corresponds with the previously presented adjusted Spread measure which results
in visibly less scattering.
Twitter Data Assessment. In order to demonstrate which eﬀect the adjusted
Spread measure can have on real world assessments, we conducted an assessment
based on real Twitter data and evaluated whether diﬀerences between the original and adjusted Spread measure became apparent for tweets with an obvious
geographic relevance. The data was hereby collected in the time frame from 21st
of June 2013 until 4th of August 2013 by ﬁrst listening to the Twitter-StreamAPI and identifying the hashtags which were occurring the most. In a second
step we then queried the Twitter-Search-API for geotagged tweets of the identiﬁed often occurring hashtags. This way we were able to extract a total of 1816
hashtags, each with at least 100 corresponding geotagged tweets.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between the non-adjusted (c.f. Fig. 3) and adjusted Spread measure
for a realistic user distribution. It becomes apparent that the resulting radius range is
clearly cut down for the adjusted Spread measure.

In order to identify hashtags with a higher geographic relevance, i.e., being
of interest more locally, we matched the collected data with the geonames.org
database. Our underlying assumption for doing so was that tweets with a city
hashtags should be of more interest within a smaller region, e.g., the corresponding city, compared to a hashtag of, e.g., a brand or a movie. Our resulting data
set, however, still contained a lot of tweets which were obviously not related to a
city, state, or country. The reason for this are linguistic ambiguities, for instance
that the ﬁrst name of the famous basketball player Kobe Bryant is also a city
in Japan or that Opera is as well a small community in Italy. In order to ﬁlter
out these ambiguous hashtags and solely focus on hashtags representing cities
or states, we employed several further optimizations.
1. We ignored every hashtag which corresponds with a city of less than 250000
inhabitants. The reason for this is that our study has shown that often tweeted
terms, such as gym, male, or top correspond with rather small cities which
are, however, not meant in this case.
2. We ﬁltered out every city related hashtag if there is a second city with the
same name and more than 5000 inhabitants. The reason for this is that we
can no longer assume that the considered hashtag only has a local geographic
relevance.
As a result, we cut down our considered data set to only 59 hashtags, each
corresponding to a rather big city where we can now conﬁdently assume a higher
than average geographic relevance. Considering the previously mentioned shortcomings of the original Spread metric, namely its “vulnerability” towards regions
with low user populations, we now expect the adjusted Spread measure to be able
to better depict a higher geographic relevance of the remaining city hashtags.
In order to verify this, we applied the Spread measure as well as the adjusted
Spread measure on our complete data set and sorted the results in ascending
order, resulting in higher geographic relevance hashtags being in front. In a subsequent step, we then calculated the average position of the 59 city hashtags with
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the relative positions of city and country hashtags in a
sorted list based on the original and adjusted Spread measure. The adjusted Spread
measure clearly depicts these city and country hashtags a higher geographic relevance.

both Spread measures and achieved an average position of 460 with the original Spread measure and a position of 369 with the adjusted Spread measure,
suggesting a higher geographic relevance. Applying the same evaluation method
to countries resulted in an average position of 614 for the original Spread measure and 313 for the adjusted one, again implying a higher geographic relevance
compared to other considered hashtags. In both cases, the adjusted Spread measure thus assessed the city and country hashtags a relatively higher geographic
relevance which corresponds with the expected result. Figure 8 conﬁrms this
insight, by highlighting the diﬀerence in positions for city and country hashtags.
It becomes obvious that the adjusted Spread measure clearly assigns these city
and country hashtags a higher geographic relevance.
Let us now consider two individual hashtags in order to demonstrate in which
cases the original and adjusted Spread measure diﬀer the most. Figure 9 depicts
the worldwide occurrences of the hashtag Chihuahua which represents a city in
Mexico (where the arrow is pointing to) and its corresponding state, but also a
famous dog breed. With the original Spread measure this hashtag was on position
949 due to individual hashtags occurring all around the world and also in regions
with low population. Due to the combination of these low population regions, the
position in the geographic relevance list increases to 103. The adjusted Spread
measure hence allows us to discover a more local geographic relevance (within
Mexico), which would have been otherwise overlooked.
The largest diﬀerence for non-city hashtag occurred for the hashtag Takenote
which raised from 1567 with the original Spread measure to 209 with the adjusted
one. The original position of 1567 out of the total of 1816 rather indicated a
global geographic relevance, compared to the new position of 209 which indicates a rather local relevance. Figure 10 visualizes again every tweet which we
recorded with regard to this hashtags and indeed, there is a rather high geographic relevance visible in Malaysia which the original Spread measure did not
carry weight.
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Fig. 9. Geographic occurrences of the hashtag Chihuahua. On the one hand it represents a city and state within Mexico (where the arrow is pointing to) and on the other
hand a famous dog breed. The adjusted Spread measure carries more weight towards
a higher geographic relevance, compared to the original one.
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Fig. 10. Geographic occurrences of the hashtag Takenote. The adjusted Spread measure carries more weight towards a higher geographic relevance in Malaysia (encircled
area), compared to the original Spread measure which rather indicated a more global
relevance.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed to which degree current measures that are
employed for the geospatial analysis of social media are inﬂuenced by the distribution of the underlying user population and sample size. Our results indicate that neither Spread, nor Entropy, nor Focus are able to solely characterize
geographic relevance, but that the outcome is mixed up with impact from the
underlying user distribution as well. Overall, our conducted Monte Carlo simulations demonstrate that too few samples and eﬀects caused by the distribution
of the user population can distort spatial measures so that they do not reﬂect
geographic relevance accurately. Even though, we based our analysis only on
three selected measures, our results indicate that the described problems are not
speciﬁc to the measures under examination but apply to other spatial measures
as well. Based on our experiments, we provided concrete hints that indicate in
which scenarios the measures are still applicable.
We proposed adjustment methods for the Focus and Entropy measures that
decrease the inﬂuence of the user distribution. Hence, the adjusted measures
reﬂect geographic relevance more accurately, even though, the biases are not
eliminated entirely. Furthermore, we showed that the sample size problem leads
to systematic errors that cannot be adjusted easily because it is not possible to
draw conclusions about the geographic relevance at all if the number of samples
is too small. Furthermore, we proposed an aggregation scheme for the Spread
measure which mitigates the inﬂuence of outliers which can otherwise completely
determine the Spread measure. By means of an assessment, based on real world
data, we showed the importance of this adjustment and demonstrated how statements could otherwise be distorted.
The ﬁndings presented in this paper suggest reconsidering current beliefs on
the temporal evolution of social media content. We conclude that future studies
should reinvestigate spatio-temporal patterns of social media distribution with
much more dense data sets that provide a suﬃcient number of samples in each
time interval.
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Abstract. Group formation and evolution are prominent topics in social
contexts. This paper focuses on the analysis of group evolution events
in networks of face-to-face proximity. We ﬁrst analyze statistical properties of group evolution, e.g., individual activity and typical group sizes.
After that, we deﬁne a set of speciﬁc group evolution events. These are
analyzed in the context of an academic conference, where we provide
diﬀerent patterns according to phases of the conference. Speciﬁcally, we
investigate group formation and evolution using real-world data collected
at the LWA 2010 conference utilizing the Conferator system, and discuss
patterns according to diﬀerent phases of the conference.

1

Introduction

An important goal of social sciences is to reach a theoretical understanding of
the process of group formation and evolution of humans [24]. Typically, in such
contexts the analysis is enabled using empirical studies of human behavior. However, until recently, such studies were very costly and time-consuming, especially
for larger groups: Here, the individual behaviors of a larger group of people had
to be observed – for a longer time period in a not too small area. Indeed, now –
with the rise of social networking sites such as Second Life or Facebook – the situation in data collection has changed signiﬁcantly. With such systems in place,
the situation is quite diﬀerent, as it has become much easier to track the individual behavior of users. While there have been results indicating that online
connections relate to oﬄine connections in speciﬁc contexts, e. g., [30], it has also
been argued that the behavior within these online platforms diﬀers in many cases
from the oﬄine behavior and its inherent structures. Strong ties, for example,
seem to correlate better than weak ties [30], but e. g., also only a small share
of friends in Facebook are really close connections, i. e., friends in the oﬄine
world [32,53].
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With the further development of sensor technology, however, it has become
possible to track the behavior of individuals also in the oﬄine world. Using
suitable sensors, collecting data from large(r) groups has become possible. In
our work, we will make use of RFID technology to track not only the location
of individuals, but also to observe their communication behavior [16].
We utilize data of the Conferator1 system [5] – a social conference guidance system for enhancing social interactions at conferences. Conferatorapplies
active RFID proximity tags developed by the Sociopatterns collaboration.2 In
particular, these tags allow the collection of human face-to-face proximity. For
our analysis, we utilize data that has been collected at the academic conference
LWA 2010.3 For the event, the participants of the conference were wearing the
RFID tags for three days, at all times during the conference time.
Based on these data, we have performed an analysis of the formation and
breakup of groups. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
1. We provide a formal model of group evolution in networks of face-to-face
proximity and present a deﬁnition of diﬀerent group evolution events.
2. We then consider social behavior of individuals and speciﬁcally analyze the
evolution of social groups:
(a) We provide a statistical analysis of individual activity and typical group
sizes during conference phases.
(b) Second, we investigate the temporal evolution of the proposed group evolution events throughout the conference and especially during the coﬀee
breaks. As a result, we observe and discuss typical communication and
activity patterns during these social events.
3. We analyze these patterns and characteristics and discuss quite clear-cut
diﬀerences between conference sessions, coﬀee breaks, poster sessions, and
free time.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 describes the RFID hardware setting and gives a detailed overview on
the collected real-world datasets. Section 4 describes the formalization of social
groups and group transitions. After that, Sect. 5 presents the analysis. Finally,
Sect. 6 summarizes our results and discusses future work.

2

Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work concerning the analysis of human contact
behavior and the analysis of groups. We start with a detailed overview on the
analysis of human contact behavior.

1
2
3

http://www.conferator.org.
http://www.sociopatterns.org.
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/conf/lwa10.
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2.1

Human Contact Behavior

The analysis of human contact patterns and their underlying structure is an interesting and challenging task in social network analysis. Eagle and Pentland [26],
for example, presented an analysis using proximity information collected by bluetooth devices as a proxy for human proximity. However, given the interaction range
of bluetooth devices, the detected proximity does not necessarily correspond to
face-to-face contacts [16], as also conﬁrmed by Atzmueller and Hilgenberg [8]. The
SocioPatterns collaboration developed an infrastructure that detects close-range
and face-to-face proximity (1–1.5 m) of individuals wearing proximity tags with
a temporal resolution of 20 s [23]. This infrastructure was also deployed in other
environments in order to study human contacts, such as healthcare environments
[28,35], schools [51], oﬃces [21] and museums [29]. Here, ﬁrst analyses concerning group contact evolution have been reported in [15], focusing on the temporal
evolution of smaller groups (up to size four).
Another approach for observing human face-to-face communication is the
Sociometric Badge.4 It records more details of the interaction but requires signiﬁcantly larger devices. Besides these two approaches, there is, up to our knowledge, no single empirical study in the social sciences that resulted in a history
of all conversations of some event, where, for each face-to-face conversation, the
names of the respective dialogue partners are stored together with exact time
stamps for start and end of the conversation.
The SocioPatterns framework also provides the technical basis of our
Conferator [3–5] system. In this context, Atzmueller et al. [6] analyze the interactions and dynamics of the behavior of participants at conferences; similarly, the
connection between research interests, roles and academic jobs of conference attendees is analyzed in [34]. Furthermore, the predictability of links in face-to-face contact networks and additional factors also including online networks have been analyzed by Scholz et al. [45,46].
2.2

Analysis of Groups

Groups and their evolution are prominent topics in social sciences, e. g., [24,33,56].
Wasserman and Faust [57] discuss social network analysis in depth, and provide an
overview on the analysis of cohesive subgroups in graphs, both outlining methods
for structural analysis, e. g., [27,41] as well as for obtaining compositional descriptions, e. g., [1,2]. Social group evolution has been investigated in a communitybased analysis [42] using bibliographic and call-detail records. Backstrom et al. [14]
analyze group formation and evolution in large online social networks, focussing on
membership, growth, and change of a group. Furthermore, Brodka et al. [19,20,44]
investigate group formation and group evolution discovery and prediction in social
networks.
In contrast to the approaches above, this paper focuses on networks of faceto-face proximity at academic conferences: We extend the deﬁnitions for group
4

http://hd.media.mit.edu/badges.
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formation and evolution in a ﬁne-grained analysis and investigate the impact of
diﬀerent phases at a conference. Furthermore, we do not necessarily focus on
groups deﬁned by a dense graph-structure, but analyze respective groups that
are connected by face-to-face contacts. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
this is the ﬁrst time that such an analysis has been performed using real-world
networks of face-to-face proximity.

3

Face-To-Face Contact Data

In this section, we summarize the framework used for collecting face-to-face
contact networks, before we brieﬂy describe the Conferator system.
3.1

RFID Setup

At LWA 2010 we asked participants to wear the active SocioPatterns RFID
devices (see above), which can sense and log the close-range face-to-face proximity of individuals wearing them. Using the UBICON framework [3,4] for data
collection, this allows us to map out time-resolved networks of face-to-face contacts among the conference attendees. In the following, we refer to the applied
active RFID tags as proximity tags.
A proximity tag sends out two types of radio packets: Proximity-sensing
signals and tracking signals. Proximity radio packets are emitted at very low
power and their exchange between two devices is used as a proxy for the closerange proximity of the individuals wearing them. Packet exchange is only possible
when the devices are in close enough contact to each other (1–1.5 m). The human
body acts as an RF shield at the carrier frequency used for communication [23].
For estimating a face-to-face contact, we apply a similar threshold-based
approach as in [23]: We record a face-to-face contact when the length of a contact
is at least 20 s. A contact ends when the proximity tags do not detect each other
for more than 60 s. With respect to the accuracy of the applied RFID tags,
we refer to the results of Cattuto et al. [23] who conﬁrm (1) that if the tags
are worn on the chest, then very few false positive contacts are observed, (2)
face-to-face proximity can be observed with a probability of over 99 % using the
interval of 20 s for a minimal contact duration. This is in the range of human
inter-annotator-agreement [22]. Compared to their experiments, our setup is even
more conservative since we use a threshold of 60 s when determining the end of
a contact. Furthermore, it is important to note that we focus on face-to-face
proximity as a proxy for actual communication; due to the applied thresholds
(see above), face-to-face proximity situations which include episodes that are,
e. g., brieﬂy side-by-side or over the shoulder, can typically also be captured.
The proximity tags also send out tracking signals at diﬀerent power levels,
that are received by antennas of RFID readers installed at ﬁxed positions in
the conference environment. These tracking signals are used to relay proximity
information to a central server and also to provide approximate (room-level)
positioning of conference participants, cf. [47,48]. This allows us to monitor
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encounters, e.g., the number of times a pair of participants is assigned to the
same set of nearest readers. All the packets emitted by a proximity tag contain a
unique numeric identiﬁer of the tag, as well the identiﬁers of the detected nearby
devices. For more information about the proximity sensing technology, we refer
the reader to the website of SocioPatterns.5 For more details on the context of
the LWA 2010 conference, we refer to [6] for an in-depth presentation.
3.2

Conferator Platform

The proximity tags described above provide the physical infrastructure for our
social conference management system Conferator. Conferator [3–5] is a social
and ubiquitous conference guidance system, aiming at supporting conference
participants during conference planning, attendance and their post-conference
activities. Conferator features the ability to manage social and face-to-face contacts during the conference and to support social networking. Among other features, it provides an overview on the current social events and interactions, a
map for locating conference participants, a personalized schedule, and adaptive
recommendation mechanisms for interesting contacts and talks at the conference.
Conferator has successfully been deployed at several events, e.g., the LWA
2010,6 LWA 20117 and LWA 20128 conferences, the Hypertext 20119 conference,
the INFORMATIK 201310 conference, the UIS 2015 workshop11 and a technology day of the Venus12 project. In this paper, we focus on the data obtained at
LWA 2010 in Kassel.

4

Formal Model

Before we analyze the evolution of groups in face-to-face contact networks, it is
necessary to give a deﬁnition of a temporal social network and a social group.
4.1

Modeling Social Groups

Let F = ([t1 , t2 ), [t2 , t3 ) . . . , [tm , tm+1 )) be a list of consecutive time windows.
In this paper, all windows will have a duration of one minute. Similar to [20]
we deﬁne a temporal social network T SN as a list of single social networks
(SN1 , · · · , SNm ).
SNi = (Vi , Ei ), i = 1, 2, . . . , m,
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

http://www.sociopatterns.org.
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/conf/lwa10/.
http://lwa2011.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/.
http://lwa2012.cs.tu-dortmund.de/.
http://www.ht2011.org/.
http://informatik2013.de/.
http://enviroinfo.eu/ak-uis/uis-2015.
http://www.iteg.uni-kassel.de/.
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where Vi is the set of all participants who had at least one face-to-face contact
with some other participant within the time window [ti , ti+1 ). Two participants
u, v ∈ Vi are connected by an edge e := (u, v) in Ei if they had at least one
face-to-face contact within the time window [ti , ti+1 ).
We deﬁne a social group G in the social network SN = (V, E) as a subset
of vertices G ⊆ V where G is a connected component of SN with |G| > 1. We
denote the set of all social groups of SN by G, and the set of all social groups of
SNi by Gi .
4.2

Modeling Group Transitions

As in [20] we diﬀerentiate between the group transitions form, merge, grow, continue, shrink, split, and dissolve between two consecutive time windows [ti , ti+1 )
and [ti+1 , ti+2 ). However, below we provide more formal and stricter deﬁnitions
that allow us to classify evolution events without exceptions.


– We say that a group G forms in SNi+1 , iﬀ G ∈ Gi+1 and ∀gi ∈ G : ∃G ∈ Gi :

gi ∈ G .
– We say
mthat groups G1 , . . . , Gm in SNi merge, iﬀ m ≥ 2 and ∃G ∈ Gi+1 such
that i=1 Gi ⊆ G .
We say that group G in Gi
–
–
–
–
–





grows, iﬀ ∃!G ∈ Gi+1 : G ⊂ G
,

∈
G
:
G
=
G,
continues, iﬀ ∃G
i+1


shrinks, iﬀ ∃!G ∈ Gi+1 : G ⊃ G ,
m
splits, iﬀ ∃G1 , . . . , Gm ∈ Gi+1 , with m ≥ 2 such that i=1 Gi ⊆ G ,


dissolves, iﬀ ∀gi ∈ G : ∃G ∈ Gi+1 : gi ∈ G .

5

Analysis

In this section, we ﬁrst describe the applied dataset. After that, we provide
statistical analysis results on individual activity, before we investigate group
formation and evolution in detail and provide illustrating examples.
5.1

Dataset

Each link in the applied LWA 2010 network indicates physical face-to-face proximity and can be weighted by the cumulated duration of all face-to-face proximity
contacts between the linked persons.
Table 1 provides a detailed overview on the dataset. As already observed in
many other contexts [23,29,34] the distributions of all aggregated face-to-face
contacts lengths between conference participants are heavy-tailed. More than the
half of all cumulated face-to-face contacts are less than 200 s and the average
contact duration is less than one minute, but very long contacts are also observed.
Overall, the diameter, the average degree and the average path length of G are
similar to the results presented in [6,29].
Table 2 shows statistics on the individual group evolution events for diﬀerent
minimum group sizes for the LWA 2010 dataset.
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Table 1. General statistics for LWA 2010 dataset. In addition to the number of nodes
and edges, here d is the diameter, AACD the average aggregated contact-duration (in
seconds) and APL the average path length.
|V | |E|
77

Avg. Deg. APL d (G) AACD

1004 26.07

1.7

3

797

Table 2. Statistics on the individual group evolution events for diﬀerent minimum
group sizes.
≥2

≥3

≥4 ≥8

Forming

941

98

16

1

Dissolving

936

96

16

1

Merging

140

140 140 50

Splitting

146

146 146 53

Growing

839

839 461 94

Shrinking

835

835 463 83

Continuing 3951 1103 406 33

5.2

Social Behavior of Individuals

This analysis draws on assessing the quantity and the quality of contacts during the course of a conference and the respective heterogeneity of individual
conference participants. We consider three diﬀerent temporal phases during the
conference, i. e., coﬀee (and lunch) breaks, conference sessions, poster session,
and free time (i. e., the remaining time besides breaks and sessions).
The contact quantity provides an indicator of the networking activity of an
individual while attending the conference. In a given phase of the conference,
we measure contact activity by relating the number of minutes a participant
attended to the number of minutes during which a contact with another participant was observed. The resulting indicator is quantiﬁed in terms of the mean
number of contacts per hour of an individual participant during the respective
conference phases. Figure 1 illustrates the results.
On average, individuals have 23 (sd = 12.11) contacts per hour during coﬀee
breaks, 15 (sd = 9.13) during sessions, and 27 (sd = 15.7) during their free
time. Diﬀerences in contacts per hour between conference phases are signiﬁcant
(repeated measures ANOVA with participants as within-factor and mean contacts per hour in diﬀerent phases as dependent variables, F (1.531, 105.634) =
32.216, p < .01, Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted). Pairwise comparisons between
phases using paired t tests show signiﬁcant diﬀerences between session and
coﬀee breaks (T (74) = −6.64, p < .01) and session and free time (T (69) =
−7.503, p < .01). Diﬀerences between coﬀee breaks and free time were not signiﬁcant (T (69) = −2.009, p = .048, adjusted alpha level = 0.017 (Bonferroni)).
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Mean number of contacts per hour

10

15

30 − 40
40 − 50
50 − 60

0

5

Number of individuals

20

0 − 10
10 − 20
20 − 30

Coffee breaks

Sessions

Free time

Fig. 1. Histograms of contact activities during conference phases. Except for the lowest
category the cells denote right-closed and left open intervals.

These overall and pairwise results were conﬁrmed by the equivalent nonparametric test (Friedman test, X 2 (2) = 51.686, p < 0.01).
Unsurprisingly, during coﬀee breaks or free times contact activity increases
compared to session times. In both phases, a majority of the participants has
more than 20 and up to 60 contacts per hour. In contrast, during session time the
observed number of contacts decreases to 20 or less per hour for a big majority
of the participants.
5.3

Evolution of Social Groups

In the following, we ﬁrst investigate group statistics, focusing on group sizes
during diﬀerent conference phases. After that, we investigate group evolution
events in detail.
Group Statistics. While the previous analysis focused merely on the quantity of contacts by an individual, the following investigation looks at a diﬀerent
property of the respective conversations. Thus, we determine the size of the
conversation group an individual ﬁnds himself in during a given minute of the
conference. Such conversation groups correspond to connected social network
components as deﬁned in Sect. 4.
Our assumption is that being member of a larger conversation group enables
an individual on the one hand to spread his thoughts and ideas more widely
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Mean component size

20

30

40

4−5
5−6
>6

0

10

Number of individuals

50

1−2
2−3
3−4

Coffee breaks

Sessions

Free time

Fig. 2. Histograms of conversation group sizes during conference phases. Except for the
lowest and highest categories histogram cells are right-closed and left open intervals.
Note that component size 1 is included in the statistics to cover the case of solitary
standing conference participants.

and on the other hand allows him to perceive more diverse contributions from
other individuals. Of course it has to be noted that face-to-face conversation
or very small conversation groups can likewise yield high quality information
exchange. However, in the context of this paper we use the size of the component
an individual participant belongs to during a given phase of the conference as a
proxy for the conversation quality of the respective individual. Figure 2 shows the
respective results. On average, individuals ﬁnd themselves in conversation groups
of size 2.72 (sd = 1.2) during coﬀee breaks, 1.55 (sd = .36) during sessions, and
2.74 (sd = 1.47) during free time. The diﬀerences between conference phases
are signiﬁcant (repeated measures ANOVA with participants as within-factor
and mean group size in diﬀerent phases as dependent variables, F (1.61, 111.2) =
36.138, p < .01, Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted). Pairwise comparisons between
phases using paired t tests show signiﬁcant diﬀerences between session time
and coﬀee breaks (T (74) = −8.81, p < .01) and session time and free time
(T (69) = −7.43, p < .01). Diﬀerences in group size between coﬀee breaks and free
time were not signiﬁcant (T (69) = −0.88, p = .93). These overall and pairwise
results were conﬁrmed by the nonparametric equivalent test (Friedman test:
X 2 (2) = 65, p < 0.01).
Clearly, during session times for the vast majority of individuals contacts are
restricted to face-to-face (component size 2) or do not occur at all (component
size 1). In sharp contrast, during coﬀee breaks or free times only one third of
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the participants remain in such small (conversation) groups while the others are
found in larger groups up to size 6 and more. On the extreme end, around 10
participants are in average over all coﬀee breaks of the conference members of
conversation groups of sizes exceeding 4. Similar circumstances are found during
free time. Interestingly, despite signiﬁcantly diﬀerent activity patterns (see Fig. 1
above) conversations groups tend to be smaller during free times compared to
coﬀee breaks. However, this diﬀerence is statistically not signiﬁcant.

Fig. 3. Examples of group transitions at LWA 2010. The diﬀerent transitions are
depicted by the following annotations: C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming,
Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging Sp=Splitting
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Fig. 4. Examples of group transitions at LWA 2010. The diﬀerent transitions are
depicted by the following annotations: C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming,
Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging Sp=Splitting

Group Transitions. In the following, we study the transition of the groups
over time. Time is measured in minutes (excluding the nights). Minute 0 is 8:03
AM on Day 1 when the ﬁrst signal of an RFID tag arrived, and Minute 2282
is the last signal recorded at 06:01 PM on Day 3. Day 1 ends in minute 740
with the last signal of the day on 08:23 PM; and Day 2 starts in Minute 741 at
08:14 AM with the ﬁrst signal of the day. Day 2 ends in Minute 1714 with the
last signal (concluding also the poster session) at 12:28 AM, and Day 3 starts
in Minute 1715 at 08:34 AM. For detailed information, the conference schedule
is available at http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/conf/lwa10/program.html.
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We start by illustrating some typical network conﬁgurations during the ﬁrst
coﬀee break of the conference (Minutes 416–446). In doing so, we will exemplify
some of the typically occurring types of transitions. At the end of a session we
expect conversation groups to build up while people leave the session rooms. The
ﬁgures below show the contact networks during the ﬁnal minutes of the session
(minutes 407 and 408) and during the oﬃcial beginning of the coﬀee break. In
the footer line of the diagrams the group evolution events identiﬁed during the
transition from t to t+1 are displayed.
Between minute 407 and 408 a total of eight growing and forming events
occur. People already leave the session rooms prior to the end of the session and
start getting in contact. Consistently, the diagram for minute 416 illustrates that
at the beginning of the break numerous groups of diﬀerent sizes are established.
Towards minute 417 these groups either persist, or they grow or merge respectively. Compared to the other minutes of the coﬀee break during these two time
spans the maximum frequency of growing events is found. Likewise for the ﬁrst
time span the maximum number of forming events during the coﬀee break is
observed.
The circumstances during the end of the coﬀee break and beginning of the
following sessions are well illustrated by the characteristics of the transition from
minute 419 to 420 and 448 to 449, see Fig. 5(a), (b), (c) and (d): The ﬁrst diagram
shows a case of splitting and shrinking of larger groups. The second diagram
illustrates that once conversation groups have shrunk most of the remaining
small groups persist and only two groups dissolve. This situation marks the
maximum number of continuing events found during the course of the regarded
coﬀee break. The time span from minute 448 to 449 exhibits the maximum
number of splitting events found for the considered coﬀee break.
After these illustrating examples, we turn to a quantitative analysis of the
group transitions:
– For our study we used diﬀerent minimum group sizes. A minimum group size
of n ∈ N means that we consider all groups with size greater or equal n.
– In Fig. 5, we plotted, for each transition type, the weighted sum of all its
transitions between minute 0 and t.
– For each transition of one of the types continuing, dissolving, splitting and
shrinking, we add |Gt | to the sum. For each transition of one of the types
forming, growing and merging, we add |Gt+1 | to the sum.
– At the top of the ﬁgure, we mark the diﬀerent coﬀee breaks (shown in blue);
the red bar on Day 2 indicates the poster session.
We observe that for a minimum group size of 2 the number of continuings is
the most dominating value. The number of continuings decreases rapidly when
we consider groups with size greater than 3 only. This means that the continuingevent mostly appears in groups of size 2 or 3. In addition, we note that the group
transition types forming and dissolving are observed mostly for groups of size
2. To our surprise it is very unlikely that a group of size greater than 3 will
form or dissolve. Considering groups of size greater than 3 the group transitions
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Fig. 5. Aggregated weighted occurrences of the transition types during the conference.
C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging
Sp=Splitting. At the top of the ﬁgure, we mark the diﬀerent coﬀee breaks (shown in
blue); the red bar on Day 2 indicates the poster session (Color ﬁgure online).

growing and shrinking become the most dominating events. For larger groups,
we observe a strong increase of continuings during the conference poster session.
It is interesting to see that the inverse transitions (i.e. growing vs. shrinking,
forming vs. dissolving and merging vs. splitting) have almost identical curves. This
is a ﬁrst indicator for the hypothesis that growth and decay of communication
groups are symmetric. As expected, they diﬀer during communicative phases
(coﬀee breaks etc.) such that the weighted sum of the increasing transition type
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Fig. 6. Close-up of the curves in Fig. 5 around coﬀee break 1 for minimal groups sizes
GroupSize = 2 , 3 . For better readability, all curves start at level 0 at the left end of
the diagram. The diﬀerent transition types are depicted by the following annotations:
C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging
Sp=Splitting

Fig. 7. Close-up of the curves in Fig. 5 around coﬀee break 1 for minimal groups sizes
GroupSize = 4 , 8 . For better readability, all curves start at level 0 at the left end of
the diagram. The diﬀerent transition types are depicted by the following annotations:
C=Continuing, D=Dissolving, F=Forming, Sh=Shrinking, G=Growing, M=Merging
Sp=Splitting
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grows earlier during this phase, while the sum of the corresponding decreasing type
grows more at the end of the phase.
For some further illustrating examples, Figs. 6 and 7 show a close-up of the
global curves around the ﬁrst coﬀee break, which started in Minute 416 and
ended in Minute 446, including thirty minutes prior and after the break. Also,
while the results of Figs. 6 and 7 are quite similar to those of Fig. 5, we also
observe the clear trend that the most activity takes place during the coﬀee
breaks. For example, for a minimum group size of 8 the coﬀee break can be
detected very well (see Fig. 7(b)): Here all the group transitions take place during
the coﬀee break. This observation does also hold for all other coﬀee breaks.

6

Conclusions

We have used RFID technology to investigate the structure and dynamics of
real-life face-to-face social contacts. We presented a formal model of detecting
group dynamics in the data providing strict deﬁnitions that allow us to classify
evolution events without exceptions. As an example, we took the interactions of
participants of one conference and analyzed their individual activities, as well
as the characteristic and quite clear-cut diﬀerences between conference sessions,
coﬀee breaks, poster sessions, and free time. While the data have great face
validity, it will certainly be useful to validate the data provided by the RFID
technology with experimental means in future research to know more about
possible technical artefacts.
Furthermore, we also aim to investigate the generality of the observed phenomena by extending the analysis focusing on a set of conferences, e. g., [34,49].
Then, also subgroup and community detection methods aiming to describe such
groups can provide further insights and data-driven explanations, e. g., [7,9,12].
Further fundamental issues concern the analysis of dynamics of groups and their
evolution [25,31]. Also, analytical methods can then potentially be used for
grounding the evaluation of such structures, e. g., [36,38]. We aim to investigate
such approaches in more detail also concerning multi-layer networks, e. g., [54].
In addition, we will investigate how to embed ﬁndings on structure and dynamics into predictive methods: This includes, e. g., link prediction in such contexts [46,49,52], community analytics [7,55], and according pattern detection
and modeling methods, e. g., [10,11,43]. Of course, this also extends to the
semantics of user interactions [17,39,40,50], their evaluation [37] and their explanation, e. g., [13,18].
Also, at the moment, we have focussed on macro phenomena like the overall
group dynamics. But the technology we use also allows for combining oﬀ-line data
about individuals (like e.g. their academic role of their scientiﬁc interests) with
their communication behavior at meetings. The individual history of encounters
and personal acquaintances certainly plays a further role. Moreover, architectural and constructional properties of the venue can inﬂuence the formation of
groups, e.g. the localization of the buﬀet of the conference dinner, and so forth.
Further directions here also include location based group and mobility patterns.
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By combining such additional knowledge with the observed real-time dynamics, we might get closer to a theory of real world face-to-face group dynamics.
Such dynamics, in turn, might be taken as a proxy for the spread of information
between people, or for in-depth discussions depending on the kind of groups we
observe.
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Abstract. Conserving water is a critical problem and characterising
how households in communities use water is a ﬁrst step for reducing
consumption. This paper introduces a method for discovering habits in
smart water meter time series. Habits are household activities that recur
in a predictable way, such as watering the garden at 6 am twice a week.
Discovering habit patterns automatically is a challenging data mining
task. Habit patterns are not only periodic, nor only seasonal, and they
may not be frequent. Their recurrences are partial periodic patterns with
a very large number of candidates. Further, the recurrences in real data
are imperfect, making accurate matching of observations with proposed
patterns diﬃcult. The main contribution of this paper is an eﬃcient,
robust and accurate Habit Detection Algorithm (HDA) for discovering
regular activities in smart meter time series with evaluation the performance of the algorithm and its ability to discover valuable insights from
real-world data sets.
Keywords: Temporal patterns · Partial periodic patterns
Smart metering · Activity recognition

1

·

Habits

·

Introduction

Conserving water is a critical problem because the world’s water requirements
are projected to rise beyond sustainable water supplies by 40 % by 20301 . Reducing water use, by identifying and changing wasteful behaviours, is one way that
water utilities and their customers can address this complex problem. Data for
this task can be obtained from smart meters that provide hourly, per-household
consumption readings. However, reducing consumption requires a detailed understanding of the types and timing of water use behaviours. That is, it requires
discovery of new knowledge from smart meter data.
This paper introduces a method for discovering habits in smart meter time
series. Habits are activities that recur in a predictable way, such as watering the
1
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garden at 6am twice a week. A habit can comprise several underlying household
tasks, such as 2 people showering and also running a washing machine between
7 and 8 am every week day, so long as all three tasks occur during the same hour
and on a regular pattern of days. Habits are known to be an important aspect
of human behaviour that determine water consumption outcomes [8,19]. Habits
are a good target for water conservation because they recur frequently and their
volume and recurrence pattern enables the task(s) that make up the habit to
be easily recognised by householders. Examples of the types of habits we aim to
discover automatically are:
HABIT [800,950] L/h OCCURS AT TIME 05:00 ON alternate DAYS FROM
2 Jan 2014 to 9 Apr 2014
HABIT [1400,1500] L/h OCCURS AT TIME 22:00 ON Mo, Th, Fr DAYS
FROM 13 Jan 2014 to 31 Jan 2014
Habits are characterised by high magnitude of water use (e.g. >1400 L/h) and
their recurrence pattern (e.g. on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays). Recurrences
are anchored at a particular time of day (e.g. 05:00 or 22:00) and recur for a
period of months or weeks. Each habit recurs with a recognisable pattern such
as, alternate days or three times a week on Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays.
Habits provide useful information to help water users to recognise their highuse behaviours and so reduce potentially ineﬃcient use, such as over-watering
the garden. At a population scale, habit discovery provides utilities with the
knowledge needed for planning and management of water eﬃciency.
Discovering habit patterns automatically is a challenging data mining task.
Habit patterns represent calendar-based activities, but they include complexities that are not addressed by existing temporal pattern discovery methods.
Habit patterns are not only periodic [13], nor only seasonal [16], and they may
not be frequent [10]. Habit recurrences are described by higher order regular
expressions [15,17,22] with very large numbers of possible candidates. Further,
the recurrences in real data are imperfect, which makes accurate matching of
observations with proposed patterns diﬃcult.
In order to address these challenges, this paper introduces a practical habit
detection algorithm (HDA) for discovering regular activities in a consumption
time series. The algorithm has two phases, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. First
observations from the same hour of the day are clustered into groups with similar
consumption magnitude (Fig. 1 left). These clusters are found at 7 am, 8 am and
7 pm. Second, HDA generates and tests the best matching temporal recurrence
pattern of days for each cluster (Fig. 1 right). In this case, only one of the four
candidate clusters is suﬃciently regular to qualify as a habit. The days of the
week when the use occurs are labelled (2,4,6,1,3,5,7,2,4,6,. . . ) which is every
second day.
The main contributions of this paper are: a model for habits using (only)
features from hourly smart meter time series; an algorithm, HDA, for discovering
habits; and an evaluation of HDA’s handling of uncertainties in real-world data,
its run time, and its real-world beneﬁts for water utilities and their customers.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews existing methods that apply
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Fig. 1. Phases of the Habit Discovery Algorithm: (1) ﬁnd candidate clusters (left) then
(2) discover recurrence patterns (right)

to this problem. Deﬁnitions are presented in Sect. 3. An eﬃcient algorithm for
discovering habits in smart meter time series is proposed in Sect. 4. Data from
real-world smart water metering trials are used to demonstrate the feasibility of
the new approach in Sect. 5 which evaluates the performance of the algorithm
and its ability to discover valuable insights.

2
2.1

Background and Related Work
Data Analytics for Water Consumption

There are several existing approaches for discovering knowledge from smart
water meter data. Cole et al. [7] argue that a simple volume threshold (e.g.
300 L/h or 600 L/h) distinguishes between demand that corresponds to indoor
use (e.g. showering) and outdoor use (e.g. garden watering). Kim et al. [12]
investigated ﬁne grained electricity and water traces over several months from a
single family house. They use a matched ﬁlter algorithm to identify thresholds
that disaggregate high-magnitude observations, such as garden watering, from
background consumption. Cardell-Oliver proposed water use signature patterns
from hourly time series [3]. Water use signatures can describe leaks, high magnitude ad hoc peaks, and regular high magnitude events. The ﬁrst algorithm for
habit discovery was proposed in [4]. This paper extends that work with a signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient algorithm and more detailed evaluation of its performance.
Wang et al. [21] introduces a related algorithm that discovers frequent patterns
that are subsequences (consecutive hours) of water use. The sequence patterns
discovered in that work are frequent but not necessarily regular.
Several machine learning methods have been proposed for disaggregating
water use events into end-uses such as showering or ﬂushing a toilet. The most
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common approach uses supervised learning, in which an expert is required to
label training data for each household Tools such as TraceWizard [2,18] or
Hydrosense [9] can support the labelling process, but manual labelling is still
too time consuming to be used on a large scale. Unsupervised learning methods do not require training data. FixtureFinder [20] uses unsupervised learning
to automatically infer ﬁxtures (e.g. taps) in the home by fusing smart water
meter data with other sensors such as electricity or home security. Chen et al.
[5] proposed a novel statistical framework to disaggregate water use events from
coarse-grain smart meter data and tested it on simulated data with periods of
15 min to 3 h. However, acceptably accurate activity recognition is only possible
given measurement frequency of (sub-)seconds [2,18,20] or a few minutes [5]. So
the amount of data that must be collected and stored is impractical for town or
city scale monitoring.
HDA uses a diﬀerent approach. Two features are used to characterise patterns: hourly volume and temporal recurrence. Combinations of these features
trigger a householder’s identiﬁcation of the speciﬁc activities underlying their
habits. For example, when shown the habit, HABIT [800,950] L/h OCCURS AT
TIME 05:00 ON alternate DAYS FROM 2 Jan 2014 to 9 Apr 2014 from their
recent water use history, a householder is likely to be able to identify what they
were doing at that time. For example, this habit is likely to correspond to the
operation of an automatic garden watering system, maybe combined with some
other lower volume indoor activities at 5 am. HDA does not attempt to identify the latent factors, but only to recognise groups of observations with similar
volumes and strong temporal constraints on their recurrence.
2.2

Calendar Patterns

Previous studies have shown that machine learning can reveal valuable knowledge about water use activities. However, none of these approaches provide speciﬁc information about the regularity or recurrence of activities. This section
reviews related work on discovering periodic patterns in time series data.
Partial periodic patterns (PPPs) were introduced in 1999 [11]. A PPP is a
template for pattern matching. It is a tuple containing literals and don’t-care
symbols: *. For example, the PPP a*c matches the sequences abc and aac but
not abb. The length of the tuple is the period of the pattern, in this case 3. Partial
patterns are distinguished from full periodic patterns in that PPPs have one or
more don’t-care positions, while full patterns have a literal in every position. Han
et al. [11] present an eﬃcient algorithm for discovering partial patterns that ﬁrst
ﬁnds all patterns with only one literal, and then combines these to generate a
maximum matching pattern, from which sub-patterns can be checked to ﬁnd all
frequently occurring partial patterns for a given time series.
Yang et al. [22] introduce higher-order partial patterns. These extend the
model of PPPs by allowing patterns themselves to appear as tuple elements in
a pattern. For example, ((a*c):[1,30]; *:[31:40]; (aa):[41:50]) matches
a sequence in which the period-3 pattern a*c occurs 10 times between 1 and 30,
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there is a break of length 10, and then the period-2 pattern aa occurs 5 times
between times 41 and 50.
The matching criteria in existing PPP algorithms is binary: either an
observed sequence matches a pattern or it does not. There is no allowance for
near miss matches. Li et al. [13,14] propose a calendar method where pattern
match tuples are regular expressions on calendar schemas such as (year, month,
day). The user speciﬁes particular patterns of interest, and inclusiveness and
exclusiveness metrics are used to select the best matching pattern. These measures take into account the number of false positives or false negatives within
patterns that contribute to the match.
HDA discovers partial periodic patterns using a generate and test approach.
An alternative approach is to learn recurrences directly from the data. Grammar
based encoding is a promising technique for this task. Sequitur [17] is an algorithm for learning a regular (context free) grammar from a symbolic sequence.
In a single pass through the data, the algorithm learns rules that summarise
the data. Processing the sequence abcabcabd would generate the encoding CAd
with grammar rules A → ab, B → Ac, C → BB (which can be simpliﬁed to, A →
ab, C → AcAc). Learning regular grammars is a promising approach for future
work on describing cyclic behaviours. However, there are some challenges to be
addressed. Firstly, Sequitur is a greedy algorithm that may make sub-optimal
decisions about the grammar rules. This can result in diﬃcult to understand
encodings. For recurring household activities, some form of run length encoding would be useful. For example, (abc)10 meaning that pattern abc occurs
10 times. Secondly, like the PPP algorithm, Sequitur uses exact matching: an
observed sequence either matches an existing rule or it does not. In order to
deal with noisy real-world times series, we need to make ﬁner distinctions about
matches, similar to the information theoretic measures used in HDA. These open
questions for learning grammars for habits are outside the scope of this paper,
and are left for future research.

3

Habit Discovery Definitions

This section introduces notation and deﬁnitions for regular, high magnitude
habits in smart meter time series. Smart water meter time series measure the
water consumption of a household or business. In general, a smart meter time
series can represent any measure of consumption such as gas or electricity. For
simplicity, the term “volume” will be used throughout this paper.
Definition 1. A smart (water) meter time series T = (t1 , t2 , · · · , tn ) is a
sequence of n consecutive hourly water consumption observations for an individual property.
Each observation t has three attributes: day(t) and hour(t) identify the day of
the year(s) (1 . . . 365 . . .) and hour of day (0 . . . 23) of the observation and vol(t)
is a real number representing the volume in litres of water consumed during
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one hour. A unique timestamp for each observation is given by timestamp(t) =
day(t) ∗ 24 + hour(t).
For a set of observations, S, we write day(S) and hour(S) for the sets
obtained by projecting S onto its day or hour attributes. The projection, vol(S)
of S onto volume attributes is a bag (rather than a set) because the same volume
may occur more than once in the records.
3.1

Candidate Selections

Definition 2. A candidate selection is a set of observations constrained by
volume, day and hour parameters. A candidate selection from time series T is
defined by the function CS(T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h) =
{t ∈ T | vol(t) ∈ [v1 , v2 ] ∧ day(t) ∈ [d1 , d2 ] ∧ hour(t) = h}
The volume and time bounds are tight for candidate selection S. That is, v1 =
min(vol(S)), v2 = max(vol(S)), d1 = min(day(S)) and d2 = max(day(S)).
The tight parameter bounds ensure that the intensional deﬁnition of a candidate selection by parameter list (T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h) uniquely deﬁnes a set of
observations from T , and so we can use either notation: the intensional parameter list or the extensional set of observations. The number of observations
in a candidate selection set S is size(S), and its centroid (mean) volume is
centroid(S) = Σt∈S vol(t)/size(S).
3.2

Calendar Patterns

Candidate selections are sets of observations that are cohesive in their spread of
days, hour of day and volume of use. Habits are candidate selections that also
have a regular temporal recurrence. This section deﬁnes the types of regular
calendar pattern recognised by HDA. Each HDA pattern is a partial periodic
pattern [11] on a given time interval [22]. A typical user has several HDA habits.
HDA can detects two classes of calendar patterns.
Definition 3. A day pattern, R(d0 , k, m) is an arithmetic sequence of m days
(positive integers) starting at day d0 and recurring every k days. R(d0 , k, m)
denotes the sequence generated by di = d0 + i × k for i ∈ 0 . . . m − 1.
For example, every day starting at day 15 and recurring 5 times is written
R(15, 1, 5). This pattern comprises 5 days: 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. The alternate day
pattern R(15, 2, 8) comprises a sequence of 8 (odd) days: 15, 17, 19, 21, 23,
25, 27, 29. Every Monday for 4 weeks, where day 10 is a Monday, is written
R(10, 7, 4) which denotes the days 10, 17, 24, 31.
Activities that occur regularly on two or more days of the week are called
calendar patterns.
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Definition 4. A calendar pattern, R∗ (d0 , W, m) occurs over m weeks on
selected days of the week W ⊆ 1..7 where nextM onday(d0 ) is the first Monday following d0 . The pattern is constructed as the union of its contributing
single-day patterns.

R∗ (d0 , W, m) =
R(nextM onday(d0 ) + w − 1, 7, m)
w∈W
∗

For example, R (8, {2, 4}, 4) denotes 10, 13, 17, 20, 24, 27, 31, 34 since nextMonday(8)=10 then every Tuesday (2) and Thursday (4) for 4 weeks. A day pattern
is a restricted type of calendar pattern, and so we use the general term, calendar
pattern, for both.
3.3

Habits

Habits are candidate selections that satisfy strong constraints on their magnitude
and recurrence. The constraints are expressed using ﬁve parameters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

min sup: minimum number of hourly observations
min vol: a lower bound for all volumes in the habit
vol range: the maximum volume range
max dis: the maximum gap between successive days
min match: a minimum F-measure for the correspondence with a regular
recurrence pattern of days chosen from a list of possible regular expressions.

Definition 5. A habit comprises a candidate selection and calendar pattern
where the following constraints are satisfied for constants, min sup, min vol,
vol range, max dis, and min match:

Property

Constraint

Candidate selection

S = CS(T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h)

Frequency

size(S) > min sup

Signiﬁcance

v1 = min(vol(S)) > min vol

Volume coherence

v2 − v1 < vol range

Temporal persistence ∀ti ∈ S. time(ti ) = max(time(S)) ⇒ ∃ tj ∈
S. 0 < (tj − ti ) < max dis
Calendar pattern

cp = R∗ (d0 , W, m)

Regular recurrence

F measure(days(S), cp) < min match

The habit corresponding to candidate selection CS(T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h) and
calendar pattern cp can also be written in a more human readable form as:
HABIT [v1 , v2 ] L/h OCCURS AT TIME h ON cp DAYS FROM d1 TO d2
For example,
HABIT [400,600] L/h OCCURS AT TIME 22:00 ON Mo, Th, Fr DAYS
FROM 13 Jan 2014 to 31 Jan 2014
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Algorithm 1. Add an observation to a candidate selection CanUpdate
Input
Output
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

4

: S a candidate selection;
ti the next observation from smart meter time series T ;
: S ∗ an updated candidate selection

Let S = CS(T, vol1 , vol2 , day1 , day2 , h)
if h = hour(ti ) then
return Error(Hour of day ﬁelds must match)
vv1 = min(vol1 , vol(ti ))
vv2 = max(vol2 , vol(ti ))
dd1 = min(day1 , day(t1 ))
dd2 = max(day2 , day(t2 ))
return CS(T, vv1 , vv2 , dd1 , dd2 , h)

Habit Discovery Algorithm

The data mining problem of habit discovery addressed in this paper is as follows.
Given: time series T and constants min sup, min vol, vol range, max dis, and
min match
Identify: all candidate selections S = CS(T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h) and calendar patterns cp = R∗ (d0 , W, m) where (S, cp) is a habit, and
Report: a list of habits, each speciﬁed by its candidate selection parameters
(v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h) and its calendar pattern cp.
HDA has two phases: sequential clustering of observations into candidate
selections and generating and testing the best matching recurrence for each cluster. The habit discovery problem can not be solved exactly because the number
of possible selections in a time series is infeasibly large. So the HDA algorithm
uses heuristics to search eﬃciently for habits.
4.1

Identify Candidate Selections

Candidate selections are grown incrementally, one observation at a time.
Algorithm 1 gives the function CanUpdate for this task. This function fails if
the hour of the new observation is not the same as those of the existing candidate selection. Otherwise it returns the tuple of bounds that describes the
incremented candidate selection.
Each new observation is added to its nearest candidate selection. Algorithm 2
shows the function CanDist which uses four cases for determining this distance.
The ﬁrst two cases are negative matches: the habit conditions of stability (same
hour of day lines 2–3) or temporal persistence (lines 4–5) are not satisﬁed. The
last two cases are positives when either the observation already lies within the
candidate’s volume bounds (reported as distance 0, lines 6–7) or, if the observation is outside the current bounds of the candidate, then the diﬀerence between
the observation volume and the candidate’s centre is returned (lines 8–9).
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Algorithm 2. Distance Function for Candidate Selection CanDist
Input
: ti observation from T , S a candidate selection
Parameters: min vol volume lower bound;
vol range maximum volume range;
max dis maximum gap between days;
Output
: return distance measure from ti to S
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

4.2

Let S = CS(vol1 , vol2 , day1 , day2 , h)
if hour(ti ) = h then
return ∞ ;

// wrong hour of day

if time(ti ) − day2 > max dis then
return ∞ ;

// out of time range

if vol(t1 ) ∈ [vol1 , vol2 ] then
return 0 ;
// within existing time range
else
return | vol(ti ) − centroid(S) | ; // return distance from volume group
centre

Identify Recurrences

After generating candidate selections the HDA discovery algorithm ﬁlters the
candidates, retaining only those with a strong recurrence patterns. The function
CanMatch generates and tests potential patterns and returns the best matching
pattern and its F-measure. This version of the algorithm tests three possible
periods for patterns: every-day, 2-day and 7-day, chosen to cover the expected
recurrences for high magnitude activities such as garden watering. This section
explains the implementation of the CanMatch function given in Algorithm 3.
Matching Recurrences. For the noisy patterns of days encountered in realworld smart meter traces, there is more than one possible recurrence pattern.
To deal with this situation we need a measure for the closeness of the match
between an observed sequence of days and a given day pattern or calendar pattern. The F-measure score from information retrieval is used for this purpose.
Suppose we have a candidate selection with day range 20 to 50. where the actual
days in the selection are: A = {20, 22, 24, 25, 28, 30, 32, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50)}.
The pattern of alternate (even) days, for the same period, would be E =
{20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50} from the regular expression (10)∗ . Days in bold font indicate diﬀerences between E and A. These differences are captured by standard information retrieval metrics: true positives
T P = E ∩ A; false positives F P = A\E, in this case 25, the value that was
not expected but was observed; and false negatives F N = E\A, in this case
26,34,36, the values that were expected but were not observed. Now we have,
precision = size(T P )/size(T P ∪ F P ) and recall = size(T P )/size(T P ∪ F N )
and F measure = (2×precision×recall)/(precision+recall). For the example,
precision is 13/(13+2) and recall is 13/(13+3) giving an F-measure of 0.84.
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Algorithm 3. Find best matching calendar pattern CanMatch

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input
: Candidate selection S = CS(T, v1 , v2 , d1 , d2 , h);
Output
: best pattern best cp and pattern match ratio best r
// Generate possible calendar patterns
scope = d2 − d1 + 1
everyday = R(d1 , 1, scope)
alternate1 = R(d1 , 2, scope/2)
alternate2 = R(d1 + 1, 2, scope/2)
// Permute of days the week in their descending frequency in S
Let most common days = w1 , w2 , w3 , . . . w7
for k = 1 to 7 do
pat{w1 , . . . , wk } = R∗ (d1 , {w1 , . . . , wk }, scope/7)

14

// Select the pattern with best match to days of S
P atterns =  everyday, alternate1, alternate2, pat{w1 }, . . . , pat{w1 , . . . , w7 }
best r = 0; best cp = none
for cp ∈ P atterns do
r = F measure(S, cp)
if r > best r then
best r = r
best cp = cp

15

return (best cp, best r)

8
9
10
11
12
13

Generating Recurrences. For water metering applications, CanMatch checks
three types of calendar patterns:
– every day in the scope of the candidate selection;
– alternate days, either odd or even;
– most relevant combinations of days of the week, e.g. Mon, Thu, Sat.
Suppose candidate selection S has 132 days corresponding to days of the
week: Mo, We and Fr occurring 46, 43 and 38 times, respectively and also Tu (2
times), Th (1) and Su (2). The pattern matches for this example are shown in
the following, with the best matching pattern is {M o, W e, F r}. CanMatch for
this S returns (pat{M o, W e, F r}, 0.92).
4.3

HDA Algorithm

Algorithm 4 summarises the complete HDA algorithm. The ﬁrst phase (lines
1 to 12) uses sequential clustering to identify candidate selections. This simple
algorithm has two major advantages: it is linear on n × q for input size n and
number of candidate selections q; and it does not need the number of candidate
selections to be decided in advance. The algorithm can also be run in stream
mode, processing smart meter observations as they become available. The second
phase (lines 13 to 20) ﬁlters the discovered candidates selections by their size
and the strength of their recurrence pattern.
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Pattern used for matching

F-measure

everyday

0.57

alternate1

0.41

alternate2

0.47

pat{M o}

0.51

pat{M o, W e}

0.78

pat{M o, W e, F r}

0.92

pat{M o, T u, W e, F r}

0.80

pat{M o, T u, W e, F r, Su}

0.71
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pat{M o, T u, W e, T h, F r, Su} 0.63

5

Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates four aspects of the HDA algorithm: parameter settings,
limitations of the algorithm, running time, and its utility for the water industry.
5.1

Datasets

Real-world smart meter readings from two contrasting populations are used to
evaluate the HDA algorithm.
Karratha is a town in the north-west of Western Australia, about 1200 Km
north of the capital, Perth. Its population has grown from 17,000 in the 2011
census to an estimated 25,000 in 2013, and forecast to reach 41,000 by 2036.
The climate is semi-arid. In the study period of 2014 the maximum day reached
43.3 degrees Celsius and the minimum recorded was 8.4 degrees. Annual daily
averages are 33.1 degrees maximum and 20.7 minimum. There were 18 days of
rain in 2014 giving annual rainfall of 221.0 mm.
Kalgoorlie-Boulder is a city of 31,000 people in the Eastern Goldﬁelds of
Western Australia, 600 km east of the capital, Perth. The climate is semi-arid.
In the study period of 2014 the maximum day reached 43.2 degrees Celsius and
the minimum recorded was –3.4 degrees. Annual daily averages are 26.2 degrees
maximum and 12.7 minimum. There were approximately 48 days of rain during
this period giving rainfall of 359.2 mm which is higher than the annual average
of 264 mm.
Each dataset comprises readings for a full year for 500 meters. The datasets
include smart meter time series for diﬀerent land uses including houses, duplex,
triplex and quadruplex units, home units and ﬂats. Houses comprise 92 % of the
sample. For consistency, only houses are used for our analysis and properties with
annual consumption below 25 L/day are also removed from the sample. After
this pre-processing there are 466 time series for Karratha and 440 for Kalgoorlie.
5.2

Parameter Values

Setting parameters for knowledge discovery algorithms is diﬃcult because optimal parameter settings diﬀer for diﬀerent domains and business applications,
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Algorithm 4. Habit Detection Algorithm (HDA)
Input
: T a smart meter time series of length n
Parameters: min sup minimum support;
min vol lowest supported volume vol range volume range;
maxd is maximum gap between days;
min match minimum F measure for pattern match
Output
: H set of discovered habits
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

// Initialisation
Set m = 0 and initialise candidate selection for each hour as Ch = ∅
// Identify candidate selections by adding each ti ∈ T
for i = 1 to n do
if vol(ti ) > min vol then
h = hour(ti )
d = min(CanDist(ti , S)) × 2 for S ∈ Ch or d = ∞ when Ch = ∅
if d ≤ vol range/2 then
// grow an existing candidate selection
Snew = CanUpdate(S, ti )
Ch = Ch \S ;
// remove the old candidate
Ch = Ch ∪ Snew ;
// replace with the new
else
// start growing a new candidate selection
Snew = (T, hour(ti ), vol(ti ), vol(ti ), day(ti ), day(ti ))
Ch = Ch ∪ {Snew }

19

// Select all valid candidate selections
H=∅
for h = 0 to 23 do
for each S ∈ Ch do
if size(S) ≥ min sup then
(p, r) = CanMatch(S)
if r > min match then
H = H ∪ {(S, p)}

20

return H

13
14
15
16
17
18

and small changes in the parameters can have a large eﬀect on the results. On
one hand, the parameter settings are a subjective choice based on the domain
knowledge of experts. HDA’s parameters are chosen to allow for uncertainty and
noise in the input data. On the other hand, parameter choices can have unexpected eﬀects on the results. In particular, we wish to avoid parameter choices
where a small change in the parameter has a large eﬀect on the outcome. This
section assesses the choice of parameters from these two perspectives. Except
where otherwise stated, the parameters used for evaluation of HDA are
1. min sup = 7 days.
2. min vol = 300 L/h.
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3. vol range = 300 L.
4. max dis = 10 days.
5. min match = 0.8.

Allowing for Uncertainties. The water meters used in this study report the
volumes of water consumed each hour. There are several sources of uncertainty be
considered when identifying habits. First, there are errors of measurement caused
by rounding down the reported hourly volume to the nearest Litre, uncertainty
around the time of the hourly reading, and the limited accuracy of ﬂow meters,
which is typically around ±2 %. These sources of noise could thus account for
diﬀerences for up to 40 L/h in the reported values for the same 1000 L/h activity.
Second, the hourly volumes can include several sequential or concurrent
human activities such as taking showers and washing up breakfast while an
automatic garden watering system is running. This source of uncertainty could
account for 300 L/h diﬀerence between repeated recurrences of the same outdoor
activities (such as garden watering). Cole et al. [6] analyse indoor and outdoor
water use and argue that use above 300 L/h most likely indicates outdoor activity. The HDA parameters vol range = 300 L/h and min vol = 300 L/h allow
for these types of uncertainty.
A third source of noise is that caused by irregularities in human behaviour.
For example, householders may turn oﬀ their watering systems for one or two
days when there has been rain or run an extra day during a heat wave. The
parameters min sup = 7 days, max dis = 10 days and min match = 0.8 allow
for these types of uncertainty.

Fig. 2. Eﬀect of (left) min vol on the volume of water and number of hours selected
from full data sets and (right) diﬀerent match ratios for recurrence. Default values of
the parameters are indicated by diamonds.
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Fig. 3. Eﬀect of min sup, maxd ist and vol range on number of discovered habits
(left) and the total volume of those habits for 220 households. Default values of the
parameters are indicated by diamonds.

Stability. Ideally parameter choices should be stable in that small changes in
the parameter value should not have large eﬀects on the results of HDA. For
analysing stability we consider three properties of HDA’s outputs: the number
of habits in the list, the total volume of water consumed for these habits, and
the total hours covered by the habits.
Figure 2 (left) shows the eﬀect of the choice of min vol in the ﬁrst step of
HDA, in which only hourly volumes greater than min vol are selected for further
analysis. This step aﬀects the performance of the algorithm by reducing the
number of hours of water use to be analysed in the later stages of the algorithm.
It can be seen that choosing min vol = 300 L/h (shown by the diamonds on
each series) restricts the number of hours for analysis to 4 %, while still covering
34 % of all water demand and 98 % of households.
Figure 2 (right) shows the eﬀect of increasing the match ratio. The graph
line is the cumulative sum of the number of habits and volume of those
habits, ordered by the match ratio for each combination. The vertical line for
match ratio = 1 shows that accepting only perfect pattern matches returns
20 % of all volumes and 25 % of all habits. The vertical line for the default
match ratio = 0.8 shows this setting returns around 60 % of habits and their
volume. Furthermore, the gradient of change in this region is gradual, suggesting
0.8 is a reasonably stable parameter choice.
Figure 3 shows the eﬀect of varying the parameters min sup, max dist,
vol range on the ﬁnal results of HDA. This ﬁgure shows the number of habits
(left) and the total volume of water used in those habits (right) for each parameter choice for a population of 220 households from a single suburb of Karratha.
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One parameter was varied at a time, with the other two held at their default
values. The gradual slope of the graphs around each default parameter (indicated by a diamond) indicates that the default parameter choices are reasonably
stable for both number of habits and their overall volume.
5.3

Limitations

Because HDA uses heuristics to search for habits, it is not guaranteed to ﬁnd
all habits in a smart meter time series. This section identiﬁes three scenarios for
missed habits that were discovered by inspection in the case study time series.
Unusual Periodicity. Habits with unusual periods are not detected by HDA.
For example, the candidate selection on days (177, 180, 183, 186, . . ., 258) is
incorrectly classiﬁed by HDA as HABIT [485,671] L/h OCCURS AT TIME 22:00
ON every DAYS (F1 = 0.51) FROM day 177 to day 258. Since there is no check
for patterns with period 3. Because this match ratio is less than 0.8, this habit is
rejected. In this case HDA does not correctly identify the 3-day periodic pattern
since only expected recurrence periods of 1, 2 or 7 days were tested. This problem
can be solved by programming HDA to check for unusual periods (such as 3 to
6), at the expense of longer run times.
Sudden Pattern Changes. Habits with a sudden change of recurrence pattern are not correctly classiﬁed by HDA since there is no gap of max dis days
between the patterns. For example, the sequence of days with recurrence 1,3,5,7
for 32 weeks, followed immediately by recurrence 1,2,4,6 for 12 weeks was incorrectly classiﬁed as HABIT [384,544] L/h OCCURS AT TIME 6:00 ON {1,3,5,7}
DAYS (F1 = 0.8) FROM day 45 to day 366 That is, the change of recurrence
pattern was not identiﬁed. This problem could be solved by matching candidate selections to recurrence patterns in stream mode (e.g. one week at a time)
rather than matching the whole selection to a single recurrence pattern. Grammar learning algorithms for this task, such as Sequitur [17], will be investigated
in future work.
Crossed Volume Boundaries. Habits that cross volume boundaries may not
be discovered by HDA. For example, a habit with range [600,700] may be misclassiﬁed if bounds [500,650] and [650,800] are selected during the candidate selection
phase. In that case, the days used for pattern matching will not include some
observations of the habit and may include spurious observations, leading to a
low match ratio, and rejection of the candidate selections. This is a known problem for the sequential clustering algorithm used by HDA to identiﬁed candidate
selections. A possible solution, to be investigated in future work, is to use limited
back-tracking to delay the assignment of a distant point to a new cluster. This
approach reduces the possibility of mis-aligning cluster centroids, and so results
in more coherent clusters.
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Run Time

This section evaluates the eﬃciency of the HDA algorithm in terms of its run
time for diﬀerent case study datasets. We also compared the run time of the
improved HDA algorithm presented in this paper (HDA) with the original algorithm (HDAv0) presented at SenseML [4]. Both versions of HDA are implemented in the R system2 . The R code source ﬁles for the HDA algorithm is 320
commented lines of code. The code for both versions was run on a MacBook Air
1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 with 4 GB memory.
Table 1. Runtime and Space for HDA
Algorithm

Population (1000 hh)

Scope (days/hh)

Runtime (minutes)

HDAv0

0.1

145

0.61

HDAv0

0.5

145

2.11

HDAv0

0.1

368

3.00

HDAv0

0.5

368

14.40

HDA

1

365

1.27

HDA

15

365

20.32

The current version of HDA takes just over a minute to discover the habits
of approximately 1000 customers with 1 year of data. The ﬁnal row of Table 1
shows that run time is just over 24 min for a town-size population of 15,000 customers over 350 days. This data was generated from sampled case study meters.
This demonstrates that HDA is suﬃciently fast for real-world business applications. The original HDAv0 algorithm (rows 1 to 4 of Table 1) is signiﬁcantly
slower. The main diﬀerence between HDAv0 and HDA is in the clustering phase
of the algorithm. The earlier version used an agglomerative clustering algorithm
to determine the volume boundaries, and applied the clustering step before separating the data into individual hours of the day. The current algorithm uses
sequential clustering and applies the clustering step after the data has been
partitioned by hours of the day.
5.5

Practical Applications

This section illustrates how water utilities and customers can beneﬁt from habit
discovery. Table 2 summarises some signiﬁcant business insights that were discovered using HDA. All results use the default parameters given in Sect. 5.2.
Volume Significance of Habits. General advertising campaigns can be used
to educate and inform customers about potentially wasteful activities. For the
greatest eﬀect, such advertising campaigns should be focussed on activities that
account for a signiﬁcant volume of water use and are prevalent amongst users.
2

http://www.r-project.org/.
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Table 2. HDA insights for business applications
Category

Karratha
(N = 466)

Kalgoorlie
(N = 440)

Number of habits identiﬁed by HDA

1338

974

Number of users with at least one habit

294 users

Volume contribution of habits to all use (annual) 20 %

196 users
13 %

Proportion of intensive habits (>1000 L/h)

42 %

53 %

Proportion of habits exceeding roster frequency

71 %

19 %

Number of users exceeding roster frequency

184 users

70 users

Peak hour of day for all consumption

6 am

7 pm

Top 3 peak hours for habits

6, 7, 5 am

6, 7, 5 am

Rows 1 to 3 of Table 2 show that the proportion of users, and the volume of
water consumed by habits is signiﬁcantly higher in Karratha than Kalgoorlie.
If (as we believe) a high proportion of habits discovered represents automatic
garden watering events, then Karratha is a stronger target than Kalgoorlie for
campaigns on more eﬃcient garden watering.
Roster Compliance and Over-Watering. In Western Australia, customers
are obliged to comply with garden watering rosters. Watering days are allocated
based on the climate zone of the town and the street number of the property.
Identifying non-compliant watering activity can be used in one-to-one interventions with customers to reduce their water use, as well as informing policy for
watering restrictions. Demand of more than 1000 L/h may be over-watering. The
roster for Karratha provides for alternate day watering on either odd or even
days of the month, which broadly equates to 3.5 days per week. Thus Karratha
habits that occur 4 or more times may be garden watering activity that is not
compliant with the rostered frequency. For Kalgoorlie the watering roster is two
times a week, so habits 3 or more times are week are the target. Rows 4 to 6 of
Table 2 shows that possible over-watering and roster non-compliance is a strong
target for water savings in Karratha but less so in Kalgoorlie.
Peak Demand. Understanding peak demand is an important problem in the
water industry since reducing peaks can lower both operating (e.g., pumping)
and infrastructure (e.g., new plants) costs [1,7]. For both populations, rows 7
to 8 of Table 2 show that peak habit demand is concentrated between 5 and
7 am. For Karratha peak habits coincide with the overall daily peak, but not in
Kalgoorlie. An interesting business insight is that reducing habit water use in
Karratha could not only save water overall, but could also signiﬁcantly reduce
the daily peak. However, the daily peak in demand in Kalgoorlie is not linked
to habits.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Habits are regular, high-magnitude patterns of water consumption. This paper
presents an algorithm, HDA, for detecting habits in water meter time series. HDA
allows for uncertainties in real-world data. It is also suﬃciently fast to be used
on data sets for town or city populations. Detecting habits with HDA generates
signiﬁcant insights for industry. The proﬁles of habits for diﬀerent populations
can be used to design evidence-based water eﬃciency programs. Habit rules are
understandable by humans, and so can be used by individuals to identify ways
to reduce their water bills. The HDA algorithm can identify and explain the
extent of regular, high-magnitude habits and the proportion of that use that is
potentially ineﬃcient or does not comply with restrictions.
In future work, HDA could be generalised to identify more types of patterns with greater robustness. Habit discovery could also be investigated in other
domains such as medical or manufacturing time series.
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Abstract. Monitoring the road pavement is a challenging task. Authorities spend time and ﬁnances to monitor the state and quality of the road
pavement. This paper investigate road surface monitoring with smartphones equipped with GPS and inertial sensors: accelerometer and gyroscope. In this study we describe the conducted experiments with data
from the time domain, frequency domain and wavelet transformation,
and a method to reduce the eﬀects of speed, slopes and drifts from sensor signals. A new audiovisual data labeling technique is proposed. Our
system named RoADS, implements wavelet decomposition analysis for
signal processing of inertial sensor signals and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for anomaly detection and classiﬁcation. Using these methods
we are able to build a real time multi class road anomaly detector. We
obtained a consistent accuracy of ≈90 % on detecting severe anomalies
regardless of vehicle type and road location. Local road authorities and
communities can beneﬁt from this system to evaluate the state of their
road network pavement in real time.

1

Introduction

The technology is riding fast and is spreading everywhere, even in the most
remote places where people still face basic road transportation diﬃculties. The
roads will become obsolete with the invention of teleportation, but until then
people have to ride on them fast and safe. Meanwhile, the world road network is
estimated at 35, 433, 439 km1 , and the number of vehicles is estimated at 35 vehicles per 1000 people2 . Many studies and surveys are made on the topic of roadway
deﬁciencies and their impact on safety and economy [15]. The road surface can
wear and deteriorate in time from factors related to location, traﬃc, weather,
1

2

CIA World Factbook https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
ﬁelds/2085.html.
The World Bank 2011 data: http://wdi.worldbank.org/table/3.13.
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Fig. 1. RoADS ﬂow chart

engineering solutions and materials used to build. In developed countries, Pavement Management Systems (PMS) are specialized structures that handle the
duty of the road maintenance. Often these structures are equipped with sophisticated and expensive equipment installed on specialized Pavement Evaluation
Vehicles3 . For example, in the Netherlands since the introduction of PMS in
early 1989, 75 % of all of the local authorities, municipalities and provinces, are
utilizing a PMS [20]. Developing countries often lack this kind of technology and
the know − how. They sustain their road network through ineﬃcient ﬁnancial
and maintenance planning. One way to assess the road pavement is to measure a vehicle’s vibration with inertial sensors found on smartphones. Therefore,
we exploit the pervasive and ‘smart’ nature of smartphone devices to collect,
process and share these data.
Other research teams are focused more on pothole detection. Potholes are
often results of neglected or bad constructed road segments [14]. We are interested to detect and classify more road surface events. Doing so we can monitor
in real time the state and the deterioration of the road segments. Figure 1 shows
an overview of our solution, from pre-processing, domain selection and feature
extraction to anomaly detection and classiﬁcation.
In this paper we describe RoADS, a smartphone based Road pavement
Anomaly Detection System. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the existing
works related to road pavement analysis and anomaly detection. Section 3 outlines the analysis and methodology approach to the problem of road anomaly
detection. On Sect. 4 we explain our data collection setup, the locations and
the methods used to label the collected data, the preprocessing steps, features
extracted from diﬀerent transformations and the method used to reduce the
speed and other dependencies from the sensors signal. Section 5 describes the
3

Pavement Evaluation
pavement/index.cfm.

Vehicle

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/research/tfhrc/labs/
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methods and the tools used to classify the data, as well as the obtained results
for the labelled and unlabelled roads. Section 6 discusses the conclusion and
delineates the future plans.

2

Related Work

To determine the road roughness, road engineers measure the proﬁle of the road.
A proﬁle is a segment of road pavement, taken along an imaginary line. Usually the longitudinal proﬁles are subjects of study because they show the design
grade, roughness and texture of the proﬁle [19]. Road roughness is deﬁned by
American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM) [1] as: The deviations of a
pavement surface from a true planar surface with characteristic dimensions that
aﬀect vehicle dynamics, ride quality, dynamic loads, and drainage, for example,
longitudinal proﬁle, transverse proﬁle, and cross slope. Equipment and techniques for roughness estimation are usually categorized into [19]:
– Road and Level survey, surveys performed by a survey crew.
– Dipstick proﬁler, a hand-held device commonly used for calibration of complex
instruments.
– Response type road roughness meters (RTRRMS), transducers that accumulate suspension motions.
– Proﬁling Devices, sophisticated inertial reference systems with accelerometer
and laser sensors to measure the vehicle displacement.
The following works show that inertial sensors alone could be used to detect
road surface anomalies. Mainly they were trying to detect potholes, because
they are the main concern and also they are relatively easy to detect based on
the energy of the event. Studies and practice suggests that potholes are created
as a result of distresses and poor drainage of the road surface [14]. Detecting
and classifying more of these distresses it will be possible to maintain the long
term performance of the road pavements. Beside the anomaly detection, all these
works faced one major issue, namely the vehicle velocity. The same road anomaly shows diﬀerent frequencies and amplitudes when driven over with diﬀerent
speeds. Figure 2 shows the signal generated by a manhole when approached with
low and high speeds. An important aspect worth mentioning is also the data
labelling method used to annotate the road anomalies. It is crucial to train a
precise detection algorithm with the right anomalous segments.
Pothole Patrol (P 2 ) [5] uses a high resolution 380 Hz accelerometer and a
GPS device attached to the vehicle dashboard to collect data and to detect the
potholes. Data are transferred to a central server for further processing. Clustering is used to increase detectors precision. Five ﬁlters are used, one of them
called z peak tries to detect potholes from other high-amplitude road events.
Filter speed vs. z ratio is introduced to reject signals with a peak less than a
factor ts times the speed of travel. The labelling technique is based on a trained
labeller sitting inside the vehicle and pressing keyboard keys corresponding to
predeﬁned anomaly types when they occur.
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Fig. 2. A 2 s sample of the vertical accelerometer signal when the vehicle drives over a
manhole at low speed and at high speed

Nericell [16] uses the Windows Mobile Phone microphone and GPS in conjunction with a high resolution Sparkfun WiTilt accelerometer clocked at 310 Hz
to monitor traﬃc and road pavement. The same technique as in P 2 [5] is used to
threshold the acceleration signal and to deal with speed. The novelties consist of
introducing another ﬁlter named z sus for speeds <25 km/h, arguing the same
anomaly has diﬀerent shapes for diﬀerent speeds, and virtual orientation of the
phone, using Euler angles to reorient accelerometer data. However, they do not
mention the labelling technique they used.
Perttunen et al. [18] use a Nokia N95 mounted on the wind-shield, with
accelerometer sampling at 38 Hz and GPS to collect the data. Their algorithm
classiﬁes the anomalies into two classes: mild and severe. A method of linear
regression is introduced to remove the linear dependency of the speed from the
feature vector. Labelling is performed with a camcorder attached to the headrest
of the front passenger seat, however they realised this method was unreliable
to detect the anomalies. A FFT transformation of the signal is performed to
extract frequency domain features and to label the data by plotting together the
power spectrum and time domain data. Unclear remains the fact how a 38 Hz
accelerometer sensor can generate 17 frequency bands with 1.4 Hz bandwidth.
Tai et al. [21] use a motorcycle riding strictly at two diﬀerent speeds, 30 km/h
and 40 km/h. An HTC Diamond with accelerometer sampling at 25 Hz and a
GPS was used to collect the data. Data are preprocessed by the device and
sent to a centralised server for classiﬁcation. Two classiﬁcation procedures are
performed, one to detect the anomalies and the other to rate the road pavement
quality from a predeﬁned model of a smooth road. Labelling is performed by
the motorcycle rider with a microphone, while riding through an anomaly. An
algorithm is used to shift the audio label to correspond with the nearest anomaly
event captured by the accelerometer.

3

Methodology

Next we describe the methodology followed during our study.
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Fig. 3. Types of road anomalies

3.1

Road Pavement Anomaly

The road pavement is characterized by an asphalt or concrete layer surface that
facilitates the movement of the wheeled vehicles. Every situation where this
pavement disrupts the smooth ﬂow of the vehicle traﬃc is considered an anomaly.
Figure 3 shows diﬀerent type of road pavement anomalies. Transversal anomalies
include: speed humps, speed bumps, road and bridge joints, railroad crossings.
As mild anomalies we can classify those segments of road where the surface of the
road is not even but potholes are not created yet. They include sunken crocodile
cracks, patched roads, tree roots, sunken manholes, raveling (delamination of the
sealing layer). Severe anomalies include diﬀerent types of potholes and severe
road deteriorations.
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Fig. 4. Smartphone orientation inside the vehicle.
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Vehicle Dynamics

Vehicles are complex dynamic spring-mass systems. Figure 4 shows the orientation of the phone inside the car. All the axis are reoriented with respect to
those of the smartphone. It can be observed that in a vehicle exist two forms of
movements: the Translational and the Rotational movement.
When analyzing the eﬀect of pothole on the vehicle, only the bounce of the
vehicle is taken into consideration. One method to measure the bounce is by
measuring the vertical acceleration of the vehicle. However, when a car drives
over a road anomaly rotational movements also occurs.

(a) Car over pothole

(b) Car over speed hump

Fig. 5. The dynamics of the vehicle over side and transversal anomalies.

When driving with a constant speed through a smooth ﬂat road, an
accelerometer mounted inside the vehicle should only measure the gravity. Once
the vehicle hits a pothole as in Fig. 5a the accelerometer should measure the
vehicles lateral Ya and vertical Xa displacement, equal to the depth of the pothole. Also the orientation of the vehicle changes, rolling aside with an angle φ.
However, if the vehicle drives through a transversal anomaly as in Fig. 5b, the
displacement Xa equal to the height of the speed hump, is measured only on
the vertical axis X of the accelerometer. Moreover, the orientation of the vehicle
changes, pitching up with an angle θ. From these examples we can infer that
measuring also the rotational movement of the vehicle can increase the classiﬁcation rate between the anomalies. MEMS gyroscopes are devices that measure
the rotation around a speciﬁc axis, the angular velocity, and are becoming native
to smartphones, like accelerometers and compasses.
3.3

Speed Dependency

The vehicles are equipped with suspension and dampers to attenuate certain
vibrations caused by road anomalies. When the vehicle drives slowly, the wheel
rpm is low, resulting in less vibration input from the road. Increasing the speed,
the wheel rpm and the frequency of the road input also increases, resulting in a
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vibrating signal as in Fig. 2. We call this phenomenon speed dependency. It was
noticed that when speed signal from GPS and the absolute values of accelerometer x-axis, for a ﬂat road, are plotted as in Fig. 7a, the envelope of accelerometer
follows the speed signal from GPS. Another picture showed up on a non ﬂat
road. Figure 6 shows that in the segment between vertical dashed lines the vehicle is driving with high speed through a relatively ﬂat highway, but the peaks
are much higher in the segment between vertical black bars, when the vehicle
is driving slower up and down a hill. Knowing the vehicle velocity is important
to compensate for the speed related variations of the accelerometer. Using a
device equipped with GPS, one would assume speed and position will always
be available. This is not the case with GPS chips found in smartphones. GPS
sensors suﬀer TTFF (time to ﬁrst ﬁx) delay. Requirements for a fast TTFF are a
clear line of sight and a stable position. To improve the start-up performance of
GPS, mobilephones use a technology called A-GPS (Assisted GPS) [11]. A-GPS
requires an active data connection with the mobile network operator to receive
a preloaded list of available GPS satellites for that location. We did not have an
active data connection in our mobile phones at the time we collected the data.
On some measurements, data from GPS including the speed were absent. To
overcome the absence of speed signal we estimated the velocity by integrating
the z-axis of the accelerometer, namely the longitudinal acceleration. The results
were satisfactory for the ﬂat Dutch roads, but not for the Albanian roads where
we were confronted with slopes. The segment between the black bars in Fig. 6
shows the vehicle climbing a hill, the integrated velocity is increasing but not
the GPS speed. The way the speed, slopes and drift behave on inertial sensors
readings has a resemblance with the amplitude modulated signals in radio technology [8]. The accelerometer signal measuring complex mechanical vibrations
is modulated with diﬀerent signals, it acts as a carrier for diﬀerent signals like
speed, slope degree, engine and tire revolutions. Envelope demodulation is often
used for empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [6] of complex mechanical vibrations in Hilbert-Huang transform [10]. Demodulated signal dS is computed from
the raw signal S based on Eq. (1),
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Fig. 6. Readings of linear accelerometer axis |X| (green) with speed from GPS (red)
and velocity computed from linear acceleration (blue). Notice the drift accumulated in
the segment between two black bars (Color ﬁgure online).
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(b) raw and demodulated X

Fig. 7. (a) Absolute value of x-axis accelerometer |Xacc | plotted against scaled GPS
speed and envelope, (b) Demodulated signal dXacc (blue) plotted against raw signal
Xacc (red) (Color ﬁgure online).

dS(t) =

H ◦ S(t)
E ◦ |H| ◦ Xacc (t)

(1)

where t is time, ◦ is the function composition, E is a moving average ﬁlter,
see Eq. (2), with a large window (M = 2000 samples rolling window), H is the
high-pass ﬁltered applied to the signal and Xacc is the x-axis accelerometer.
E(ti ) =

M −1
1 
X(ti+j )
M j=0

(2)

The envelope demodulation does not only represent the speed signal but it also
compensates for the slope and other low frequency components. From Fig. 8 is
clear that the demodulated signal shows better the anomalies. Figure 7a shows
the signal for the absolute values of x-axis, the speed and the envelope. Figure 7b
show how the demodulated signal diﬀers from the raw signal.
3.4

Signal Analysis

Once the speed dependency is removed, the amplitudes generated by the anomalies are more uniform. Using a threshold would seem a good approach. However, not all the vehicles generate the same amplitude when driving through the
same anomaly. To better understand this process the study can be carried into
frequency domain or wavelet transformation, via the signal decomposition into
frequency bands.
All the vibrations inside the vehicle happen at a certain frequency bands. The
most prominent vibrations on a traveling vehicle are the engine revolutions and
the wheel revolutions. A vehicle engine usually operates at a range of 2000 rpm
to 3500 rpm or 30 Hz to 50 Hz. When the vehicle is standing still the engine
operates at 1000 rpm or 15 Hz. It is common for the city vehicles of B and C
segment to have 14 in. to 15 in. tires and to drive in the range of 30 km/h to
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Fig. 8. (a,b) 3D spectrogram of raw and demodulated accelerometer signal with plotted x-axis accelerometer (red) on top; (c,d) 3D spectrogram of raw and demodulated
gyroscope signal with plotted y-axis (red) and z-axis gyroscope (blue) on top (Color
ﬁgure online).

90 km/h with wheels spinning at 7 Hz to 23 Hz. The frequency of the vibration
from the pothole depends on a lot of factors, the radius and width of the tire,
the suspension characteristics, the mass of the vehicle etc.
Road engineers consider road pavement anomalies as longitudinal waves.
They all generate vibrations with frequencies depending on the speed of vehicle.
First we tried to use the wavelet transformation as a de-noising tool for the
signal. Considering the properties of wavelets and their ability to represent the
signal in time and frequency, we decided to use the wavelet transformation for
signal analysis. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) uses multi-resolution ﬁlter
banks and wavelet ﬁlters to analyse and synthesise the original signal [4]. It
gives frequency resolution in low frequencies and time resolution in high frequencies [12]. Hesami and McManus [9] showed that DWT analysis outperforms
power spectral density (PSD) analysis when used to estimate and analyse road
roughness.
In the situations when the vehicle is standing, for example at a parking lot,
when the vehicle is waiting for a traﬃc light or on a traﬃc jam, the vibrations
are minimal, mainly the sensor noise. The variance of the low frequency signal
is close to zero. Figure 9 shows the variance of the 4-th level of approximation,
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for vehicles in Trip 1 and Trip 2 respectively, see Table 2. The amplitude of the
signal is diﬀerent. These signal segments can very well be discarded.
Variance for the 4-th level of approximation
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Fig. 9. Stop segments and the variance of the 4-th level of decomposition

3.5

Anomaly Detection

For the anomaly detection supervised machine learning techniques can be
applied. The process consists on training algorithms to build a model with a
set of training data, and assign the new data to one of the classes. All the data
can be represented as distinctive features extracted from the original data. This
features can be mapped in space in a way that can be divided into classes. Support Vector Machines (SVM) are algorithms that increase that separable gap
as wide as possible considering the margins of the class as support for the gap.
SVM assigns weight to the features. This is a suitable approach for the purpose or road anomaly detection, based on the fact that the dynamics of the
anomaly are similar for the majority of vehicle, but the amplitudes and the frequency of vibrations vary. The labeling is an important step when training the
SVM, it requires the training sets to represent the anomalous signal. Because
the anomaly happens for a fraction of time, pinpointing it is rather a diﬃcult
process. Audio-visual methods can be used to label the road segments, meticulously annotating every event that happens during the trip. Finding the best
parameters during training phase without overt-ﬁtting is crucial, especially in
road anomaly detection where the false positive reported potholes cost time and
money to the maintenance teams.

4

Data Processing

This section describes our data collection setup, the study areas, the type of
anomalies, the technique used to label the data, ﬁltering and feature extraction.
Throughout this paper we use the term data referring to the streaming data
captured from smartphone inertial sensors.
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Table 1. Distance between two consecutive accelerometer measurements at diﬀerent
speeds for diﬀerent systems.

4.1

System

Sampling rate Speed
25 km/h 50 km/h 75 km/h

P 2 [5]

380 Hz

1.8 cm

3.6 cm

5.5 cm

Nericell [16]

310 Hz

2.2 cm

4.5 cm

9.0 cm

Perttunen [18]

38 Hz

18.3 cm

36.5 cm

54.8 cm

Tai [21]

25 Hz

27.7 cm

55.4 cm

83.1 cm

Our setup

93 Hz

7.0 cm

14.0 cm

21.0 cm

Experimental Setup

Our setup consists of a Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone running Android 4.0
and an Inertia ProMove 3D4 . The devices were ﬁxed on the windshield of the
vehicle with Nokia Universal Holder CR-114. The Android API does not allow
to directly access the sensors used in smartphone, however it allows to choose
between ﬁve predeﬁned delay intervals at which sensor events are sent to the
application: UI, Normal, Game, Fastest or user-deﬁned delay [7]. Therefore two
modes were used: Game corresponding to ≈47 Hz, and Fastest corresponding to
≈93 Hz on the Galaxy S2. The Inertia Node was clocked at 200 Hz and was used
for testing purpose only.
Data collection software registered independently every available sensor on
the phone, with corresponding timestamp in nanoseconds since uptime. GPS
timestamp is milliseconds since January 1, 1970 [7]. The drive was recorded in
a video using the camera and the microphone of the smartphone. All sensor
timestamps were synchronised. Table 1 shows how our setup of 47/93 Hz compares to other setups in capturing small dimension anomalies.
4.2

Collected Data

Data was collected using ﬁve diﬀerent types of vehicles from diﬀerent roads in
two diﬀerent cities: in and around the city of Vlora in Albania and in and around
the city of Enschede in the Netherlands (see Table 3). The selected roads that
were used to collect the data represent diﬀerent types of anomalies. The Dutch
roads are in better shape, are ﬂat without many turns. Common anomalies are
manholes, speed humps, patches, cracks, bumps and some small potholes. In
contrast, the Albanian roads have a lot of slopes, diﬀerent types and sizes of
potholes, bumps and segments of fully deteriorated or unpaved roads. In total
we collected data over a distance of 100.3 km on 45.9 unique km of road (see
Table 2). Data was collected from accelerometer, gyroscope and GPS sensors of
the phone.
4

Inertia ProMove 3D Motion Tracking: http://inertia-technology.com.
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Table 2. Total road coverage in km with diﬀerent vehicles
Trip Car

4.3

Type

Km Area

Hz Location

1

Toyota Corolla hatchback 22.8 rur/urb

47 Enschede(NL)

2

Peugeot 306

hatchback 22.8 rur/urb

96 Enschede(NL)

3

Skoda Fabia

supermini 16.3 urban

47 Vlora(AL)

4

Toyota Yaris

supermini 33

5

BMW X3

suv

hway/rur 47 Albania

5.46 urban

Total

100.3

Unique

45.9

47 Vlora(AL)

Data Labelling

We went multiple times over the same road segment, every time with diﬀerent
speed and tried to hit the anomaly in diﬀerent angles. Labelling was performed
by one person using the microphone and the camera of the phone. A detailed list
of all known road surface anomalies was compiled. As the vehicle approached the
anomaly the labeller mentioned loudly the type of anomaly. The labeller mentioned everything relevant he saw or felt while sitting beside the driver inside
the vehicle. We captured the video footage of the trips in 480 × 720 pixel resolution. The video footage was used to prove the ground truth. Data collected in
Albania was not used for training as they were not voice labelled, and labelling
them only by video is inaccurate and time consuming.
Urusoft Subtitle Editor5 is an application used to transcript the movie subtitles. This application was used to transcript all voice labels with accuracy in
the order of milliseconds. The subtitle ﬁle is synchronised with the smartphone
data timestamp, tnacc ≤ tlab < tn+1
acc where tacc is the accelerometer timestamp
and tlab is the subtitle time, resulting in an array [tlabstart , tlabstop , label].
A lag between labelled segments of the data and the actual anomaly was
noticed as shown in Fig. 10 where Red signal is shifted from or does not correspond with any peak. Also the video footage was shorter and behind, in time
about 1s, than accelerometer data length. Because Android is not a real-time
operating system (RTOS), data sometimes may drop when the device is busy [13]
and some measured data values may have been delayed, resulting in incorrect
timestamps. All lags were corrected manually.
The number of individual anomalies was not suﬃcient for a successful training. We decided to divide the anomalies into event classes. The anomalous data
were divided into 3 event classes.
1. Severe, in this category we labelled sunk-in manholes, small potholes and
deteriorated and heavily patched road segments.
2. Mild, in this category we placed all those anomalies that happened only in
one side of the vehicle such as cracks, one side patches, one side bumps.
5

http://www.urusoft.net/products.php?cat=sw.
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Acclerometer signal and anomalies
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Fig. 10. Signal in blue and binary label (1 for anomaly and 0 for normal road) in red,
generated from the voice recordings (Color ﬁgure online).

3. Span, in this category were placed road-wide (transversal) bumps, road expansion joins, patches across the road, thick paint, bumps across the road and
speed humps.
4.4

Data Filtering

A high-pass ﬁlter was applied to the signal to remove the low-frequency components, such as turns, acceleration, deceleration, etc. A ﬁrst order butterworth
highpass ﬁlter is designed and applied. Before segmentation, windowing, the
speed dependency is removed from the signal using the formula 1.
4.5

Feature Extraction

To prepare data for the classiﬁcation phase, features representing the data were
extracted from accelerometer and gyroscope sensor signals. They are computed
from time domain, transformation in frequency domain and wavelet decomposition.
Data was windowed with 256 samples, corresponding to 2.5 s and a 170 sample overlap for the data sampled at 93 Hz, and 128 samples with 85 samples
overlap for the data sampled at 43 Hz.
Time-domain features extracted: mean, standard deviation, variance, peak to
peak, root mean square, zero crossing rate, mean of absolute value, correlation
between all axis, tilt angles, wave form length, signal magnitude area.
Frequency-domain features were extracted after FFT transformation with
a Hamming window function: mean frequency, median frequency, energy of the
frequency bands.
Wavelet decomposition: To decompose the signal we used Stationary Wavelet
Transform(SWT) [17] a form of nondecimated DWT. Several experiments were
carried out with diﬀerent wavelet families. Sym5 wavelet from symlet wavelet
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Fig. 11. SWT decomposition at 4 levels with a sym5 wavelet.

family, and 4 levels of decomposition gave the best results. Figure 11 shows the
plot of the original signal on top and 4 levels of SWT decomposition, the approximations on the left and the details on the right. The high frequencies are visible
at the details column d1 and lower frequency signal at a4. Also because we are
using SWT we can a have a good time resolution for every level of decomposition.
The following features were extracted from SWT decomposition: absolute mean,
standard deviation, variance, energy for every level of detail and approximation.
Four levels of wavelet decomposition were appropriate for our signal.

5

Classification and Results

Assuming the number of anomalous windows is lower than the number of normal windows, we used a 2 step classiﬁcation. As the ﬁrst step, all the windows
are processed to detect the anomalous windows (those containing road events)
from the normal ones. In the second step, the anomalous windows are processed
through another classiﬁer to classify the type of anomaly.
5.1

Training the SVM

To train the detector we used our labeled data consisting of 3066 windows, 2073
normal windows and 993 anomalous windows. We use a sliding window with an
overlap of 66 % to frame the data, which means that parts of the anomalous
signal would be present in more than one window. Training was performed using
10-fold cross-validation, where 1/10 of both anomalies and normal data were
used only for testing purpose. The training data were not stratiﬁed. From 993
anomalous windows, we used only those windows with the anomalous signal in
the center of the window spreading equally in both sides. The reason behind
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Table 3. The confusion matrix and accuracy for the classiﬁcation of anomalous (Positive) and normal (Negative) segments of road, with diﬀerent feature sets.
Confusion matrix anomaly vs Normal
Method

Accuracy

TP

TN

FP

FN

Spec.

Sens.

Prec.

G

RS

FPR

TDraw

81.43 %

49

201

39

18

0.82

0.73

0.196

0.77

0.89

0.18

FNR
0.26

TDdemodulated

85.26 %

52

214

31

15

0.87

0.82

0.1955

0.84

0.94

0.13

0.18

FFTraw

77.88 %

49

194

51

18

0.79

0.73

0.2016

0.76

0.92

0.21

0.27

FFTdemodulated

79.17 %

40

207

38

27

0.84

0.59

0.1619

0.71

0.70

0.15

0.40

SWTraw

82.69 %

50

208

37

17

0.85

0.75

0.1938

0.80

0.88

0.15

0.25

SWTdemodulated

88.14 %

57

218

27

10

0.89

0.85

0.2073

0.87

0.96

0.11

0.15

TD+FFTdemodulated

83.01 %

48

211

34

19

0.86

0.72

0.1853

0.79

0.83

0.14

0.28

TD+SWTDemodulated

88.78 %

59

218

27

8

0.89

0.88

0.213

0.89

0.99

0.11

0.12

*TD = Time Domain, *FD = Frequency Domain, *SWT = Stationary Wavelet Transform
TP/FP = True/False positive, TN/FN = True/False negative, Spec./Sens. = Specificity/Sensitivity, Prec.. =
Precission
G = G-mean, RS = Rlative sensitivity FPR/FNR = False positive/negative rate

this decision, is that using a sliding window method, parts of the same anomaly
are present in diﬀerent consecutive overlapping windows and the aim is to train
the detector with the best representative of the class. Smartphones are subject
of processing power and energy concerns. We try to keep the number of calculated features as small as possible and in the mean time to be ﬂexible with the
number of classes. We already discussed the complexity of the vehicle vibration
response on the road, therefore is quite impossible to separate the anomalies
by training thresholds. We decided to use a radial basis function (RBF) kernel,
as described by Burges [3] and Ben-Hur et al. [2]. Using a RBF kernel the feature set is transformed into higher dimension feature space, where the features
are easily classiﬁable. A grid search was conducted to ﬁnd the best values for
hyperparameters [2]: the kernel parameter γ = 0.002 and 0.0002, the cost of
misclassiﬁcation the soft margin constant C = 320 and 100 respectively for the
detection and classiﬁcation. Several experiments were performed, training the
detector with feature sets from diﬀerent domains, transformations and combinations thereof, see Table 3. We also experimented with diﬀerent settings, such as
features extracted from the raw signal TDraw , on features from the demodulated
signal TDdemodulated . The best results were achieved by the TD+SWT, the combined feature set from time domain and wavelet transformation. Nevertheless for
detection we used only features from SWT.
5.2

Training Results

The results from the training experiments clearly show that the detectors trained
with the demodulated features were more accurate on classifying the data than
the detectors trained with raw data. Table 3 shows the results of the anomaly
detection.
Table 4 shows anomaly classiﬁcation results of our 10-fold crossvalidation
training of the data with features extracted from the wavelet decomposition
(SWT) and combined (TD+SWT) features from time domain and wavelet
decomposition. The accuracy is the same 91 %. However, the severe class is
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Table 4. The confusion matrix and accuracy of the classiﬁcation for anomalous segments of road with features from SWT and TD+SWT.
Confusion matrix
SWT
TD+SWT
Class

Sev. Mild Span Sev. Mild Span

Severe

17

3

0

16

4

0

Mild

1

15

0

0

16

0

Span

0

0

9

0

0

9

Accuracy 91.1 %

91.1 %

detected better with features from the wavelet transformation only. We also
experimented with features from other transformations but the results were lower
than 86 %.
5.3

Evaluation on Unlabeled Data

The evaluation process turned out to be easy using our labeling technique. The
system made the predictions and two subtitle ﬁles were generated containing
the labels of the anomalies detected. The algorithm also generates a KML6 ﬁle
with the location of severe anomalies for Google Maps. We went through the
video footage taking notes on reported anomalies from the subtitles. From data
collected in Albania some types of severe anomalies were not detected. We believe
the reason for that is the fact that our system had not been trained for those
anomalies. Table 5 shows the performance of our system with data collected
with diﬀerent vehicles in diﬀerent locations. Trip 1 and Trip 2 are made in the
Netherlands, in the same road used for training the system. Trip 3, 4 and 5 are
trips made in Albania (see Table 2). The trips in the Netherlands have a higher
ratio of anomalies per total number of windows than those in Albania. The
reason is the driver behaviour in our tests. The video footage showed that the
drivers in Albania tried to avoid damage by swerving around or slowing down
in front of bad road areas, whereas the drivers in the Netherlands did not. The
GPS location from mobile phone on the map is not very accurate (see Fig. 12).
In a wider perspective with more data from diﬀerent contributors it create the
possibility for clustering all measurements by their geo-coordinates.
To estimate the detector performance for the severe class we counted the
false negative windows reported by the detector and also the undetected anomalies from the video footage, see Table 5. The detector detects all windows with
anomalous signal, including consecutive windows for the same anomaly. To avoid
clutter on the map, if two or more consecutive windows detected the same anomaly, we keep the half of them. This way the number of anomalies shown on the
6

Keyhole Markup Language https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/
kmlreference.
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Table 5. The results of system classiﬁcations with models and features from Time
Domain and Wavelet Decomposition
Detection Classification
S/R
Trip 1 TD

#Win Anom

Mapping Evaluation

Sev. Mild Span mapped

47 Hz

609

195

107

SWT 47 Hz

68

20

609

165

119

26

20

96 Hz

764

222

76

105

41

SWT 96 Hz

Trip 2 TD

764

207

93

72

42

47 Hz 1067

280

119

106

55

SWT 47 Hz 1067

222

120

51
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Fig. 12. Snapshots of map and video anomalies for locations in Vlora, Albania.

map is fewer than the number of reported windows. As false detections (FD)
were counted all severe anomalies that were detected as mild ones, but that
can be subjective based only on video footage. Missed anomalies (MA) is the
number of all anomalies, counted by us through the video but not reported
from the detector. For Trip 4 associated with Fig. 6 the video ﬁle was corrupted,
but based on GPS map we noticed that the majority of the anomalies were in
the segments of deteriorated road, the segment between black lines. For Trip 5,
made with the BMW X3 SUV, the results were more correct. Worth mentioning
is the fact that the system has a high accuracy on detecting transversal anomalies, spanning the width of the road. On extremely deteriorated road segments,
the system detected windows that belong to the transversal anomaly class, see
Table 5. In comparison, P 2 [5] and Nericell [16] skipped the windows representing
transversal anomalies.
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Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a system that detects road surface anomalies using
mobile phones equipped with inertial sensors: accelerometers and gyroscopes.
We applied the stationary wavelet transform analysis and a method to remove
eﬀects of speed, slopes and drifts from sensor signals using the envelope technique. Our audiovisual labeling technique was precise and also helpful for the
system evaluation. Classifying road anomalies is a rather diﬃcult process and the
expectancies to detect all road anomalies on one pass are quite low. Nevertheless,
the obtained results showed a consistent accuracy of ≈90 % on detecting severe
anomalies regardless of vehicle type and road location. To increase the accuracy and the number of anomaly classes we will collect more labeled data and
improve the training of the SVM through stratiﬁcation and testing with other
feature sets and sensors, such as barometric pressure sensor. For future work, we
aim to apply these methods of road anomalies detection in participatory sensing using clustering by the geo-coordinates. We will look and try to address the
time consuming process of manual labeling, by automatic recording and labeling
bigger datasets. To address the problem when the driver steers away from the
anomaly a driver behavior detection should be investigated. Also in cases when
the drivers intentionally skip the anomaly, driver behavior detection algorithms
can be implemented. We also intend to implement a vehicular network to share
that information with other vehicles and to perform road serviceability performance with outputs conform the International Roughness Index and the ISO
2631 standard.
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Abstract. Understanding urban mobility is a fundamental question
for institutional organizations (transport authorities, city halls) and it
involves many diﬀerent ﬁelds like social sciences, urbanism or geography. With the increasing number of probes tracking human locations,
like RFID pass for urban transportation, road sensors, CCTV systems or
cell phones, mobility data are exponentially growing. Mining the activity
logs in order to model and characterize eﬃciently our mobility patterns
is a challenging task involving large scale noisy datasets.
In this article, we present a robust approach to characterize activity
patterns from the activity logs of a urban transportation network. Our
study focuses on the Paris subway network. Our dataset includes more
than 80 millions travels made by 600 k users. The proposed approach is
based on a multi-scale representation of the user activities, extracted by a
nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm (NMF). NMF is used to learn
dictionaries of usages that can be exploited in order to characterize user
mobility and station patterns. The relevance of the extracted dictionaries
is then assessed by using them to cluster users and stations. This analysis shows that public transportation usage patterns are tightly linked to
sociological patterns. We compare our approach with a k-means baseline
that does not take into account user information and demonstrate the
interest of characterizing user proﬁles to obtain better representations of
stations.

1

Introduction

The literature on urban mobility is vast and diverse but until recently, it has
mainly focused on explanatory statistics of global behaviors. With the development of tracking techniques such as mobile phone networks, the last decade has
seen a multiplication of quantitative statistical studies. For example, frequency
scales of travels are analyzed in [3] and multiple studies have shown that it is possible to predict most daily travels [19]. For public transportations, some early
studies focused on opinion pool to analyze the modiﬁcation of user behaviors
after the creation of new lines [6]. In this domain, quantitative data are recent
c Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
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and linked to the adoption of smart cards to authenticate users in most cities,
like e.g. in London, Lisbon or Paris. Up to now, they have been exploited for
problems like bottleneck detection [4] or frequent pattern prediction [5], which
turns out to determine the time and location of the next trip for a given user.
However, no study has focused on mining the temporal and spatial proﬁles
of individual users. Analysis have been performed on Shanghai taxis [16] and
Parisian public bicycle sharing system [17] for example, but they have been
mainly focused on extracting global statistics and none of them has analyzed
individual user traces across multiple travels during multiple days. Discovering
latent usage of public transportations is a crucial need for institutional authorities: lot of eﬀorts are spent on conducting ground surveys to achieve a partial
understanding of the habits of their clients. Such knowledge is important for
pricing policies, load management and planning. We propose to exploit ticketing
data to extract regularities in usage patterns in order to identify the hidden
activities that causes each individual event (i.e. to explain all logs in the data).
Our analysis focuses on data provided by the STIF (Syndicat des Transports
en le de France, Paris area transport authority) and contains around 80 millions
log entries overs 91 days, with an explicit identiﬁer for both the station (300 locations) and the user (600 k ids). The noise inherent to the individual activity traces
and the size of the logs explain why ticketing data has hardly been used. We
propose here an experimental study to show the potential of machine learning to
exploit transport data. We introduce a user centered multi-scale representation
of the data and we use a constrained nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF)
to extract latent activity patterns. Based on this extracted representation, we
build station proﬁles that we cluster and analyze the obtained segmentation.
We demonstrate the interest of our approach with respect to a k-means baseline: we show that an eﬃcient proﬁling requires a user modeling step, even if
ﬁnally we focus on station representation. We also focus on data reconstruction
and abnormality detection: our model is able to output log predictions. Using a
symmetrised Kullback-Leibler divergence between ground truth and predictions
reveals some abnormalities in the log ﬂow associated to each station.
The paper is organized as follows. We brieﬂy review literature on related work
in Sect. 2. To face the challenge of data size and sparsity, we propose in Sect. 3
a model to aggregate ticketing logs per user and station on three frequency and
two temporal scales. In Sect. 4 we present the nonnegative matrix factorization
model used to extract the usages and latent activities from user events. Analysis
of the results on our dataset is presented in Sect. 5. As an application case, in
Sect. 6 we illustrate how to use this model for clustering stations and extracting
correlations between temporal habit and sociological realities.

2

Related Work

We present below a synthesis on the related work both on urban mobility understanding and on nonnegative matrix factorization algorithms.
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Urban Mobility

The problem of understating urban mobility has been studied at diﬀerent levels.
[2] studied city planning policies in order to promote the use of performance
indicators for sustainable public transports. Many studies [3,8] have focused on
private vehicle travels, using mobile phone networks to track a population and to
characterize the time scales of these travels. In [19], the authors showed that most
private vehicle travels are predictable and in [22] they also linked travel behaviors
and social network behaviors. The recent study [15] also uses mobile phone
networks to extract hot spots from week day travels in the 31 biggest Spanish
cities while [10] focused on car traﬃc analysis and abnormality detection. [14]
used 6 months of GPS data coming from the 33000 taxis in Beijing, covering an
impressive 800 million kilometers, to analyze the causes of possible abnormalities.
Also with GPS data but on 2000 Shanghai taxis, [16] used nonnegative matrix
factorization to characterize the behavior of taxi drivers. Finally, several recent
works have focused on new ways to track users. For example [13] describe the
use of Bluetooth scanners to track pedestrians visiting Duisburg zoo. Similarly
in Paris, [17] mined spatio-temporal clusters using Paris Velib’ data (city shared
bicycle service), but without having access to the user identiﬁcation, they could
not track individual users.
The creation of smart cards to authenticate users [6] allows for wider scale and
ﬁner analysis. One important target has been the identiﬁcation of bottlenecks in
the network. For instance [4] studied spatio-temporal distribution of users in the
subway of London. In the same way, [5] focused on itinerary prediction, during
week days for buses, so as to inform users in case of problems in the network,
mining a dataset of 24 million travels of 800000 users over 61 days.
In contrast with previous work focused retrieving global traﬃc information,
the analysis presented here focuses on discovering a collection of trip habits that
can be used to describe individual users. As in [16], our model relies on a modiﬁed nonnegative matrix factorization, described in Sect. 4, to extract behavioral
atoms. We also exploit the user identiﬁcation to characterize travels through the
notion of periodicity.
2.2

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)

Matrix factorization approaches have long been used in data mining and are well
described in [7]. Nonnegative matrix factorizations [1] extract constructive representations over a set of extracted basic components out of nonnegative data.
Each basic component is named atom and the extracted component collection is
named dictionary. The dictionary is learned such that each data can be approximate by the positive weighted combination of atoms of the dictionary. A such
weighted vector over the atoms is named code. Matrix factorization has shown
interesting performances as a feature extractor when the nonnegativity is a sensible part of the data either to obtain a composition percentage over a dictionary
like in face detection [24] or when a negative coding does not make sense like
in topic extractions from document application [18].
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Matrix factorizations solve two problems at once: learning the dictionary
and the associated code. Constraints are generally added during the learning
algorithm as regularization terms. Nonnegativity [12] and sparseness [11] are
two common constraints. As no subtraction is allowed with the nonnegativity
constraint, Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is more likely to obtain
part-based representation with atoms being parts of the initial signals and the
code being the proportion of each atom in the signal. Sparseness forces the model
to reconstruct initial data using only a few atoms.
While a completely diﬀerent ﬁeld, our task might be linked to the separation
of musical sources [21] or note identiﬁcation in a music track [20]. The log of a
user corresponds to frequent and multiple activities, it can be seen as a stream
of pulses generated by multiple sources [9]. However the variability of the time
of authentication, which is our reference event, hinders the approaches based
frequency representation used in most signal applications. In [23], nonnegative
matrix factorization has been adapted to time event detection to identify timeshift invariant patterns. It cannot be used as such to detect temporal behaviors
as they are typically time dependent: our idea is to characterize activities based
on event occurrence.

3

Subway Data Analysis and Modeling

In this study, we aim at discovering patterns in the subway usage of any user
in order to characterize each log by a corresponding activity: an event which
occurs every working day around 7 a.m. may be categorized as going to work,
an event which occurs some Friday night as nightlife, etc. Tagging authentication
events with a social activity allows us to characterize both the user (workplace,
home, friends’ home, recreational habits) and the station at the same time. We
propose a model extracting meaningful activity temporal patterns and allowing a
categorization of the subway traﬃc according to diﬀerent usages. In this section,
we ﬁrst describe the data and then our modeling.
3.1

Ticketing Logs

We use a dataset collected by the Syndicat des Transports en Île-de-France
(STIF), the transport organization authority in charge of Paris public transport. More than seven millions of Paris transport users have subscribed to a
pass managed by the STIF. The ticketing logs record every authentication of
any pass with its location and precise time. This dataset provides an accurate
real-time picture of the use of a public transportation system. The analysis is
challenging for two reasons: the size of the data (5 GB/month) coupled to the
sparsity of individual user data hinders the mining of frequent behavioral patterns; secondly, the dataset contains only a subset of the urban network activity.
The STIF estimates that 20 % to 30 % of logs are missing, either due to the
malfunctioning of a turnstile or to the user voluntary not authenticating itself.
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Moreover, the logs correspond to a check-in action, as pass checkpoints are positioned at entry points in metro stations and buses, and not at exit points. Thus
the user’s itineraries are not explicitly present in the dataset, only a (large) part
of their check-ins are recorded.
3.2

Modeling

In the following, u will refer to a user, s to a station and t to a time. An
authentication at time t is thus a triplet  = (u, s, t). The mobility of a user is
partially described by the log of its authentications, L = { = (u, s, t)}. Each
authentication is related to a latent activity of the user. We propose in this
section a latent model using a multi-scale aggregation of events by day and by
week.
A ﬁrst diﬃculty for identifying latent activities lies in the wide frequency scale
of the events. Non-frequent events are hidden by frequent ones, any approximation will catch frequent day-to-day activities and miss the less frequent patterns.
We propose to dispatch user activities in three frequency bands: high frequency
for events occurring more than twice a week, medium frequency for events occurring at least once each 10 days and less than twice a week, and low frequency for
unusual events. We use the spatial information to ﬁlter events in the frequency
bands: for a given user, each event is associated to a frequency band based on
the number of times the event station appears in the user log.
We make the assumption that within a frequency band activities are more
characterized by their occurrence time than by their location. On the one hand,
this assumption correctly interprets regular activities occurring at the same place
(like leaving for work, going back home); on the other hand, it allows us to capture recreational activities that occur in wide areas (like going out to restaurant,
visiting friends).
Within a frequency band, an event is represented by the couple (u, t). The
user behavior can be modeled by the probability function of the authentication
time for this user in the three frequency bands: pb (t|u), b ∈ {low, medium, high}.
Our goal is to discover a
set of activities A over which the user log can be
decomposed as: pb (t|u) = a∈A p(t|a) ∗ p(a|u). Our approach relies on a multiscale representation of authentication events, by day and by week. We chose to
characterize an activity, that we denote a, by the probability function of the
ticketing event during the day fd,a (t) = p(t|a) and during the week fw,a (t) =
p(t|a) with t respectively a day time and a week time variable. As we are more
interested on the discovery of widespread usages, our objective is to infer a small
set of activities A sensible for all users.
This formalism supposes a weekly pattern and does not allow to model explicitly the localization information. However, the station information can still be
decoded from the individual user data knowing the activity decomposition for a
user.
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Notations and Data Representation

We ﬁrst ﬁlter authentication triplets (u, s, t) in three frequencies bands: low for
couples (u, s) occurring only a few times, high for frequent couples (u, s) and
medium for everything in between. On Fig. 1 is represented the authentication
set of a single user with stations sorted by frequency, from low to high. The
two most frequent stations for this user are likely to be its home and workplace.
For all frequency bands f in {low, medium, high}, we build a multi-scale vector
representation of a user as the concatenation of the two probability functions
of the authentication time during the day and the week. Both are empirically
estimated using a time step of 15 min for the day and 2 h for the week. Thus each
user is represented by a n dimensional vector with 60/15 ∗ 24 = 96 dimensions
for the day and 24/2 ∗ 7 = 84 for the week. We denote m the number of users.
As a result, data are represented by a set of 3 matrices: {X (b) ∈ Rm×n |∀b ∈
{low, medium, high}}.

Fig. 1. A user of the Parisian network authenticated at 10 stations over 91 days. Stations are ordered by decreasing frequency from bottom to top. The most frequent
stations are relative to the residence and the workplace. Less frequent ones are likely
to correspond to recreational activities.

Figure 2 shows a subset of user proﬁles aggregated without the frequency
ﬁltering. The data is noisy reﬂecting users’ individual variance. Still this representation extracts peaks of activities. As argued above, without the frequency
ﬁltering most of the density is used by recurrent commuting patterns. User proﬁles after frequency ﬁltering are represented in Fig. 3, where low, medium and
high are respectively the bottom, middle and top. Typically, commuting patterns are present in the high frequency band and week-end and evening events
are present in the other two bands. Some users have no event in a particular
band, which is a strong characterization of their behaviors.
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Fig. 2. Aggregated user proﬁles over time ordered by time of their highest peak. Concatenation of the day and week scales.

4

Learning Usage Atoms with NMF

The previously extracted matrices from authentication data represent the averaged daily and weekly user proﬁles. We aim at extracting the latent behavioral
patterns which compose these proﬁles. Our goal is to achieve a granular identiﬁcation of behavioral patterns, allowing us to characterize heavy and light
traﬃc periods, during evening, nights and week-end. Thus the challenge here is
to extract generic patterns reﬂecting the most common patterns like commuting
but also less frequent ones happening during evenings and week-ends without
over-ﬁtting and learning patterns speciﬁc to only of small set of users.
We propose to use a nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm to extract
the pattern dictionary with a mono-modal constraint on dictionary rows. As
nonnegative matrix factorization decomposes each sample as a positive linear
combination of atoms, it is well-suited to our problem: we seek to approximate
a user by a set of complementary behaviors.
Formally, the goal is to approximate each matrix X by the product of two
positive matrices, D the pattern dictionary and A the code matrix: a row of
D, named atom, represents the time proﬁle p(t|a) of a particular activity a and
a row of A contains the coordinates of a user in this usage space, that is the
repartition p(a|u), for the user u, of the activities in A. These coordinates can
be viewed as the usage probabilities for the user.
We want to take into account the following constraints:
– normalization: each dictionary atom is the concatenation of the daily and
the weekly information representing the probability density function of the
ticketing event; thus both parts of the dictionary atom has to sum up to 1;
– mono-modal atoms: an atom is supposed to explain a unique activity in the
day, localized at a precise time window;
– sparsity of the reconstruction: a user has naturally few activities, thus only a
small set of dictionary atoms should have a non-zero weight in each row of A.
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The dictionaries for the three frequency bands are distinct: they can be learned
separately. For each frequency band, the problem can be formalized as the minimization of a loss function L under the constraint C(D) on the dictionary D:
L(X, A, D) =
C(D) : D ≥ 0, ∀i,

1
X − A.D2 + λ|A|
m


j<tday



Dij = 1,

(1)
Dij = 1

(2)

tday ≤j<tweek

The NMF optimization is done using a projected gradient (with projection
φ on the constraints) for the dictionary and multiplicative update rules for the
codes (see Algorithm 1).

D, A ← rand ;
while not converged do
D = D − μ(AT (X − AD);
D = φ(D) ;
A=A
end

XD T
λ+ADD T

;

Algorithm 1. NMF update rules: projected gradient on D and multiplicative
update rules on A

Fig. 3. Aggregated user proﬁles overtime with frequency ﬁltering. Events with high,
medium and low frequencies are in top, middle and bottom charts respectively. Concatenation of the day and week scales.
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To force the mono-modal property of dictionary atoms, an additional projection is used every 100 iterations, by applying a Gaussian ﬁlter to each atom in
order to capture only the highest peak of the daily part:
(tday − tpeak )2
)
(3)
2σ 2
where  is the element-wise multiplication, tday ranges over the day dimensions
of the atom, tpeak is the time corresponding to the peak day time in the atom
and σ a ﬁxed parameter deﬁning the granularity of the time window and di,day
is the part of i-th row of the dictionary D accounting for daily patterns.
∀i, di,day ← di,day  exp(−

5

Analysis of Extracted Representation

We focus our analysis on the subway traﬃc, excluding buses, trains and trams.
As we are looking for mobility usages. Users were ﬁltered to retain only those
with enough travels to have a signiﬁcant activity and subscribing a monthly pass.
Our dataset is composed of around 80 million user authentications at one of the
300 stations over 91 days for the subway network of the city of Paris, concerning
around 600 k unique users.
The k = 100 atoms were extracted with 180 features of m = 600000 users,
using a 8 cores (3.07 GHz) and 16 GB of RAM PC. It takes approximately 10 h
to complete the 1 k iterations of the nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm.
Extracted atoms are represented in Fig. 4 where they are sorted by their
occurrence of highest peak. In the high frequency band, where commuting patterns are the most frequent ones, the mono-modality allows the discovery of
joint leaving-for-work and going-back-home patterns. The extraction is mainly
focused on working days since only a small part of the density occurs during
week-ends. With most atoms occurring in the morning the high frequency band
has a ﬁne granularity on the leaving-for-work usage. In the medium frequency
band more atoms are devoted to lunch activities and they typically are active
during working days too. Still some atoms, bottom ones, are catching evening
and week-end activities. In the low frequency band, density of the week is more
evenly distributed through the seven days. A vast majority of the atoms are
representing evening and nightly activities. Note that the working hours of the
subway are 5:30 am to 2 am, with a slight variance over days, which explains
why there is no activity corresponding to the 2 am to 5:30 am period.
Quality measures of the nonnegative matrix factorizations are presented in
Table 1. The data sparseness is the average percentage of nonzero entries per
user. The dictionary sparseness is the average percentage of nonzero entries per
dictionary atom. The code sparseness is the average percentage of nonzero entries
per user code (a row of α). The important activities row counts the average
number of activities responsible of 90 % of a user’s proﬁle. It is interesting to
see that the factorization on the low frequency band scatters the density over
more activities than the medium and high band. It is coherent with the fact that
infrequent validations correspond to more diverse usages (visiting friends, hiking
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Fig. 4. Activity atoms extracted from the proﬁles per frequency band. Concatenation
of day and week scales. Each row is an atom, sorted by the hour of highest peak.
Table 1. NMF sparsity measures on the low, medium and high frequency bands
NMF

low

Data sparsity (std)

16.98 (0.38)

medium

high

Dictionary sparsity (std)

51.15 (0.50) 52.41 (0.50) 51.93 (0.50)

7.97 (0.27) 16.88 (0.37)

Code sparsity (std)

9.23 (0.29)

4.33 (0.20)

5.46 (0.23)

Important activities (std)

4.38 (0.20)

1.94 (0.14)

1.68 (0.13)

in the city, going to a restaurant,...). This value has to be put in perspective with
the bar plots and histograms of Fig. 5. The bar plots of the top row of Fig. 5
represents, per frequency band, the percentage of users that have a non-zero
weight attributed to each dictionary atom. The shape of the curves indicates
that all dictionary atoms are evenly used to describe users. This is the sign that
the model did not over-ﬁt the dataset and it is one of the property we were
looking for: the extracted behavior pattern, the dictionary atoms, are not to
speciﬁc to one particular user. The bottom row histograms count the number
of dictionary atoms per user. The ﬁrst noticeable eﬀect of the frequency ﬁlter
is that in the medium and high frequency bands a great proportion of users
are characterized by a lack of events. It also conﬁrms the good sparsity of the
extracted representation: the NMF uses few dictionary atoms to reconstruct each
user proﬁle. NMF appears as a robust solution to extract latent activity patterns
from noisy temporal data.
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Fig. 5. Top row represents usage of each dictionary atom over the set of users per
frequency band. Bottom row contains the histogram of the number of dictionary atoms
having non-zero weights per user per frequency band.

6

From Users to Stations

Using NMF, each user is now represented as a vector of usage weights. In this
section we analyze the distribution of the individual usage patterns according
to the metro station geographical position. Formally, we want to estimate the
probability function p(a|s) of activities
 over subway stations. We will use the
following decomposition: p(a|s) = u p(a|u)p(u|s). To simplify the estimation
of p(u|s), we consider that it is uniform over the stations visited by the user in
the frequency band of the activity.
We build the representation of each station for each frequency band as the
sum of all the activities of all the users authentication at this station weighted
by the overall usage in this frequency band. This gives us a set of three representation matrices for the station, one per frequency band, a row of which
representing a particular station. As we extract 100 atoms per frequency band
and there are around 300 stations in our problem, these matrices have small
dimensions.
We use a multi-scale clustering algorithm, similar to what [25], to cluster
together stations into coherent groups of behaviors. Since the matrices are small
(300 × 100), the clustering is fast (a couple of seconds) on a typical computer. It is
stable with respect to the initialization. For simplicity, we present the result using
5 clusters to capture macroscopic groups of behaviors in the network. In order to
evaluate our approach, we compare NMF-clustering results with a basic k-means
learn over raw station logs (without taking into account user proﬁles).
Figure 7 illustrates the result of the k-means procedure. Associated prototypes are shown on Fig. 6. Results are very hard to interpret: classically, a
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Fig. 6. Prototypes associated to each cluster from the k-means procedure. As all prototypes were very close, we choose to plot the diﬀerences between the prototype and
the global mean.

main cluster corresponds to standard behavior while smaller classes model what
appear as random variations around the ﬁrst prototype.
Figure 8 represents the NMF clustered map of the subway stations in Paris
where each station is colored (and shaped) according to its cluster. Some geographical patterns clearly emerge. There are two inner clusters in the center, one
belt-like cluster around this center and the separation of the western and eastern
sub-urban regions around Paris. It is interesting to compare this clustering to
the sociological geography of the city. First the touristic center of Paris with
Champs Élysées and Concorde, the Louvre Museum, the Garnier Opera, Notre
Dame and the Sacré Cœur are in the same cluster. Second, the belt-shaped
cluster, here in yellow squares, corresponds to the limits between Paris and the
surrounding cities. The city limits are marked by Porte (gates in French) as a
reminder of the gates piercing the old fortiﬁed walls of the medieval Paris. And
last but not least, the clustering opposes the posh western sub-urban regions of
Paris to the relatively poorer eastern sub-urban regions: the distinction, based
on temporal patterns, is interesting as the users might have the same patterns
since they are at the same distance from the city center. So the distinction goes
beyond the simple geographic explanation and touches a sociological repartition
of work hours.
The NMF has provided centroids composed of one pattern per frequency band.
For any given cluster, the high frequency band comes from the usage pattern of
people that frequently check-in one of the stations meaning they either live or
work there. The low frequency band corresponds to people that hardly use the station (less than once every ten days) and is basically composed of evening events,
meals or sleepovers. The medium band corresponds to everything in between.
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Fig. 8. Map of Paris subway stations with colors coming from our NMF clustering.
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Fig. 9. Diﬀerence to the average behavior per multi-instance centroids. Juxtaposition
of the day and week scales for the high, medium and low frequency bands respectively.

The diﬀerence between the patterns of the centroids and the average network load
are represented in Fig. 9, with each centroid being colored as the corresponding
cluster in Fig. 8. A positive spike means more users authenticating themselves at
any station of the cluster than in average over the network. A negative spike is the
opposite: a deﬁcit of users compared to average load.
As only the check-in authentications are available to us, the high frequency
band corresponds to the habit of the people living or working near the stations
of the cluster while the medium and low frequency bands correspond to people
check-in to travel elsewhere, meaning that they came to the stations of the cluster
for some periodical activity like pubs, restaurants, theaters and so on and are
now leaving.
The last line is the belt cluster that corresponds to the average behavior of
standard Paris dwellers which is coherent with the fact that stations composing
this cluster are at the limit of the city. The ﬁrst and third lines are close one
to another. The former corresponds to the touristic center of Paris which is
sensible as it is characterized by a lack of check-ins in the morning for no working
class is living there. Once again the temporal pattern is linked to a sociological
repartition. The latter contains the big clusters corresponding to train stations.
People working in sub-urban regions where the subway network is not present
typically take the train to one hub and then ﬁnish their journey with the subway.
This explains the main diﬀerence in the high frequency band between the two
clusters: the peak around nine in the morning. It is also noticeable that these two
clusters are the only ones having people departing after infrequent activities, as
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can be seen on the low frequency band. The second and fourth lines correspond
respectively to the western and eastern sub-urban regions around Paris. As said
earlier they are mainly residential areas with the western part being wealthier
than the eastern one. This is conﬁrmed by the night part of the medium and low
frequency bands: in contrast to the center clusters, few people are leaving these
clusters after some episodic activities. The phenomenon of a peak in the medium
band correspond to the activity of leaving for work from a station that is not
the main home of a user and is typical of sleepovers. Finally the commuting
patterns of the two clusters is diﬀerent. The model is able to extract ﬁne grained
representations and distinguish the clusters as they do not commute at the same
time. Stations in poorer regions see a peak early in the morning followed by
a deﬁcit of users at the same time as the aﬄuence peak in stations of posh
neighborhoods.

Fig. 10. Ground truth proﬁles and symmetrised KL divergences for 2 stations (Concorde and Jussieu) respectively aggregated by day and week.
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Abnormality Detection

The NMF decomposition allows to reconstruct the temporal log ﬂow of a station.
We exploit this ability to build the standard weekly proﬁle associated to every
stations and we measure the distance between reconstructed data and ground
truth using a symmetrised Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL). In order to improve
robustness, we aggregate the results respectively over days and weeks. Figure 10
illustrates some promising results: whereas raw log ﬂows seem roughly standard,
KL measure enables us to point out clearly local abnormality at diﬀerent scales.

8

Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a new approach to urban mobility analysis introducing a machine learned based modeling that fully exploits the data available
since the introduction of RFID cards in public transportation. We gave proposed
a multi-scale modeling of event logs of users in order to retrieve latent activities of
users. A nonnegative matrix factorization algorithm with sparsity, mono-modality
and normalization constraints is used to build the set of dictionary atoms representing these activities. We have analyzed and exploited the extracted representations of the users to build stations proﬁles and to cluster them. We showed the
interest of our formulation with respect to simpler a k-means that does not take
into account user modeling. Finally we demonstrate our ability to reconstruct a
temporal log distribution at the station scale as well as to detect abnormalities in
the log ﬂow.
The study of these clusters has revealed that temporal patterns are able to
capture ﬁne grained representations of behaviors from roughly aggregated noisy
ticketing logs. We used here the extracted latent activities in a qualitative study.
From a machine learning point of view, the extracted dictionary atoms contains
meaningful high-level information that can be exploited further to jointly characterize users and locations.
One main perspective of this work concerns the design of an embedded model
able to model all frequency scale at the same time. Such a model will not be
easy to develop; indeed, preliminary works show that cascade approches mainly
focus on frequent events without describing rare phenomena.
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Abstract. Predicting the future location of mobile objects has become an
important and challenging problem. With the widespread use of mobile devices,
applications of location prediction include location-based services, resource
allocation, handoff management in cellular networks, animal migration research,
and weather forecasting. Most current techniques try to predict the next location
of moving objects such as vehicles, people or animals, based on their movement
history alone. However, ignoring the dynamic nature of mobile behavior may
yield inaccurate predictions, at least part of the time. Analyzing movement in its
context and choosing the best movement pattern by the current situation, can
reduce some of the errors and improve prediction accuracy. In this chapter, we
present a context-aware location prediction algorithm that utilizes various types
of context information to predict future location of vehicles. We use ﬁve contextual features related to either the object environment or its current movement
data: current location; object velocity; day of the week; weather conditions; and
trafﬁc congestion in the area. Our algorithm incorporates these context features
into its trajectory-clustering phase as well as in its location prediction phase. We
evaluate the proposed algorithm using two real-world GPS trajectory datasets.
The experimental results demonstrate that the context-aware approach can signiﬁcantly improve the accuracy of location predictions.

1 Introduction
In recent years, ever more data is available about the location of moving objects and
their usage context. Playing no small part in this growth is the increasing popularity of
mobile devices equipped with GPS receivers that enable users to track their current
locations. These devices have now emerged as computing platforms enabling users to
consume location-aware services from Internet websites dedicated to life logging,
sports activities, travel experiences, geo-tagged photos, etc. In addition, many users
have started sharing their outdoor movements using social networking sites such as
Facebook and Twitter, which have now added location as an integral feature. The
interaction of users with such services inevitably leaves some digital traces about their
movements in the device logs and on various web servers, which provide a rich source
of information about people’s preferences and activities with regard to their location.
This provides an opportunity to collect both spatio-temporal and contextual data, and in
turn, to develop innovative methods for analyzing the movement of mobile objects.
We assume that the behavior of moving objects can be learned from their historical
data. In any particular environment, people do not move randomly but rather tend to
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2016
M. Atzmueller et al. (Eds.): MSM, MUSE, SenseML 2014, LNAI 9546, pp. 165–185, 2016.
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follow common paths, speciﬁc repetitive trajectories that correspond to their intentions.
Thus, predicting their future location is possible by analyzing their movement history.
Location prediction models can enhance many different applications, such as
location-aware services [1], mobile recommendation systems [2], animal migration
research, weather forecasting [3], handoff management in mobile networks [4], mobile
user roaming [5], etc. While a substantial amount of research has already been performed in the area of location prediction, most existing approaches build upon the most
common movement patterns without taking into account any additional contextual
information. This severely limits their applicability since in practice the movement is
usually free and uncertain. In many situations, it may not be sufﬁcient to consider only
the movement history, since the probability of a future location does not only depend
on the number of times it was visited before but also on the object’s current context.
For example, in different situations, a driver may choose different routes leading to the
same destination.
The importance of contextual information has been recognized by researchers and
practitioners in many disciplines. Context-aware applications are able to identify and
react to real-world situations better than applications that do not consider this sort of
information. Context information can help systems to ease the interaction with the user
and sometimes even allow a device to be used in a way that was not intended by
design. In this chapter, we show that relevant contextual information is important for
providing accurate location predictions.
In this work, we represent movement patterns of vehicles as sequences of
spatio-temporal intervals, where each interval is a minimal bounding box (MBB). We
enhance the standard MBB-based representation of movement patterns described in [6]
with a context proﬁle. The extended MBB represents a geographic area traversed by a
vehicle at a certain time, which also has a semantic meaning. The context proﬁle turns
an MBB into a segment that represents a set of data points not only close in time and
space, but also having the same or similar values of contextual features. We extract
several types of contextual features for each MBB from its summarized data points.
These contextual features include the vehicle’s average velocity, day of the week,
weather conditions for the area where the vehicle is moving, and trafﬁc conditions in
the movement region. We use a context-aware similarity measure to cluster similar
trajectories with different types of contextual data. We present a new algorithm for
location prediction that utilizes the contextual features and overcomes the limitation of
context-free algorithms by choosing the relevant movement pattern according to the
current context. Finally, we evaluate the prediction performance and show that our
context-aware prediction model can provide more accurate predictions than a
context-free model. The main contribution of this work is the use of spatio-temporal
data mining techniques in combination with context information in order to enhance
the accuracy of location prediction methods.
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2 Related Work
2.1

Location Prediction Methods

Predicting the future location of a given mobile object is an interesting and challenging
problem in data mining. Monreale et al. [7] propose the WhereNext system that is
based on association rules, and deﬁne a trajectory as an ordered sequence of locations.
Given a trajectory of a moving object, it selects the best matching association rule and
uses it for prediction. Trajectory patterns are sequences of spatial regions that emerge
as frequently visited in a given order. Motion functions represent the trajectory of an
object based on its recent movements, and indicate location changes by updating the
function parameters, instead of recording object locations at individual timestamps. The
most common functions are linear models that assume an object follows linear
movements [8]. Given an object’s current location, time and velocity the object’s
location at a future time is estimated. Unfortunately, the simple linear model has a
limited applicability due to the enormous diversity of motion types. There are
non-linear models that capture the object’s movements by sophisticated mathematical
formulas. Consequently, they have a higher prediction accuracy than the linear models
[9]. The recursive motion function is the most accurate prediction method among
motion functions. It predicts an object’s location at a speciﬁc time in relation to those of
the recent past. It can express unknown complex movements that cannot be represented
in an obvious manner. Jeung et al. [10] propose a hybrid prediction algorithm that takes
advantage of an object’s pattern information, as well as its motion function. This
algorithm mines an object’s trajectory patterns that follow the same routes over regular
time intervals. When there is no pattern candidate in the prediction process, it calls a
recursive motion function to answer the query.
Nizetic et al. [11] use Markov Chain models to address the problem of short-term
location prediction. This paper describes a Hidden Markov Model for routing management in mobile networks. A Hidden Markov Model assumes that the current object
state is conditionally dependent on its previous k states. Each movement between
locations corresponds to a transition between states and it is assigned a certain probability. In a Hidden Markov Model, the underlying states are not directly observable,
and there is only access to an observable set of symbols that are probabilistically related
to the hidden states.
Another use of Markov models for location prediction is presented by Ashbrook
and Starner [12]. The proposed system converts GPS data into sequences of meaningful
locations, which are deﬁned as geo-spatial clusters of places where the users stopped
for at least 10 min. Given the current location context, the Markov model provides the
probability of transition to every other location. Extending the proposed methodology
to other sources of context is mentioned as part of future research.
Liao et al. [13] apply a hierarchical Markov model for learning and inferring a
user’s daily movements from GPS data. All locations are constrained to be located on a
street map. The location of the person at time k is assumed to depend on his previous
location, lk−1, the velocity, vk, and the vertex transition, τk. The hierarchical prediction
model takes into account a person’s goals (trip destinations), trip segments (transition
probabilities on the intersections graph), and novelty of his movement behavior.
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Clustering is an unsupervised method of learning, which reveals the overall distribution pattern and interesting correlations in datasets. A cluster is a set of data objects
with similar characteristics that can be collectively treated as one group. Han and Yang
[12] introduce the concept of moving micro-clusters. A micro-cluster indicates a group
of objects that are not only close to each other in a speciﬁc time, but also likely to move
together for a while. In order to keep the high quality of clustering, these micro-clusters
may split and then reorganize. A moving micro-cluster can be viewed as one moving
object, and its center can be treated as its location. Elnekave et al. [13] propose a
segmentation algorithm for representing a periodic spatio-temporal trajectory as a
compact set of MBBs. An MBB represents a spatio-temporal interval bounded by
limits of time and location. This structure allows summarizing close data-points, such
that only the minimum and maximum values of the spatial and time coordinates are
recorded. The authors deﬁne data-amount-based similarity between trajectories
according to proximity of trajectories in time and space.

2.2

Spatio-Temporal Context Models

Context is a general concept describing the conditions where a process occurs. The
term has been used in many ways across different research disciplines. Several deﬁnitions of the term “context” have evolved over years. The earliest deﬁnition of
context-aware computing was suggested by [14] who regard the term as referring to the
user’s location, the identity of people near the user, nearby objects, and the changes in
these elements. Schmidt et al. [15] enriched context deﬁnition to include additional user
information, such as habits, emotional state, position shared with others, and social
interactions. Chen and Kotz [16] further extended context to involve more environmental information, and distinguished between active context that influences the
behavior of an application and passive context that can be relevant to the application
but not critical for it. Sanchez et al. [17] explained the distinction between raw sensor
data and context information. Raw data is unprocessed and retrieved directly from the
data source, whereas context information is generated by processing, validating and
adding metadata to the raw data. For example, GPS coordinates are raw data that can
represent a geographical location as context information.
Context awareness is deﬁned as the ability to identify and react to situations in the
real world by taking advantage of contextual information [16]. Making use of relevant
context information from a variety of sources to provide suitable services or
task-dependent information is one of the main challenges in ubiquitous computing.
Zhang et al. [18] deﬁne ubiquitous computing as a paradigm shift where technologies
become virtually invisible or transparent and yet pervasively affect every aspect of our
lives. The authors proposed a reference framework to identify key functionalities of
context-awareness, and assisting ubiquitous media applications in discovering contextual information and adapting their behavior accordingly. Another context-aware
model that supports managing of ubiquitous applications is described by Lopes et al.
[19]. It includes modules for context acquisition from distributed sources, context
storage and actuation in the environment, and context processing for notifying the
current state.
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Context information is used in the location prediction literature mostly with respect
to identity, location and time. Zheng et al. [20] demonstrate the use of user location as
context in their supervised learning approach for detecting spatial trajectory patterns.
They mined travel sequences of multiple users from GPS trajectories, and found
interesting places in a certain region from the location history. An interesting location is
deﬁned using a stay point, a geographic region where the user stayed over a certain
time interval. This model uses other people’s travel experiences in order to improve
travel recommendations. Gao et al. [21] propose to capture the spatio-temporal context
of user check-in behavior in order to improve a location prediction model. They
consider temporal periodic patterns in addition to spatial historical trajectories for
computing the probability of the next visit in a location during a certain time interval.
The location and time probabilities restrain and complement each other in the form of
spatio-temporal context. Appling smoothing techniques they found that a user mostly
checks-in at a location during a speciﬁc time interval and rarely visits during other time
intervals. Mazhelis et al. [22] propose incorporating temporal context dimensions such
as time of the day in a route recognition system. They designed a real-time personal
route recognition system that uses context information to predict the route destination.
Instead of comparing the current driving trajectory against the trajectories observed in
the past and select the most similar route, they incorporated the time of day as context,
and adjusted the route recognition output accordingly. They found that the trajectories
depend on the time of day feature, even at the beginning of a trip, that typically starts at
the same departure point (e.g., home) and creates overlapping trajectories. Assam and
Seidl [25] have recently presented a location clustering and prediction technique based
on a novel context-based similarity measure for locations. This new measure uses a
combination of two similarity measures, namely user similarity and time similarity. The
underlying assumption is that the same group of people would meet together at the
same time in the same location context (activities such as having lunch or attending a
daily business meeting).
In our literature survey, we could not ﬁnd any location prediction solutions that
utilize context information from multiple data sources. Current techniques often focus
on only one type of spatial or temporal context, and do not consider sudden changes in
the movement and the environment. The attempts to integrate both spatial and temporal
context information suffer from the overﬁtting problem due to the large number of
spatio-temporal trajectory patterns [21]. In order to cope with the dynamic nature of
movement, which may cause a user’s behavior to be inconsistent with his historical
movement patterns, we are interested in context features that affect the choice of a
movement trajectory. Rather than trying to incorporate the context information in the
task model, the existing context-aware models treat the context model and the task
separately. In this chapter, we propose a convenient representation of the context
information, which can be incorporated in the movement pattern representation. Our
goal is to integrate into one prediction model both the context features extracted from
the historical movement data and the context features available from external sources,
like web services. The following contextual features are used here for the ﬁrst time: day
of the week, weather conditions, and trafﬁc congestion.
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3 Proposed Methodology
Our approach consists of three main steps: (1) extracting periodic trajectories together
with the context information of the mobile object; (2) inducing context-aware models
that describe the object’s movement patterns; and (3) predicting the future location of
an object based on the two previous steps and the current context. The initial operations
for extracting context features and mining the movement patterns of a moving object
(Steps 1 and 2) can be performed off-line. The last step (Step 3) involves a contextaware location prediction algorithm that should be implemented on-line. In the prediction phase, we incorporate context information by selecting only movement patterns
that satisfy the context information criteria for a given time. This approach is based on
the concept that each pattern has its own particular context. For example, if it is
currently raining, only the movement patterns that were created under raining conditions will be left in the candidate set for prediction. By using contextual information in
real time, we are able to choose the most likely movement pattern rather than relying on
the most common one. Figure 1 presents a block diagram describing the proposed
methodology for context-aware location prediction.

Fig. 1. The methodology process flow
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Extracting Contextual Information

We introduce a unique representation of an area and its contextual features, as a
combination of a minimal bounding box (MBB) and a context proﬁle. The extended
MBB represents a spatio-temporal interval as well as its related context features. It can
be regarded as a geographic area traversed by an object at a certain time, which also has
a semantic meaning. Formally, MBB has the following properties:
i:tmin ¼ minð8p 2 i; p:tmin Þ; i:tmax ¼ maxð8p 2 i; p:tmax Þ

ð1Þ

i:xmin ¼ minð8p 2 i; p:xmin Þ; i:xmax ¼ maxð8p 2 i; p:xmax Þ

ð2Þ

i:ymin ¼ minð8p 2 i; p:ymin Þ; i:ymax ¼ maxð8p 2 i; p:ymax Þ

ð3Þ

where i represents an MBB; p represents aata point in a box; x and y are spatial
coordinates; and tmin and tmax are the object’s minimum and maximum times in the
area. This allows us to summarize close data points into one MBB, and represent it by
these six elements rather than by the multiple original data points. We consider context
to be represented by a context proﬁle related to both an area and a mobile object’s
current state. Context features may be related to the environment surrounding a mobile
object or to the mobile object movement itself. A context proﬁle turns an MBB into a
segment that represents a set of data points not only close in time and space, but also
having the same or similar values of contextual features. A context feature has an
identiﬁer, a type and a value. Formally:
Context Profile ¼ ði; amount; location; velocity; day of the week; weather; traffic congestionÞ

ð4Þ
where i identiﬁes the MBB; and the other properties represent the aggregated feature
values. We enhance the MBB representation to support additional context features with
the following method:
MBB:cf ¼ aggregationð8p 2 MBB; p:cf Þ

ð5Þ

where cf stands for a context feature that is being aggregated; and p represents a point
member in an MBB. In case of day of the week and trafﬁc congestion, the aggregation
is straightforward as data points with different labels are assigned to different MBBs
automatically and thus, all data points in a given MBB will have the same contextual
value. The weather feature is aggregated to the most frequent contextual value in a
given MBB. Numeric features (location and velocity) are aggregated to the mean value
of all data points in a given MBB.
This compact and unique representation of an MBB allows us to obtain accurate
and timely results in subsequent mining stages, and to incorporate the context information in the trajectory-clustering phase. Several context features may influence the
mobile object movement. We are looking for occurrences of certain context characteristics that change the movement habits. Awareness of such events can help us choose
the right movement pattern, and help to improve future location predictions. A diagram
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describing the different types of context is shown in Fig. 2. A detailed description of
each context feature is provided below.

Fig. 2. Different context types

Amount. This is the baseline feature that represents the number of data points that are
summarized by a given MBB. It is calculated as the number of times the area has been
accessed. The more times an object visits a particular MBB, the more important it
becomes. The prediction algorithm chooses the most common MBB within the speciﬁed time bounds based on the maximal data amount property. Formally:
MBB:amount ¼ countð8p 2 MBB; 1Þ:

ð6Þ

Current Location. The current location of every point is recorded in the dataset using
Cartesian coordinates. Though it is the simplest feature to extract, it is very powerful
because it allows us to discard common, yet infeasible, patterns. We can correct
unreasonable predictions by choosing other movement patterns. For instance, if a
mobile object usually travels from home to work every morning, and we ﬁnd it near the
other side of town, we should change our prediction. We calculate the center point of
each candidate MBB, and choose the closest one to the current object position. We use
the Haversine distance formula [23] to calculate the distance between two points. At
small scales, this formula acts exactly like the Euclidean distance formula and can
provide a good approximation of road distance. At large scales, however, distances
along the surface of earth are more curved and therefore using the straight-line distance
is less suitable. The Haversine formula uses the point longitude and latitude and
calculates the shortest distance (in km) over the earth’s surface by the following
formula:
pﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
H:distance ¼ R  2  atan2ð a  1  aÞ
a ¼ sin2 ð

Dlatitude
Dlongitude
Þ þ cosðlat1Þ  cosðlat2Þ  sin2 ð
Þ
2
2
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where R is the earth’s radius that has a ﬁxed value of 6,371 km; atan2ðÞ is a
trigonometric function; and Δ is the subtraction difference between the points longitude
and latitude values.
Velocity. Moving at a certain velocity may imply the next destination of the object.
We assume that different velocities can represent different contexts, and if an object’s
velocity is higher than average, it is an indication that its destination is different than the
usual one and vice versa. For example, driving at a high velocity near the work area
may imply that the destination is not the ofﬁce. We assume that each mobile object has
its actual velocity recorded at every data point. If it is missing, we can compute it from
the spatio-temporal trajectory by dividing the distance travelled between two consecutive points by the time between the two measurements. We estimate the average
velocity at each data point as the average velocity over the last ﬁve points. The average
velocity of a given MBB is calculated over its all data points. The prediction algorithm
chooses only MBBs with the average velocity similar to the object current velocity.
Day of the Week. The current time is recorded as a timestamp for each entry in the
dataset. Thus, we know the current weekday and try to ﬁnd typical routes for the
regular weekdays and the weekend. In order to model this contextual feature, the week
is divided into two periods: the regular weekdays and the weekend. Each point or MBB
is associated with one of these periods, according to the trajectory time. We assume that
the mobile object movement depends on the day of the week context. For instance, on a
regular weekday a person may drive to her/his ofﬁce in the morning, whereas on the
weekend he will probably choose a different, recreational destination. The prediction
algorithm chooses MBBs according to the current day of the object’s movement.
Weather. Weather conditions may affect the movement of every object. For example,
snow can prevent drivers from accessing certain areas whereas downpours can cause
people to assemble in the mall instead of a public open space. Since the movement data
does not contain information about weather, we should obtain this information from
external data sources. For example, we may use an online weather Web service called
Weather Underground (http://www.wunderground.com/) that publishes weather data
for many locations on an hourly basis and describes weather conditions with different
numeric and Boolean variables. We divide the object movement area into a grid,
consisting of squares with a certain parameter size. We then query the site for each new
point, and save the weather information in order to reuse it as long as the location does
not exceed a threshold value. We refer only to the three weather conditions that may
influence the object movement, namely foggy, rain, and snow. Any other type of
weather condition, such as clear, cloudy, hot, cold, etc. is ignored and labeled as the
“other” category. We retrieve weather conditions in an MBB by using the mean
coordinates and the median timestamp. An MBB weather is deﬁned as the most frequent category in its area and within its time bounds.
Trafﬁc Congestion. Trafﬁc congestion affects every mobile object by slowing its
normal speed and causing a change in its routine movement habits. Since the movement data does not contain explicit information about trafﬁc congestion, we implicitly
infer this data. Using an external Web service or a community-based application like
Waze, we can locate areas that are prone to trafﬁc congestion by searching for certain
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events of decreasing velocity in their vicinity. Trafﬁc congestion is characterized by a
signiﬁcant difference between the current speed and the permitted speed on the road.
When an object is moving much slower than the allowed speed in the area, we infer
that a trafﬁc congestion event takes place. In the case when we do not have access to
the permitted velocity on the road, we look for areas in which the velocity decreases for
a certain distance and certain time. We use the segmentation algorithm described in
Sect. 3.2 to extract trafﬁc congestion areas containing the mentioned events, with
duration above 10 min and distance above 200 meters. We mark these MBBs with a
trafﬁc congestion label. The clustering algorithm described in Sect. 3.3 ﬁnds areas
where these kinds of events occur repeatedly. Not every decreasing velocity event
corresponds to trafﬁc congestion. The decreased velocity may also occur close to a
fueling or a parking area. The MBBs marked with a trafﬁc congestion label are areas
containing decreasing velocity events that occur closely, both in space and in time.
Thus, occasional low velocity events that occur closely in space but at different times
will be regarded as noise.
In order to verify our trafﬁc congestion ﬁndings, we may use an external web
service such as Google Places that suggests points of interest, which are close to a
given location. Points of interest include culturally important places and commonly
frequented public areas, like shopping malls and restaurants. Google Places supports
126 metadata types to describe points of interest. We refer only to the following three
categories: institutions (including religious, health and services), entertainment (including shopping, parks and food) and transportation (including bus/train stations and
intersections). We search points of interest in the one-kilometer radius of every MBB
center point. If an MBB is located near highway intersections around the city, or on
major streets, it is more likely that trafﬁc congestion can be expected. In the prediction
phase, when we detect a trafﬁc slowdown event, we adjust the time bounds respectively. Thus, the prediction algorithm can choose only feasible MBBs, which are close
to the current object location and are characterized by a similar average velocity.
Combined Context. This method integrates all the above context features together
into one model. We calculate the context similarities for each candidate MBB within
the prediction time bounds. The ﬁnal similarity measurement assigns an equal weight
to all ﬁve context features and thus utilizes their overall influence on the movement
trajectory.

3.2

Building MBB-Based Trajectory

We present an incremental segmentation algorithm (denoted as Algorithm I) that
summarizes the movements of each mobile object into periodic trajectories while
extracting the desirable context features. We are looking for trajectories that continually
reoccur according to some temporal pattern in a certain context. The algorithm inputs are
a spatio-temporal dataset that contains GPS log entries, the available context feature, and
a scaling parameter to determine MBB bounds. The threshold values are calculated by
multiplying the data-points standard deviation in each dimension, with the scaling
parameter. The larger the threshold is, the more summarized the trajectories are.
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The outputs of this phase are an object’s periodic trajectories represented as a list of
MBBs. These segmented trajectories become the input of the next, clustering phase.

In lines 1–4 of Algorithm I, we process each incoming data point. In lines 5–9, as
long as the point has the same context and is within the MBB bounds, we insert it into
the current MBB. In lines 10–11, we decide that the point stretches the MBB beyond
the threshold and create a new MBB. The addNewMBB function initializes a new MBB
in the trajectory, and initializes its bounds and context according to the data point. The
addPoint function increments the MBB amount property and updates the existing MBB
boundaries based on the new point coordinates.

3.3

Context-Aware Similarity Measure

We deﬁne a similarity measure that takes into account the context features in the
trajectory clustering algorithm. We incorporate the context into the model by increasing
the similarity for MBBs in the same context. For example, if one MBB has a raining
weather condition, all MBBs with the same weather condition will get bonuses towards
their similarities with the current MBB. All other MBBs will remain in the candidate
set without decreasing their similarity. We deﬁne the similarity between two trajectories as the sum of similarities between their corresponding MBBs:
Pn Pm
TrajectorySimðT1 ; T2 Þ ¼

i¼1

j¼1
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where T1 is the ﬁrst trajectory; T2 is the second trajectory; T1i is the i MBB segment of
the ﬁrst trajectory; T2j is the j MBB segment of the second trajectory; n is the amount of
MBBs in the ﬁrst trajectory; and m is the amount of MBBs in the second trajectory.
Our context-based similarity is calculated as the product of three factors: (1) the
overlapping time of two MBBs; (2) the similarity between the data point amounts
summarized within the two MBBs; and (3) the minimal distance between the two MBB
features. Formally:
MBBsimðMBB1 ; MBB2 Þ ¼ jtm  tn j  #points  minContextDistðMBB1 ; MBB2 Þ

ð10Þ

where tm is the time when the two MBBs start to overlap; and tn is the time when its
overlapping ends. The greater the overlapping time between the two MBBs, the higher
the similarity between them. The #points parameter is the minimum amount of data
points within the two compared MBBs. The more data points are included in both of
the compared MBBs, the stronger support we have for their similarity. The minimal
context distance between two MBBs, consists of the sum of minimal distances of every
feature in the MBBs. The minimal distance between two features is deﬁned as the
distance in that dimension or as zero if the two MBBs overlap. Formally:
minContextDistðMBB1 ; MBB2 Þ ¼

n
X

minCFDistðMBB1 :cfi ; MBB2 :cfi Þ

ð11Þ

minCFDistðMBB1 ; MBB2 Þ ¼ maxð0; maxðMBB1 :cfmin ; MBB2 :cfmin Þ
 minðMBB1 :cfmax ; MBB2 :cfmax ÞÞ

ð12Þ

i¼1

where n is the number of context features we are measuring; and cf is the value of the
feature i. We combine two distance values: a spatial distance and a context distance
using a weighted average approach. For numeric features such as velocity, the distance
is deﬁned using this formula: jv1  v2 j=ðv1 þ v2 Þ where v1 , v2 are feature values. When
there is no difference between the values, the distance is zero, otherwise it is the
normalized distance between the values, so the distances have a comparable scale. For
nominal features such as weather and day of the week, the distance is deﬁned as zero if
the context values are the same and as one, otherwise.
We enhanced the k-means incremental clustering algorithm described in [6] to use
this similarity measurement in order to induce context-aware movement patterns from
periodic trajectories. The algorithm gets as an input a set of periodic trajectories, a
number of clusters, iteration bound, and a context feature. It initializes the centroids
with the trajectories that are ﬁrst to arrive. Then, each subsequent trajectory is inserted
into its nearest centroid cluster. We update the centroids by adding each MBB into the
trajectory that represents the cluster’s centroid. We stop clustering when there is no
change or when we reach the iteration bound. The algorithm output is the trajectory
cluster’s centroids, which represent the movement patterns.
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Algorithm II is aimed at predicting the location of a mobile object in the next time slot
based on the context-aware movement patterns we mined from the trajectories history,
along with the current contextual features. The prediction algorithm ﬁlters MBBs by
context, leaving only those that have the same context as the currently observed
instance. For example, if it is currently raining, only the MBBs that are labeled by the
raining category will be left in the candidate set. The algorithm inputs are the next time
slot (denoted as time), a set of cluster centroids that are the movement patterns, and a
context proﬁle cf that contains the current values of the deﬁned context features. The
algorithm returns the MBB’s maximal and minimal coordinates as the prediction result.

In lines 1–3 of Algorithm II, we search for MBB centroids that are within the time
bounds. In lines 4–10, we add relevant MBBs to the candidate set. In lines 12–15, if no
MBB matches the input time, we look for the closest MBB. The previous MBB can
refer to the preceding period in the centroid, as before the ﬁrst item at time 0:00 comes
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the last item at time 23:59. Finally, in lines 21–26, we iterate through the context proﬁle
and ﬁlter the candidates by the required features. The feature is ignored if none of the
candidates is left in the candidate set. In lines 28, we choose the MBB with the highest
amount of data points and return it as the prediction result.

4 Empirical Evaluation
4.1

Performance Measures

We evaluated our context-aware prediction algorithm on real-world datasets comprised
of spatio-temporal trajectories of mobile objects and data from external web services.
Our research hypothesis is that the context-aware algorithm should be able to predict
future locations in a more accurate manner than a context-free method. Our algorithm
predicts future locations in the form of MBBs rather than raw data points. In order to
assess the prediction capability, we used two performance measures. The ﬁrst measure
is the prediction accuracy, which is the probability that the actual future location is
found within the predicted MBB. Accuracy is deﬁned as:
Accuracy ¼

hits
:
hits þ misses

ð13Þ

According to this measure, larger MBBs should have better prediction accuracy
than smaller MBBs. For example, if the clustering phase produces only one large
MBB, which contains all predicted locations, we will have 100 % accuracy but the
prediction will not be useful for any practical purposes. On the other hand, it will be
hard to build an accurate prediction model using very small MBBs. The second
measure is the Mean Average Error (MAE), or the spatial distance between the real
location of the object at the predicted time and the borders of the predicted area. We
calculate minimal, average and maximal Euclidean distance between the actual object
location and the predicted MBB’s boundaries. The maximal distance is an upper
boundary to the prediction error. MAE is deﬁned as:
P
MAE ¼

maxDistanceðobjectX;Y  MBBX;Y Þ
N

ð14Þ

where objectX,Y represents the real position of the object, MBB is the prediction result,
maxDistance is the maximal Euclidean distance function, and N stands for the total
number of predictions. Out of two predicted MBBs that both contain the real location
of an object, the MAE measure would give a preference to the smaller MBB.

4.2

Experimental Datasets

We performed experiments on two real-world spatio-temporal datasets: INFATI and
GEOLIFE. The INFATI dataset [24] consists of GPS log-data from 20 cars driving by
family members in Aalborg, Denmark. The movement of each car was recorded for
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periods of between 3 weeks to 2 months during December 2000 and January 2001.
When a car was moving, its GPS position was sampled every second. The GPS
positions were stored in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM 32) format. No
sampling was performed when a car was parked. The data was modiﬁed in order to
allow the drivers some degree of anonymity. We referred to the cars as one group
containing 20 mobile objects. The dataset contains 1.9 million records. Each record
comprises GPS coordinates, time and date, velocity, and the maximum velocity
allowed on the particular road where the driver was driving.
The GEOLIFE dataset [25] is a trajectory dataset that was collected mostly in
Beijing, China, from 182 users, during a ﬁve-year period (2007–2012) as part of
Microsoft’s GEOLIFE Project. Some users carried the GPS logger for the whole period
while others only carried the logger for a few weeks. The dataset as a whole recorded a
broad range of users’ outdoor movements, including routine matters such as going
home and to work but also entertainment and sport activities, such as shopping,
sightseeing, dining, hiking, and cycling. The users indicated the mode of transportation
of their trajectories, such as driving, taking a bus, riding a bike and walking. We
referred only to object trajectories traversed by vehicles, which were based on data
collected for more than a one-month period. The dataset contains 17,621 trajectories
based on a total traveling distance of about 1.2 million kilometers in the course of
48,000+ hours. These trajectories were recorded by various GPS loggers and
GPS-phones at a variety of sampling rates.
The statistics of both datasets are presented in Table 1. Following the approach
presented in Subsect. 3.1 above, the context information on weather conditions and
places of possible trafﬁc congestion was obtained from the Weather Underground and
the Google Places web services, respectively.
Table 1. Datasets statistics
Parameter
Mobile objects
Average dates per object
Average records per object
Total dates
Total records
Sampling rate

4.3

INFATI
20
34
94,754
679
1,895,085
1s

GEOLIFE
62
43
91,551
3,293
6,274,996
*1–5 s or * 5–10 m

Compared Methods

In the algorithm empirical evaluation, we tried to predict the future location of mobile
objects with and without each context feature. The evaluation of each context method was
conducted as follows. We used all the data from every object as an independent dataset.
We divided the dataset into training and testing sets, using the leave-one-out
cross-validation method. In every iteration, we selected two dates as the testing set
while keeping the rest of the dates as a training set. The clustering algorithm induced
context-aware movement patterns from the spatio-temporal trajectories in the training set.
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Afterwards, we iterated the data points from the two-day testing set, updated the context
proﬁle and predicted their future location. We used the one-tailed t-test, to test for
signiﬁcant difference between the following methods:
• Baseline. This approach, adopted from [6], is based on the frequency of visits to
each area regardless of the object’s speciﬁc situation. The predicted MBB is the
most common MBB within the time bounds, i.e. the MBB having the maximum
amount of data points.
• Location. This prediction method chooses the closest MBB to the current object’s
location out of a set of candidate MBBs. The spatial distance is calculated as the
Haversine distance between the current location and the MBB centroid.
• Velocity. The prediction algorithm chooses only MBBs with average velocity
similar to the object’s current velocity. With this method, if the object is currently
moving at high speed in a certain direction, the method will choose MBBs with
high average speed and the same direction. If more than one candidate MBB exists,
the Baseline criterion is applied.
• Day of the Week. The week is divided into two periods, regular weekdays and
weekends, and the prediction algorithm chooses an MBB from the current day
category. In case, there is more than one candidate MBB, the most common MBB is
selected according to the Baseline approach.
• Weather. The prediction algorithm considers only MBBs with the same weather
conditions as in the object area. In the clustering phase, we ﬁnd the most common
weather category for each MBB. In the prediction phase, we check the current
weather and ﬁlter the candidate MBBs by their weather category, selecting the most
common MBB as the prediction result.
• Trafﬁc Congestion. We identify trafﬁc congestion on the road as described in
Sect. 3.1 and save this indication in the MBB proﬁle. If in the prediction phase we
detect a trafﬁc slowdown in the mobile object area, we adjust the prediction time
bounds respectively so that the algorithm can choose an MBB that is closer to its
current position.
• Combined Context. The combined context method integrates all of the above
context features into one prediction model. We calculate the context similarities for
each possible MBB candidate within the time bounds while assigning equal weights
to all ﬁve context features.
4.4

Evaluation Results

We evaluated our algorithm with different sizes of the training and testing sets. The last
one-third of the dates in the dataset was selected to be the testing set. Then we let the
algorithm learn the movement of a mobile object as we gradually increased the training
set size from zero to two-thirds of the dates in the dataset. We compared the baseline
method with the combined context method.
As can be seen in Figs. 3 and 4, location prediction accuracy is affected by the
training set size with and without context information. In the INFATI dataset, the
accuracy with the maximum training set size, without context information, is 0.68,
deteriorating to 0.32 with only 10 % of the dataset. In the GEOLIFE dataset, when the
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training set consists of 10 % of the dataset, the algorithm accuracy is 0.41. As we
increase the size of the training set, the accuracy reaches 0.84. As the training set size
grows, the training examples tend to be more representative of the movements in a
given area. Therefore, the prediction accuracy tends to be higher.
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Training Set Size (while testing set size = 1/3)
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Fig. 3. Accuracy by different training set sizes (INFATI dataset). Context = Combined context.
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Fig. 4. Accuracy by different training set sizes (GEOLIFE dataset). Context = Combined
context.
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Using context information can help reduce the minimal period of movement data
collection prior to performing effective location predictions. In the INFATI dataset, the
accuracy becomes reasonable (above 0.6) with a training set size of 66 % of the dataset.
The same level of accuracy is achieved by the context-aware method with only 50 % of
the dataset. In the GEOLIFE dataset, the best accuracy result, without context information, is 0.78. The same result is achieved by the context-aware algorithm with only
50 % of the training set size.
The results of each method are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Accuracy and MAE prediction results
INFATI
Accuracy
Baseline
0.738
Location
0.769*
Velocity
0.799*
Day of the week 0.731
Weather
0.738
Trafﬁc congestion 0.812*
Combined context 0.823*

MAE
1,067
943
921
1,239
1,096
898
850

GEOLIFE
Accuracy
0.814
0.830*
0.835*
0.801
0.820
0.837*
0.883*

MAE
683
584
622
751
641
523
474

In both datasets, most of the context information methods outperform the baseline
method. In the INFATI dataset, when using the location context method which ignores
distant predictions, the accuracy increased to 0.769 (p-value < 0.001). When using the
velocity context method, the accuracy was even better 0.799 (p-value < 0.0001). In the
GEOLIFE dataset, the location context method increased the accuracy to 0.830
(p-value < 0.001). When using the velocity context method, the accuracy was somewhat better 0.835 (p-value < 0.001). The day of the week method did not perform better
than the baseline method. The weather method has a slightly better, yet not statistically
signiﬁcant, prediction accuracy of 0.820 (p-value = 0.383). In the INFATI dataset, the
weather method has the same prediction accuracy of 0.738 as the baseline method, with
no signiﬁcant improvement. This is probably due to the short period of the data
collection. The best single context feature in both datasets is the trafﬁc congestion
method that combined location and velocity features and improved the prediction
accuracy to 0.812 (p-value < 0.001) in the INFATI dataset, and to 0.837
(p-value < 0.001) in the GEOLIFE dataset. Finally, the combined context method
which utilizes all the context features signiﬁcantly improved prediction accuracy to
0.823 (p-value < 0.001) in the INFATI dataset, and to 0.883 (p-value < 0.001) in the
GEOLIFE dataset. It should be noted that some context features, like trafﬁc congestion,
might be related to the day of the week. The location, velocity and trafﬁc congestion
MAEs of the context-aware methods decreased compared to the baseline method. This
conﬁrms the usefulness of location and velocity features compared to the day of the
week feature. The combined context method demonstrates the best performance with
the minimal MAE values for both datasets. This indicates that context information
helps obtaining more accurate prediction results.
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We analyze several characteristics of the movement patterns we found. The clustering results depend on segmentation threshold values and on the similarity measures.
The higher they are, the more trajectories are summarized into larger MBBs. The ability
to make an accurate prediction depends on the number of MBBs we have to choose
from and on each MBB’s size. As we can see in Table 3, context-aware methods
provide smaller MBBs and more MBBs to choose from in every prediction.

Table 3. Average sizes of MBBs and candidate set
INFATI
Candidates
Baseline
3.9
Location
3.9
Velocity
9.5
Day of the week 4.5
Weather
6.1
Trafﬁc congestion 9.8
Combined context 9.8

GEOLIFE
MBB Size Candidates
1,952
4.7
2,952
4.7
1,906
7.1
1,721
5.4
1,853
6.2
1,622
9.3
1,302
9.3

MBB Size
1,299
1,299
1,283
1,352
1,465
1,002
921

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we analyzed location prediction from a context awareness perspective.
We proposed a novel way to leverage context information of several types in order to
predict the future location of mobile objects. We suggested appropriate methods to
extract context information based on the movement and the surrounding environment.
We enhanced the k-means clustering algorithm for discovering movement patterns
from spatio-temporal trajectories, to support ﬁve types of context features regarding
location, velocity, day of the week, weather and trafﬁc congestion. We designed a new
algorithm for predicting the future location of a mobile object that utilizes context
information based on the above ideas. The algorithm is shown to perform well, with
signiﬁcantly better accuracy results. Our evaluation results show that it is indeed
helpful to refer to context information, while choosing the predicted movement patterns. In addition, incorporating context information allows us to collect smaller
amounts of historic movement data, before we can start predicting the future location of
mobile objects effectively. Thus, we can shorten the data collection period, while
keeping the same level of prediction accuracy.
As future work, we suggest extending the algorithm to support other relevant
context information features. For example, we can extract signiﬁcant anchor points,
such as home and work, from the object trajectories. We can also extract information
about activities or events in the area from external data sources, like social networks.
Furthermore, optimization techniques may be applied for ﬁnding the best subset of
context features. In addition, as this method uses the trajectories of each mobile object
alone, one may apply this technique to consider all available trajectories. Instead of
using only the individual user history, we could utilize all available object trajectories
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together and then apply the prediction model to previously unseen users. Further work
is needed for designing a formal ontology-based context model, which will be able to
capture, represent, manipulate and access all characteristics of location and movement.
Ontology should address such issues as semantic context representation, context
dependency, and context reasoning.
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